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Brave thieves nag police
Daring daylight break-ins 
have Saanich Peninsula police 
worried.
Thousands of dollars worth 
of merchandise has been stolen 
from homes and businesses in 
Sidney, North Saanich and Cen­
tral Saanich within the last 
month, police report.
By GLENN WERKMAN 
Review Staff Writer
“The thieves use a very 
brazen type of entry,” com­
mented Sidney RCMP Cpl. 
Norm Latimer. His detachment 
reported two break-ins during 
daytime Jan. 25 and another 
Jan.26.
The latest daytime break-in 
occurred in the 8000-block area 
of Lochside Drive inside Cen­
tral Saanich police’s jurisdic­
tion, Friday.
Thieves broke a small win­
dow, forced open the front door . 
and proceeded to steal 
numerous items.
“They had some uninter­
rupted time to ransack the 
home,” said George Lawson, 
Central Saanich deputy police 
chief.
Between $10,000 and 115,000
worth of property was taken — 
including camera equipment, 
video equipment, e.xpensive 
china, jewelry, tools, a sports 
bag and a quantity of liquor, 
Lawson said. The residents 
reported one of the items was a 
Royal Doulton china figurine 
worth $300. No one was home 
between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m.
On Amelia Avenue in Sidney 
during daylight on Jan. 25, 
thieves used a ladder to gain ac­
cess to a house through an 
upstairs window.
A large amount of jewelry 
worth an estimated $20,000 was 
stolen.
That same day a residence on 
Landsend Road was broken in­
to through a patio door. 
Jewelry, a cordless telephone 
and a telephone answering 
machine worth about $800 was 
taken.
Sidney RCMP also report a 
break-in Jan. 26 that netted 
thieves $300 worth of jewelry on 
Bowerbank Road. A basement 
window was forced open and 
the home was searched by the 
culprits.
Central Saanich police also 
report a resident of the 1800-
Funeral tomorrow 
for plane crash victim
A funeral service will be held in Saanichton Thursday for 
one of four Royal Roads officer cadets who died in a plane 
crash last week. Daniel Richardson. 20,will be interred in 
Royal Oak Burial Park.
Richardson was raised on the Peninsula, attending 
Saanichton Elementary and Mount Newton Middle Schools. 
He attended high school in Burnaby after his mother Sandra 
Howell moved to the mainland with her husband Ted.
Richardson’s father Bill and brother Brenden stayed in 
Sidney. Grandmother Nellie Nimmo still lives in Saanichton.
He returned to the Island to attend Royal Roads Military 
College in Colwood. He was in his third year, taking a degree 
in Military Leadership and .Applied Psychology.
Richardson, the pilot of the four-seater Cessna which 
crashed into tlie oceannear Thetis Island, was introduced to 
flying while a member of Royal Canadian Air Cadets locally. 
He ciirned a glider’s licence, then a pilot’s licence.
Tv'pical of many air cadets, Richardson’s interests were 
varied. He also liked scuba diving, swimtriing and skiing.
On Jan. 2‘l, lie went for what he probttbly hoped would be 
a f.airly typi'Ca! flight. He recruited ihi'Cv' (sfficer cadet', from 
eastern Ctm.ada to accompany him atui help defray costs.
“Richtirdson tried to fly at least once a month, thougli he’d 
aim ftu' twice a month,” saitl Capt. Martin .Marslutll frtmi 
Royal Rotids. “He tisually asked someone i(S ride along and 
share the cost of the charter. That way. he’d keep up his fly­
ing time.”
That afternoon, Itowevcr, something went wrong,■ After 
louring the \ anc('u\cr iirea. the )diuie went off radai screens. 
It was lound submcrgetl in uaier fi\e dtiys later, with all four 
men itbuard detttJ.
'I'he funeralWill be held at l;.3() p.m,, I hiiistlay, at St. 
Maty's Atiglicai'i Church in Satmieliton, In lieu of flowers, 
the family would tipprecittie conirihtiiibns be given pvilie Dan 
Richtirdson Bursary I'lind c/o ,( anadian Imperial B:mk pf 
Commerce, Bremwttod Branch, 4.56"? I.oitgheet) Highwas', 
Biirnabv. B.C. V5C 3Z6.
block Keating Cross Road arriv­
ed home after lunch time Jan. 
25 to find a late-model orange 
van parked in his driveway.
A man walked around the 
corner of his house, got into the 
van and drove away.
After going inside the owner 
realized his house had been 
entered through the unlocked 
front door. Upon investigation 
a small amount of jewelry was 
found to be missing.
Police searched the area for 
the van without success. A 
similiar looking van was 
reported to be on a sailing of the 
Brentwood Bay-Mill Bay ferry 
shortly after.
Police are continuing their in­
vestigation of these and other 
related crimes. They encourage 
the public to help by using the 
Neighborhood Watch program.
“Keep an eye out for who i.s 
coming into the 
neighborhood,” advises 
L a t i m e r . I f something 
suspicious is spotted, like peo­
ple cutting through yards, call 
the police. If a vehicle is involv­
ed, record the licence number 
and a description of it before 
you call the police.
Heart month
Canvassers will be out in 
full force Peninsula 
municipalities, ihi.s month, 
to rai.se money foi the B.C. 
Heart Foimdaiioii,
“Wc need all the help we 
can gel,” said organizer 
Norma I'ii/.simmons.
And that refers to'more 
than dollars. Canvassers, 
phone helpers, zone, are:i 
and division leaders, 
volunteers for ediictuion 
programs and others are 
always in need by the foun­
dation.
The heart fund collected 
dose to $4,4 million from 
British Columbians, last 
year, cNcecdiuti the goal by 
more than eiglii per cent, 
During 19HH tfie he;in 
foundation neetjs funding 
for 5H heaii and stroke 
research projects in B.C. 
These will employ 2.30 pco 
pic and provide ecptipineni. 
for a tottil COM of $.3 
million,
THE VICTORIA International Car Show attracted 20,000 people to the Trident hangar, 
last week — proving that Sidney is a viable location for a large-scale show, organizer 
Blaine Benson said.
Many people were “quite pessimistic” before the show, but how the hangar “looks 
like a natural” for future car and trade shows, he said.
Benson said negotiations with the Town of Sidney and government authorities will 
take place, in the effort to make shows a regular use of a building that’s “been just 
sitting there” for six years.
In all, 164 cars were on display. One that proved the perfect size for Anne Marie Vis, 
2, of Sidney, was the CV1, a product of Suzuki capable of 50 kilometres per litre of 
gas. One quarter the weight of a mini car, the concept car is not yet in production. 
Many other vehicles were on the other side of the luxury spectrum, such as the 1980 
Martin-Taylor Series 1 Roadster, built In the traditional styling of 1930s roadsters.
Sewer fees Increose protested
More tbiiii 25 residents of 
Barbiiru [dace Iiave signed iheir 
names to a petition protesting a 
proposed 100-per-cent increase 
in sewage connection fees by 
Central Saanicli.
The petition requests that 
'wwer eonneciion fees not ex­
ceed $9(K) for the residences on 
Barbara Drive and Btirbiuiii 
I'lacc.
“Thi'se guys have been 
waiting since 1980-H),” com- 
meirted Aid, Eric I ewis. “I say 
wc do it,”
Residents were contacted in 
October 1980 In- council of lire
day asking if they would like 
sewer Irooknp, Aid. Ed Hcrn- 
blad said. At that time 12 said 
yes, nine said no and seven did 
not respond.
.Since then a study was done 
by lire Capital Regional 
District’s healtli (ieparimeni 
which found only one malfunc­
tioning septic tiink, ad­
ministrator G;r.y Wheeler 
reported,
“The fact of the rnalter i,s 
that we do have prohlems with 
our toilets,MIS Aid, Lewi,s sug­
gested,” said Randy Prokop, a 
Barbara Drive rcsideni,
The sanitation and water 
committee, chaired by Aid. 
Jack Mar, had put forth a 
bylaw increasing sewage con­
nection fees to $1,800 from 
$9(X).
The bylaw was a recommen­
dation by L.K. Callahan, 
municipal treasurer, to build a 
surplus account to later develop 
further sewage lines,
Council is reviewing com­
ments front the public and has 
referred the proposed bylaw 
back to the sanitation and water 
committee.
eome
Bootleggers are going iri reap 
llte profii.s from new legislation 
thtii outlaws beer off sales after 
11 ir.m., local holds charge,





“ll’.s going to he 
gcr's haven,” said 
quetie, manager of 
.Sidney.
■< “People are iilre.ady talking 
about bootlegging,” he said, 
“Thr-rt* 'i guv iti V'trfnri’i that 
i,s iiltcady set up for it,”
.Sunday was the last day local 
drinking csi.ibli'dunents sold 
off ‘Miles later than 11 p.m.
Before the mew law took ef­
fect, the Tiller I’ult at the Hotel 
Sidney, s(.»id carry tuit tu'cr until 
li.lO a,in. The Prairie Inn in
Saanichton was .selling off sales 
until 12:30 a,m, and cold beer 
and wine stores vvere selling nn 
til If p.m. Now it's II p.m. 
across the hoard,
B.C. htbor and consumer ser­
vices public information ufficet 
Ell Wall says the legislation is 
going into effect 
quieter late at night.
“ I hey'rc trying to make it
to “keep
more difficult for the rowdies,” 
Wall .said, “The police have 
recommended this son of 
thing.”
I^rairie Inn Ncighboihooii 
Pub owner "fed Anderson savs 
!K?oileggcrs “will be popping rrp 
all over” beciiuse of the new 
legislation,
”1 feel ihev slionld base 
t.aken away the off-sales licence^
from the pulis iliai were lutving 
problems.” he said. “They put 
cs'fryone in ilie same lireri, ”
"Ail it ss'iH do is open tire 
door fiM' hi'Kulcggers;,” said 
.Anderson.
’'After- crimin.'tl dernenis sec 
sinneoite inriting beer in ihdi 
ears, ibev will l’'renk its to get it, 
“If'(hey really Wirni to do 
someihrng (to get drunks oft the
road) they should close the li­
quor Mores earlier,” Anderson 
suggested,
“The culprits are the provin­
cial liquor stores, not the bars,” 
hcsaiiJ.
Hard core drinkers arc not 
going to ,sii in a bar at $2.50 a 
drink, Anderson said, “They 
drink it at borne before the\' go 
out,” he said.
Liquor licensees respond to increase
Liquor license fees for pubs, 
restaurants and dining rooms 
has’c been incrcascii !')' al-ioqi 
(AX) per cent by the provincial 
cabinet and some Irotel 
operators ate unsn.te if they will 
be ,'ible to recoup the new cost.
Licence fees increase I t om 
$150 to Sl.tXX) for pubs and 
lomsgcs in ludcls, resorts, clubs, 
tiniversiiie.s imd cultural centres 
effective M.nclr 31, ermfirmed 
B.C, labor and consumer .ser­
vices spokesman lid Wall.
But a five per cem levy ilie 
j;.usi.'!mnH:ni is cunentl) chaig- 
iiig on iapioi ,'iuki lot ie-sa!e 
purpo.ses will be dropped, Wall 
said.'
"Vendors have to p,»y five 
|icr cent nioiie than the general
public for lirptor ,” he said, 
WadUlirig Dog inn owner 
I.lie Lewis I!, upset at the in­
crease. The liquor licenses for 
his esi.abiishmcnt will cost 
lu’.StM) this year, compared to 
Continued on Pngii A2
Ciistomer,s have to be in ti bat 
for a long time to gel drunk. In 
two drink.s m home a person can 
consume the same amount of 
alcohol as they would drinkiirg 
for (wo hours in (he bar, he 
claimed.
Attdcr.son trlso pointed out 
that some pcoplcwlro drop into 
the pub berween )t* rtrid 11 p.m. 
w'ork late and want to drink late 
at night, Others want (o pick up 
a case of off'sales for the next 
day’s acliv (tier..
Waddling Dog owner Eric 
Lewis says his ludel doc.sri't sell 
much irff-saies beer and the 
change to 11 p.m,. closing 
doesn’t bother fiim,
"It ss'ouldn't bother rue one 
iota,” Lewis said. “There is no 
trig profit in off-sales.”
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CARL M. SPICER, C.G.A., R.i.(BC) 
is pleased to announce that effective 
February 1,1988
AUSTIN CHAN & WALLACE 
have joined with him in partnership 
The new firm will practice as 
AUSTIN CHAN WALLACE & SPICER 
Certified General Accountants 
2442 Sidney, Sidney B.C. V8L1X6 
Phone 656-1107




I f your personal pension plan (RRSP) is invested 
at a fixed interest rate, chances are you're not doing 
as well as you could.
That’s like having all of your eggs in one basket.
Corporations and unions don't run their 
pension plans that way. They never have all their 
financial assets in one category.
Never.
That's why it makes sense to have your 
personal pension plan managed in a balanced 
way just like companies and unions.
The One Decision Fund managed by 
M.K. Wong & Associates, one of Canada's 
leading pension fund managers, is a balanced 
personal pension plan. It's managed in the same 
way and by the same people who run the big 
institutional plans.
They put their eggs in many baskets and they 
spend all day every day choosing the right ones.
To find but how you can transfer your RRSP 
to the One Decision Fund Personal Pension Plan 
write or call:
LIQUOR
Continued from Page A1
$450 he paid for licenses last 
year.
“Who’s to say they can’t jack 
(the price of liquor) up 10 per 
cent the same day the five per 
cent levy comes off?” asked 
Lewis.
Prairie Inn owner Ted Ander­
son thinks “it’s the best thing 
that could happen.”
“It all works out in the end 
. . . it’s certainly not a bad 
deal,” Anderson said.
His single licence will increase 
to $1,000 from $150 on March 
31.
The inn is paying the five per 
cent levy on liquor now and 
after March 31, Anderson says, 
“We will pay a straight $1,000, 
but we will get it back.”
“Maybe they are getting a lit­
tle more money, but it is not an 
extremely bad thing by any 
means,” he said.
Sidney TraveLodge manager 
Peter Dentro has taken a wait- 
and-see attitude about the in­
crease.
“Time will tell if it is an ad­
vantage,” he said. “For some 
busines.ses it will be an ad­
vantage, depending on how 
much liquor you purchase.”
License fees for four drinking 
establishments at the 
TraveLodge will increase $2,900 
over what was paid last year.
About $60,000 worth of li­
quor would have to be sold to 
recoup the $2,900, Dentro said.
Licences for a pub, dining 
room, lounge and a cabaret are 
held by the TraveLodge. They 
will cost $3,500 March 31, com­
pared to $600 paid last year.
Dining room and licenced 
sandwich shops fees increase to 
$500 from $150, cabarets and 
neighborhood pubs see their 
fees increase to $1,000 from 
$150 and sports stadiums and 
concert arenas see their fees go 
to $250 from $150, Wall said.
“The legislation is aimed at 
making it fair for everyone,” 
commented Wall.
“The policy is there and it is 
seen as the best for B.C. at this 
time,” he said. The policy was 
one recommendation made in 
the Liquor Policy Review report 
recently endorsed by the B.C. 
cabinet.
Model plane 












MEMBERS OF THE PARKLAND DANCE TROUP perfomed 
during a talent show held Saturday night at the school. 
Parents and other students had the chance to see the skills 
and ability of people in the community.
Model airplane at 700 feet.
That’s the complaint Sidney 
RCMP investigated, after in­
formation was passed on from a 
helicopter pilot to the control 
tower at the Victoria Interna­
tional Airport, Monday after­
noon.
The helicopter pilot spotted a 
model airplane flying above the 
area where Wain Road and 
Tatiow Road meet in North 
Saanich.
Control tower manager 
James Allardyce confirrhed 
there was a complaint from a 
helicopter in the area. The air­
port is concerned if model
planes are flown too close to the 
airport, he said.
Sidney RCMP Cpl. Norm 
Latimer said police cruisers in­
vestigating the complaint were 
unable to locate the airplane or 
the operator.
“There are charges under the 
Aeronautics Act that w'ould ap­
ply,” Latimer said.
“Occasionally we have had 
complaints about people flying 
kites at higli altitudes within 
restricted air space,” he added.
But this is the first time the 
local police have received a 
complaint of a model airplane 
flying too high.














A Henry Avenue trailer sales 
lot has been charged with 
misrepresenting the price of a 





Big Boys Toys Ltd. and An­
thony Gerniauskas were in 
Sidney provincial court last 
Thursday. They were jointly
charged under the Trade Prac­
tices Act.
The charges say Wolfgang 
Poliak left his Bonair travel 
trailer with Big Boys Toys to be 
sold on consignment. When it 
was sold on Oct. 10, 1987 to 
Lachlan Mawhinney, the price 
was allegedly misrepresented.





MOUNTAIN BIKE Reg. 899.88
SALE
T598®
GENERAL OVERHAUL SERVICE 
Reg. 69.95 ............................................... now only
(INCLUDES BEARINGS)
$4995
PLUS MANY MORE IN-STORE SPECIALS jCwr*
656-1512 2480 BEACON AVE.
B.C. Transit planners want to 
hear from Sidney and North 
Saanich residents. Two public 
meetings next week \yill gather 
ideas.
“We’re asking what people 
think are the deficiencies and 
good aspects of public transit 
on the Peninsula,” said planner 
Mike Davis. “We’d like to- 
know how people think the 
system can be improved in the 
next couple of years. ”
B.G. Transit announced 
plans for a local bus route for 
the Penin.sula last fall. These 
meetings are to di.scover places 
riders want connected by the 
local service.
The first drop-in session will 
be at Deep Cove Elementary 
School between 3 and 4:30 p.m. 
and 7 to 8 p.m. Tuesday, Feb. 
9. Transit planners will also set 
up their displays at the Sidney 
Silver Threads auditorium 2 to 







2 Farm Fresh Eggs. 1 Sausage 
1 Slice of Ham, 2 Pancakes 
Toast & Hashbrowns 
A great way to start the day.
10% Off for Seniors
DIDYOUKNOWTHAT:
GURNEY SMITH & ASSOCIATES ARE AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVES 
FOR THE FOLLOWING TRUST COMPANIES
Lunch Special
Combo Burger
1/4 pound of Chopped Pure Beef 
Topped with Mushrooms, Bacon 
and Cheese with French Fries
10% Off for Seniors
Dinner Special
Veal Oscar or Sauteed 
Chicken Breasts
With Rico Pllaf or Potatoes
auil Vugeiabiu
10% Off for Seniors
SIDNEY BRENTWOOD
2302 Beacon 8719 W, Saanich Rcl. 
Sidney Oronlwood Day
656-2423 652-1764
• FIRST CITY TRUST





• HOUSE HOLD TRUST
• MUTUAL FUNDS
• MAJOR CANADIAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES 
• WESTERN & PACIFIC bank
OTHER SERVICES WE OFFER:
• GUARANTEED INVESTMENT CERTIFICATES
• LIFE INSURANCE • TAX PREPARATION & PLANNING
• GROUP BENEFIT PROGRAMS • ANNUITIES • R.R.I.p.
CURRENT INTEREST RATES AVAILABLE
ONeyEAR TWOYEARS THREE YEARS f OUR VEAns ”nvPVr-AIK"
9,3/5 9.50 10.0 10.25 10.625
RATES SUBJECY TO CHANGE WiTHOUr NOTICE
OFFICE HOUiiS; MON iO FHt 
SATURDAY
U AM TO 6 RM 
9 AM TO 5 PM
Wednesday, February 3, 19S8 THE REVIEW 9781-2nd St., Sidney B.C. Page A3
«4»; >-^1. • ' lU": ' ■!<■,, ■■
Catch the Spirit 
of the Peninsula
* 9 Up Books • Concession
• 3 Up & 9 Up » Free Parking
Sheets • Warm & Coinfortabicj
655-1166
A FIREFtGHTER FROM the Victoria international Air­
port crew sprays down a simulated airliner during the 
tail end of a practise exercise recently. A big black
cloud went up from the airport and drifted north, tipp­
ing off a Review photographer to the event.




In the name of increased effi­
ciency, Town of Sidney office 
hours are reverting to 8:30 a.m. 
to 4 p.m. for the public, council 
decided Jan. 25.
Office staff will work from 
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., effective 
Feb. 15, council decided by ap­
proving a recommendation 
from the treasurer.
The old 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
schedule meant staggered shifts 
for staff and poor use of staff 
time, treasurer Paul Edginglon 
had told the committee of the 
whole.
use designation. Those ideas 
will go to committee, before ac­
tual preparation of revisions.
An open advertisement for 
consultants will then run, draft 
revisions will go to the advisory 
planning commission and coun­
cil, and the bylaw' will be 
prepared and taken to the 
public.
wardens’ committee meeting 
that council supply detailed in­
formation.
However, the majority of 
council thought nailing down 
specific times when timelines 
are uncertain would be “a w-aste 
of time,” as Mayor Norma 
Sealeyputit.
the Industrial Growth Fund RRSP
COMMUNITY PLAN
A methodology for reviewing 
Sidney’s official community 
plan is in place.
Council decided Jan. 25 on 
the si.x steps, including the final 
bylaw' preparation and public 
hearing.
Staff will identify areas for 
review and potential change of
FIRE HALL
Council decided to assure 
firemen they w'ill be kept in­
formed of the various dates in­
volved in building a new' 
fireball.
The motion came out of a 
recommendation from the fire
Council approved three 
readings of a bylaw' allowing up 
to $950,000 to be borrowed 
through the Municipal Finance 
Authority for the fireball’s con­
struction.
It is not known yet w'hether 
the MFA will offer funding this 
spring, council heard.
SPECIAL ART GLASSES
FOR WORKING ADULTS 
Now available on Saturdays In 
OILS • ACRYLICS • WATERCOLOUR 
By Penny Jerome, BA Fine Arts 
Inquiries: 656-7446
A
s an independent investment fund dealer, 1 can provide access to 
L literally hundreds of eligible investments.
But for the 1987-88 la.\ year, 1 honestly believe there's one best RRSP 
choice; Industrial Grow'th Fund.
Its 20-year average annual compound return of 17.1'V. is among the 
highest of any mutual funds eligible for RRSP. And over the past 
12 months - after one of tlie worst declines in history for the market - 
Industrial Growth was still up 11.78,. Results for other periods speak for 
themselves;
3 YlilARS; 15.48., .3 YEARS; 15.28,. 10'I'E.ARS; 16.98,.
For my money - and for yours - Industrial Grov\'th Fund sets the 
standard in RRSPs.












All figures (a Dec; 31, 1987 are average annual compound returns based upon the net amount invested and 
include reinvestment of dividends. Rates of return are calculated before deduction of RRSP administration
ges. Please read it before mafdng your
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i The abortion law in Canada has been dealt a serious 
'.blow by the Supreme Court. But the core question in the 
;entire debate remains unanswered.
Because of a decision that pleases pro-choicers and 
^angers pro-lifers, access to legal abortions has grown.
* Now, abortion clinics such as those developed by 
;Henry Morgentaler — which don’t use special commit- 
;tees to decide whether an abortion is therapeutic and 
therefore legal — are acceptable under precedent law. 
;The use of a committee, described in the Criminal Code, 
^'conflicts with the right to “life, liberty and security of 
^person,” which women are granted in the Charter of 
^Rights and Freedoms, the Supreme Court has decided.
' However, the real moral question that lies at the heart 
^of this debate has yet to be answered by the Supreme 
(■Court: does the fetus have a right to life, liberty and 
^security of person?
* The court will soon have its chance to decide this 
-question too. Lawyers for anti-abortionist Joe
Borowski, who’s made it his life to go to court and even 
jail for the sake of the unborn, will voice his opinion in 
the Supreme Court in the spring.
So perhaps now is the time to take a side in an issue 
more emotional than a legal argument can hope to con­
vey. This in an editorial that will make us some friends 
and make us some enemies.
The more restricted abortions are, the better. We fear 
that increased access to abortions will make them 
become an even more widespread form of birth control. 
Before last week’s court decision, therapeutic abortion 
committees were already making a mockery of a well- 
intentioned law. The wide definition of therapeutic 
meant few pregnant women who went before commit­
tees were rejected.
There are options to abortion. Decisions about birth 
jcontrol should be made before a human being begins to 
develop in the womb. But after a human being begins to 
[develop, there’s another life — future or existing, 
depending on your definition — to consider. All other 
■considerations, no matter how significant they are on 
'their own, pale in comparison.
1 Trying to decide whether a fetus is a life is a seman- 
{tical chore we’ll reserve for philosophers and lawyers. 
So without debating that definition, we simply state that 
a fetus is not a wart or a malignant tumour. When 
something as essential to humanity as a fetus is treated 
as an inconvenience, erasable in a simple operation, 
mankind is' cm^arking down a heinous and dangerous
• ' We are hot suggesfihg a lack of sympathy for teenage 
rgirls who make mistakes or for the victims of rape. Nor 
tare we ignoring the poverty often experienced by single 
pothers, the lack of responsibility demonstrated by 
many fathers, or the awful potential consequences of 
^abortions performed in back alleys.
’ These are evils within society. But abortions are just 
Jasevil.
to fenovafions letter
Pro-choicers mistakenly blame a lack of access to
»safe, legal abortions for unwanted children, for pover-
;ty, for gruesome injuries and deaths by improper abor- 
‘tion methods.
* But the blame is buried deeper in the pschye of a na- 
?tion. The blame belongs to a generation that wants 
Rights without accepting responsibilities, a generation 
'that strived so hard for the individual that it forgot 
about other individuals.
( It’s these attitudes that create a demand for abortion. 
(And it’s these attitudes that should be attacked—- not 
the innocent, unwanted fetu.ses the me-generation has 
Jjurdened itself with.
Editor:
In response to the letter from F. 
Zantvoort with regard to the pro­
posed North Saanich Municipal 
Hall (Readers’ Mailbox, Jan. 27), 
I think a few facts should be 
brought to the forefront as to why 
this should be proceeded with at 
this time.
First and foremost is Uic fact 
that we have a provincial grant of 
$100,000 available if it is under 
way by March 31. If, in fact, wc 
opt for the scaled down version at 
a cost of approximately $2.50,000 
wc will in all probability lose this 
government grant, as the grant is 
contingent on providing a com­
munity hall incorporated into tlic
design as part of the council 
chamber section.
Quick mathematics tell us then 
that this version would cost the 
district the whole $250,000 with 
no help from a grant. In the up­
graded version, at an estimated 
cost of $400,000 in total, there is 
$300,000 to be paid by the dis­
trict, only $50,000 more than the 
smaller version.
Wc would not only be alleviat­
ing most of the problems en­
countered at the hall at the pres­
ent time but the community will 
have a new hall for its use for 
most functions and events. And 
the community will have a facil­
ity it can be justly proud of.
Censor video violence. Smith
VICTORIA - If Aitomcy Gen­
eral Brian Smith were half as 
concerned about violence on 
video as he’s with .sex, I’d feel a 
whole lot safer.
I'm not saying that British 
Columbia's guidelines for sex on 
film and video tajxis arc prudish. 
On the contrary. They tire among 
the most lenient in Canada.
GtH>d, wholesome simulated 
sex will escape the censor’s scis- 
.sors more often than not, It’s real­
ly only the sick material that's cut 
out, Among them arc oral sex, 
coercive sex, incest and sex in­
volving cliildrcn and animals.
It’s mind-lwggling that this 
stuff gets into films and video 
utpes to start with. Even more 
mind-boggling is the fact that 
people would actually watch .such 
pcrvcrsioii.q. Shielding the public 
from .such lastclc.ss material i.s 
commendable,
Still, that tlocstiT explain why 
tlw attorney 11 general j.s sending 
around hit squads, cwtfiscating 
video Uqtes and laying charges 
against retailers who offend die 
.sex guidclinc.s while, at the same 
lime, violence goc.s unclutllengcd 
6n both iclevi.siun atnl vldu).
Jii.sl recently, Maiy-Lou 
McCaiisland, director of B.C.’s 
Film Cla.ssilicaiion Branch, held 
two hcaring.s involving a couple 
of Vancouver reuiiler'S who Imd 
run afoul of the Motion Picture 
Act, which governs .sexually ex­
plicit material on video ta|>es.
When Smidi’s rnideLS took a






McCauslaiul uses her own good 
sense in the evaluation of .sexual­
ly explicit scenes, leaving in 
what’s necc.ssary to die story line, 
but cutting out the sick material. 
.She could apply that .same good 
scn.se in her judgement of 
violence.
look at the stock of JNK New.s 
and Novelty Ltd. and Internation­
al Books and Novelty Ltd., they 
fouiul u total of 11 ta|)cs contain­
ing prohibited material. Each fimi 
initially received a six-rnondi 
.suspension. On appeal, JNK’.s 
suspension was reduced to two 
months.
Aside from the rcmilcrs of smut 
videos, who .sec their profits 
diminished by any regulations 
that curb ilic .s.alc of their wares, 
few people are likely to complain 
alKHit the govermnem’s dedica­
tion to keep perverted .sex out of 
video stoics. The question i.s: 
.Should .Smith stop at sex 
guidelines?
The govcmmeni would admit­
tedly have a hard time trying to 
keep violence out of television 
.shows, uUiiuugh some oi them 
could do with a bit of censoring. 
On any given night, you can 
watch dozens ot .simulated rajics. 
murdcr.s anti Iwaiings that make 
kinky sex look like lamily enter­
tainment.
Alas, the television industry 
censors iLsedf, with the result that 
you can watch the tnosi sickenine
violence, blit never hear anyone
say “damn.’’
'null Icavc.s video tapes which 
arc censorcrl only for the above- 
mentioned perversions. I’ve al­
ways felt unera.sy abut censorship. 
1 basically rclxjl against the 
ihoiigin of someone else, particu­
larly the government, telling me 
what I can and can’t watch, 
Maylxj ihal’.s Iwcausc 1 know too 
many people in government.
On the otltcr hand, I feel equal­
ly uneasy about an industry’s un­
bridled pr(HK;cupation with ctitcr- 
ing to the lowest instincus,
Before, the govcrnnicm intro­
duced regulations governing 
video .stores, youngsters had nn 
problem getting their hands on 
movies that showed little regard 
for human dignity, 
ilu; rcgulaUons don imake the, 
x-raied movies any licticr, hut at 
least they keep tJtc most revolting 
parts out. That's something.
Most people, I'm sum, wouhl 
welcome the same careful censor- 
sliip with regard to violence, I’m 
not talking alxiut fisi fights and 
bar brawls. I'm talking alHiiii the 
graphic depiction of cruel
I’ll give you an example. I 
recently rcnicd Apocalypse Now. 
If my memory Kcrvc.s me right, 
there wasn’t a woman in tlic plot 
and, therefore, no need for 
McCausIarid’s services with 
regard to explicit sex.
In many aspects, the movie was 
excellent, bin I found .some of its 
violence not only reptilsivc bin 
totally nnnccc.ssary to the story 
line. 'The film wouldn’t have lost 
any of ius impact if some of tlie 
more gratuitously violent scenes 
bad been cut,
The ailoriicy general leaves no 
doubt about his intentions to keep 
ns much smut out of video tapes 
as lie can. '
“Wc believe that the regula­
tions laid down for the video in- 
du.sliy in this iirovmce provide 
good protection for tlic public 
from poniographic films and 
videos, Wc will not tolerate a 
lack of compliancewith 
regulations," .Smith warns.
Similai rcgulatirtns with regard
to violence would go along way 
towards protecting the public 
even knicr.
The question has been asked 
“Why do we need anything more 
than what we have?” For starters. 
North Saanich is growing, like it 
or not, and the facilities for serv­
ing the residents have now out­
grown what they arc capable of 
handling,
EsUmaics arc dial North 
Saanich population will double in 
the next 15 to 20 years, and wc 
must keep up with that growth. 
Bear in mind the population has 
almost tripled in a relatively few 
years,
Efficiency is one of die prime 
reasons 1 fed this should be pro­
ceeded with. Spend one hour in 
the pre.scnt hall and you will .soon
see die problems staff have, run­
ning nil over die place, up and 
clown and around because every 
single scjuarc inch is king used 
everywhere, and various clcpari- 
mcnis have ken scpiec/.cd 
wherever they would fit, not 
placed where they should be for 
maximum efficiency.
Jlicrc has ken little or no staff 
increase in the past two years, l>ui 
if die growth wc cx|icricnccd last 
year continues, .staff will 
cvcnlually have to k increased, 
and probably soon. Where do wo 
put them? On the roo(7 No, wc 
can’t do dial - it a!ready needs 
replacing!
Here arc .some of the deficien­
cies In the pre.scnt structure (and 
here, wc arc not talking about tlie 
newer portion of the pre.scnt liall 
a.s it stays a.s a pan of tlic new 
buililing),
1. 'nic municipal hall is not in 
compliance with building and lire 
ccHlc standards, and staff arc ex­
posed to liaz.ard.s.
2. There are only two 
washrooms for the entire .staff 
and the public, and they arc very 
small. .Space is used in the men’s 
wa.shroom for janitorial storage. 
If the toilet overflows in ik 
men's washrtwm, the moisture 
runs through and over llie tiles in 
the .sink area of the lunchroom 
dowiisiaiis.
When tlic toilet ovcrflow.s in the 
women's washrmim (a frcqucni 
occurrence) the ovcrllow runs 
down die dowfusiairs hall wall 
and into the electrical wiring.
3. Tlic lyixi of lighting prcsemly 
in itsc is now obsolete, them arc 
no replacemetu pans available, 
and dicrc arc no more less-used




4. Record storage areas are how 
all completely full, and supply 
storage is now at a critical level. 
One supply storage area is in the 
electrical room and this is 
dangerous.
5. The public waiting area is 
small and poorly laid out, as a 
result effective displays cannot be 
made, nor is dicrc room for more 
dian one customer at a time if 
they arc using some of the larger 
maps, etc.
6. The current electrical system 
is already overloaded. It is a com­
mon occurrence to have to run 
and rc-set hrcnker.s. Plugs in the 
general office arc not grounded 
and arc not compatible widi of­
fice equipment.
7. 'ITicrc is no wa.shroom access 
for ihe disabled.
H, 'riic septic Held for the hall 
lias to k replaced, and soon.
9. The older parts of ilic centre 
(general olTice and council cham­
bers) arc now in need of rc- 
roofing and new gniiers. and ibis 
must be done as soon as possible.
10. The mcial plalc joining the 
old and new buildings is 
dangerous, Several people have 
irippcH) on this and a few have 
lallcii to the I lour. (What price for 
a lawsuit?)
11. Tlie nooring in the women's 
washroom inusi now be replaccil.
12. Mice are irequciii visitors in 
the lower level.
13. The draftsman’s office is 
also the prim rcxim and the smell 
ol ammonia Ironi tlie blueprint 
machine i.s very oljeii overpower- 
ing. They use a temporary 
cardlioard canopy and a 
hou'seliold fan to direct some 
fumes outdoors.
14. Other major niainlenaiice 
(painting, new drapes, and carpet­
ing, etc.) ha.s been wiihlieid in the 
building, but will, of iiccc.ssity, 
liavc to be carried out in the near 
lutiirc,
Tlie.se arc only a few of the 
problems that currently exist, niul 
there arc many, many more, It is 
suipiT.nig ut iiic that ihcic liavc 
not ken gricv,incc.s laid by the 
hall union stafi, because of some 
ol die deplorable working condi- 
lions. We luivc a good suiflVaml 
it is a trcdii to iliern that they 
have put up with these working 
conditions.
Finally, how do wc pay for it. 
'Hiere are currcntlv four firianeiru!
Confinueid on P«oo AS
fsr
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Making money the easy way
I misscsdts significance completely when it was announced a 
month ago.
I’m lalHng about the province’s proposed Employee Stock 
Ownershij Plan which Economic Development Minister Grace 
McCarthy said would encourage employee participation in cor- 
porationsand increase investment in B.C.-based companies.
McCglhy said the government would reimburse employees 20 
per cenDf the money they spent, maximum $2,000, to buy shares 
in a conpany they woriced for.
Whffi I read this, I passed it off as yet another harebrained 
schent* by a government bent on buying votes in case it decided 
to callan election.
T$ fact that the plan was immediately vilified by B.C. Federa­
tion d labour President Ken Georgeiti should have indicated to 
me tlat it had merit. But la grippe was rampant in our home and 
my Irain was addlepated by germ-killing drugs.
iowever, last night, wido, my guru in political economics, 
drotped by for a shot of spine stiffener and the following is an ab- 
bro'iatcd version of our conversation which lasted until breakfast.
■‘Formed your company yet?” Waldo asked.
Huh? I replied.
“Didn’t you hear that Willie Woodenhead wants to pay 
cnployecs to buy shares? And he’ll even pick up half the cost of 
Stirling up the plan.”
But I don’t have a company or employees or even a business.
“Neither did I until go^ old ESOP showed up.”
Tie fable writer?
“Employee Share Ownership Plan, you dummie. Look, I figure 
it’s tomething like that scientific research grant scam Trudeau’s 
buich came up with a few years ago. It’s a guaranteed get-rich 
sclcme for those with the smarts and it’d be silly not to siphon off 
alllhat one could.”
And I do this just by forming a company?
“That’s the first step. Then you dream up a product... like carv- 
iig little wooden shoes from cedar blocks and shipping the beg- 
^rs to Holland. I’ve a cousin in Rotterdam whom I asked to write 
D me on the dire need for cedar shoes and he did. But that’s my 
idea. You’ll have to get your own.”
How about T-shirts covered with tulips and windmills?
“Mmmm. The next step is to hire employees. I’ve got my kids 
on the payroll. All eight of them will invest $10,000 each in my 
conpany to get it started. Of course, they’re still in school and
HUGH’S VIEWS
HUGH NASH
don’t have any money so I’ll have to lend it to them.”
Oh, I get it. Eight kids at $2,000 each means $ 16,000 from other 
taxpayers over to you so that you can make shoes to help barefoot 
Dutch kids. That’s one of the most unselfi.sh projects you’ve ever 
come up with.
“Yeah, aah, well, you know, the shoes, you can’t really wear 
them. They’ll only be an inch long. But have you any idea how 
many shoes can be carved from one block of cedar? Zillions. 
Tourists will love them if, I mean when, we make tliem.”
Did you say‘if’.
“Never mind. Thai’s not the point. Say, do your kids want to 
be employees too? The more I have the more cash Willie has for 
me. And that’s only the first company. The kids and 1 already have 
two more on the go. One might make cedar shakes plates and the 
other toothpicks from cedar slivers.”
1 can sec there’s big money in ESOP for the movers and shakers. 
But don’t you think government snoops will get wise to your com­
panies?
“You gotta be kidding. Did they scoop up tlic research mess 
before it was loo late? Look, McCarthy said she had $6 million to 
give aw’ay to employees who want to be investors. I’m just help­
ing her out. She should be grateful. Think of it as an income lax 
refund.
“Hey, are you taking notes? You’re not going to write about 
this are you?”
Waldo finished breakfast and scurried away to form a fourth 
company. I gave him my T-shirt idea and he was trying to figure 
out how to make them out of cedar.
I don’t think many others will follow his example and try to 
skin the province, do you? On the other hand. I’ve got four kids 
Thai’s $8,000.
No fast buck picking up fares at airport
Edibr:
As an indejxmdent taxi owner / 
opentor I would like to lake issue 
with the recent ariiele by George 
Jxe (“Fares take back seat, 
hotelier says,’’Jan. 27).
It coesn’i make any difference 
to the cabbie whether he drops 
the pssenger at the Travelodge 
or ihi Sidney Hotel. The trip 
from-he lodge to the hotel takes 
abouftwo minutes.
Thf thing is, when the cab 
retuns to the airport it usually 
find'itself at the end of a lineup 
of li to 20 cars. This results in a 
waitof three to four hours to gel 
bad to the head of the line. The 
car was probably in ihe line for 
thrie or four hours in the first 
plicc to be able to get the trip so 
ifyou calculate the hourly profit
on a $6.-trip you can understand 
how the driver is less than happy.
Of course, the cabbie has to 
take the fare wherever he wants 
to go. I had an experience once 
where I had been in line for five 
hours, was first in line, got a fare 
in my car who said “Dallas Road 
please,’’ and after I had gone 
about 100 yards a little car came 
along behind beeping its horn. 
My passenger said “oh look. My 
wife has come to meet me.’’ He 
got out, paid the $1.40, left and I 
drove around the airport traffic 
circle and got back in line at the 
end of a 25-car queue, worked 
my way up to the front in about 
four and a half hours, just as the 
car in front look the last pas­
senger of the day (midnight).
I went home after almost 10 
hours witlt an income of 14 cents
an hour (less insurance / stand- 
fees / etc.) or a net loss of about 
$18 for the day. This was an ex­
treme case but it will give you an 
idea.
The obvious question is, why 
not do something else for a 
living. The reason I don’t is the 
cab is all I have and f have about 
$10,000 tied up in it. T have a 
Class 1 B.C. driver’s licence with 
airbrakes, a clean driving record, 
and have been trying for years to 
get a job driving a truck with no 
success.
There was a system in use at the 
airport of two lines of cabs, one 
with a sign indieaiing local trips 
and the other Victoria trips. This 
worked very well, since the short 
line moved fairly quickly and tlie 
other was worth investing a few 
hours in to get a good paying trip.
It was discontinued and I never 
heard why.
About a driver being suspended 
and being back the next day, this 
is not possible at the airport. The 
first suspension a driver receives 
is 30 days and if he gets a second 
one it is for a year.
A motor carrier plate costs 
about $3500, the airport plate 
costs $150 a year and my insur- 
^ce was $1,700 this year and 
will be $2,500 next lime. It is not 
an easy way to make a living.
A taxi picking up at the airport 
that has the name of his passenger 
in advance does not have to gel in 
the queue. The local cab company 
has a direct line at arrivals and 
can usually have a car there by 
the lime a passenger gets his lug-
Robert Weir 
Sidney
Ccntlnued from Page A4
qilions available to us, one of 
vhich requires no borrowing and 
to increase in taxation to pay for 
t.
If you had a car dial got two 
mpg and burned three quarts of 
oil a week and only ran on two 
cylinders, you would get rid of it 
fast. I tJiink the .siunc situation ex­
ists with that portion of our pres­
ent hall, It just doesn’t make any 
economic sense to try and patch 
up the old.
And there will l>c opportunity 
over the next couple of months to 
try to cxcrci.sc .some cost-cutting 
measures, as well.
1 will 1x5 at die municipal office 
every first and third Wednesday 
of every month from 3 to 4 p.m. 
to answer any furlhcr questions 
on this or any other matter you 
may wish to discu.ss. My calls 
have Ix'cn running about eight to 




Little Input from taxpayers
Editor;
It’s hard to believe North 
Saanich taxpayers have had so 
little input into their council’s de­
cision to spend $4(X),000 on a 
new municipal hall.
In any other municipality this 
“mcgaprojcct’’ would have pro­
duced at least one public meeting. 
The plans and even a model 
would have been available for in- 
.spcction. But North Saanich 
seems to have swept the whole 
project under the rug - which is 
{luitc a trick for a new municipal 
hall.
So what arc wc faced with? A 
design which has l>ccn descrilied 
as kxiking like a firchall. And 
council’s pious hojx'- that some 
lucky contractor will lxj able to 
take die,sc uninspired plans and 
save a few thousand bucks here 
and there. All this is under the 
pressure of a March 31 deadline.
If the deal isn’t signed and 
scaled by then, the provincial
government’s grant will no longer 
be available.
We can’t understand why North 
Saanich council hasn’t been more 
forthright in this matter. As it is, 
Nordi Saanich could end up with 
a monsbous monument to in­
eptitude that will stand for at lc,asi 
50 years. We can't blame the 
present council, it seems. They
inherited die mess from their 
prcdcccs.sors who failed to take 
decisive action when time was on 
their side.
This is a classic example of 
how not to handle major deci­
sions involving thousands of dol­
lars of taxpayers’ money.
Bill and Betty Powell 
North Saanich
' ;>FROM:thE:.v ::::
TOP G)F THE PILE
THE GOVERNMENT, it seems, eventually gels its way. Ellen 
Mile.s of the Saanich Pcninstila Hospititl extended care unit was 
once Ellen Myles. But the feds kept spelling her name with an “i” 
so she finally relented tind started spelling it that way, too, It’s odd 




“You know mico 
ll’ijcold.*'
thoy llko to como Indoors whon
THE SIDNEY Museum is thanking those who donated carpet 
pieces, but it’s still after old cotton sheeting. Anyone who can help 
out should drop off Ihe items at the nuiseuin, 25.LS Beacon Ave,
THE .SUNSHINE CLUB of Victoria conducted a five-mile hike 
of the North Hill area of North Saanich. Lhe 22 members enjoyed 
themselves so much they gave North Saanich council $50 to lielp 
map the district’s liiking and bridle trails. Said Alison Page Hall of 
the club in a letter to council: “It is truly wonderful that the people 
of North Saiinich have had the foresight to make these trails 
available, and as more people become aware of them they will 
become a tremendous aiiraction. I opiimisiic.illy hope ihcii; will 
come a day when there will be a linear park from Swart/ Bay to the 
Sookc 1*01 Holes and Lcechtown. Wliat an attraction that would 
be.” Nothing wrong wiili dreaming, we suppose,
THE SpOKE HIGHLANDERS PIPE BAND had their 14ih 
Robbie Burns dinner, recently, and local dancer Nicki Foster 
helped entertain. Doug Fo.stcr plays in the the band. But the two 
Fosters didn't steal the show. That was handled by the guest ot 
honor: traditional haggis.
rilE CAPITAL, FAMIIJE.S ASSOCIATION hits a new parent 
discussion group for parents of children under four. Parents meet 
regulary ir» their own neighborhoods to help each oilier endure 
childraising by shilling information. Also, guest speakers, films 
and new ideas arc introduced, while children enjoy supervised play 
in Ihe next room, Anyone interested in taking pan or wanting to 
volunteer as .'i babysitter shonld call (he association at ,183-4222.
Your ENSIGN CHRYSLER PLYMOUTH 
representative in Sidney is
BRIAN SHEPHERD
For a home demonstration of any of our fine products cali: 
656-7567 386-2411
“We also have a fine selection of 
Quality Used Cars
Chrysler-Driving 
To Be The Best" '
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Voted t/l on Vancouver Island 
Fabulous salad bar, famous rotisserle chicken 
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AND DISCOVER THE 
BENEFITS & SAVINGS 
OF SHOPPING
Ten members, independent of board and manage­
ment compare the most local competitive food and 
hardvirare prices weekly. Prices are then averaged and 
the Co-op ensures below average prices on every in­
dividual item. You save wear, tear, gasoline and time! 
Co-op advisory committee guarantees the lowest 




PRICES EFFECTIVE FEBURARY 3rd to FEBRUARY 9
Over one million dollars have been returned to our 
members during the past ten years. Become a lifetime 
member/owner by purchasing ten — $10.00 shares. Your 
total share of $100.00 may be paid for over the course of a 



































’s as easy as 1-2-3
Get a Big Bonus Bingo card from any participating merchant. No purchase 
a necessary. Limit one card per merchant per day.
Read The Review every Wednesday and check the Big Bonus Bingo numbers 
w against your cards. Remember the colour of the card changes each week with 
the start of a new game.
If you have a winning card bring it to The Review before noon the Monday 
I following publication of the bingo numbers. YOU QUALIFY FOR THE BONUS IF 




merchandise gift certificates 
you are a Review subscriber
SUBSCRIBER BONUS
To Start your subscription call 656-1151 today and you’ll be eligible for the subscriber 
bonus next week. Subscription rates $1.50 per month or $12 for 15 months.





Store your garden 





flooring, siding and 










2046 Keatlno X Rd. 6S2-11H1
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THRIFTY FOODS IN THE MARINER MALL
Pick up your FREE Bingo card at 
the merchants on these two 
pages. No purchase necessary!
■■ ——■■■■ I
John ingham 
of Siddall Ave; 
won ®4fl00“®
there’s no winner?
The Jackpot for the following week will remain at $250.00 in gift certificates, however, the 
subscriber bonus will increase. Note that the prize for each week’s game will be clearly slated.
Should I do anything if I don’t win?
YES. Put your name, address and phone number on the back of the Big Bonus Bingo card and 
mail it to The Review, P.O. Box 2070, Sidney, V8L 3S5 or
drop it at The Review office, 9781 - 2nd Street, Sidney. You could be one of the players drawn to 
play off for any unclaimed prizes at the end of the ten weeks, THE TOTAL $10,000.00 IN PRIZES 
WILL BE AWARDED. Watch The Review for further details of a special Bingo to be held at the end 
of the program,











Palliser contemporary 5 pee. 
sectional with inclining ends. 
Relax in the comfort of fully padd­
ed back and soft seal. Also 
available as hide-a-bed in the 














Monday - Saturday 9 - 5:30
THIS WEEK’S NUMBERS ON THE TAN CARD
G-53 I-22 0-63 N-37 0-73 0-66 B-15 0-71
N-40 I-20 0-74 1-30 N-41 N-45 B-2 B-1
0-72 N-44 ' I-17 0-62 G-59 I-27 N-38 0-68
B-13 B-6 G-50 G-52 I-28 I-19 G-58 G-55
N-43 B-9 N-31 B-14 0-70 N-32 B-4 G-46
1-18 N-34 1-16 N-33 I-25 1-29 1-26 N-42
I-23 G-49 G-51 0-69 G-57 G-54 N-36
You’re invited to watch numbers being drawn at Saanich 
Peninsula Gommunity Bingo Hall, 3rd Street, Sidney 
every Monday at 11:00 a.m.
1. Big Bonus Bingo cards may be obtained from any 
participating merchant listed on these two pages. No 
purchase is necessaiy and you can play as many cards 
as you wish each week, however, only one Big Bonus 
Bingo card may be requested per day from each mer­
chant.
2. Big Bonus Bingo card colours change each week, so 
be sure to check The Review to make sure you have the 
correct colour. Each week is a new game.
3. Big Bonus Bingo numbers will be published each 
week in The Review on these pages identifying the cur­
rent colour Big Bonus Bingo card they are valid for. The 
numbers will appear from left to right in the order they 
were drawn.
4. Check your personal Big Bonus Bingo cards against 
the numbers published in The Review and you could be 
a Big Bonus Bingo winner.
5. To win a Bingo, you must have a full card. (All 
numbers on your card must have been called,) In the 
event of two or more winners declar ing a Bingo, the win­
ner will be Ihe one who has the earliest number drawn
on their card. If there is more than one winning card, 
winners will divide the $250.00 in giftxertificates equal­
ly. Subscribers of The Review qualify for the bonus 
$750.00 in gift certificates. Should more than one winn­
ing card be held by a subscriber, the prize will be shared 
equally,'
6. To qualify for the subscriber bonus, you must be 
listed as a paid subscriber, either monthly or yearly, as 
ot the date that the numbers are published in The 
Review,
7. All winning Big Bonus Bingo cards must be turned in 
at The Review, 9781 - 2nd St., Sidney, by noon Monday 
in order to claim their share of the prize. This is the Mon­
day following publication of the bingo numbers.
8. In the event of question of the Big Bonus Bingo card 
authenticity the ruling of Ihe judges will be final.
9. Employees of Island Publishers, their immediate 
families, participating Big Bonus Bingo merchants and 
their employees and immediate families are not eligible,
10. Merchandise gift certificates are redoemable in 
merchandise only. No cash value.
Game Nine will be played on the Violet 
cards, available Saturday, February 6th.
..a r k(




• 1 panel replaces 100 tiles
« 100% waterproof 
« Embossed space-age finish 
» Designer pallerns
• Easy to install
• Easy to clean 
Coramalito panels - the smart 
do-lt-yoursoll solution lor baihroorns, 
kitchens, laundryfooms,
A COMPLETE HARDWARE AND BUILDING SUPPLY CENTRE MDllMiuiTl
Mr IlM dtA ilfll
<1
2030 MALAVIEW AVENUE 
SIDNEY_^656-1125
OH THE HIQHWAY NEAtl 5ANDOWN nACE THACK
MON-SAT. 7:30-5;30 • SUN. 9:30-4:30
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FREE LOCAL PRESCRIPTION DELIVERY
PRICES IN EFFECT PEB. 3rd - pktll 7lhM
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Dances
Thursday, Friday and 
Saturday night 
Waddling Dog Inn
DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH
NOTICE TO DOG OWNERS
1988 dog licences are now due and payable. Licences purchased 
by the last day of February will be:
Spayed female & neutered male $ 5.00 each
Unspayed female & unneutered male $15.00 each
Licences purchased on March 1st and thereafter will be $2.00 
more in each case.
Dogs are required to be under control at all times.
3 February 1988 R.M. Gillis
Treasurer
T he Justice Reform 
Committee wants to 
hear from you
The Justice Reform Committee was recently established by Attorney 
General Brian R.D. Smith, Q.C., "to improve the justice system in this 
province so that it is more relevant, more accessible, more efficient and 
less costly, with the result that it may be better understood and 
respected by all our citizens."
Chaired by the Deputy Attorney General, the Committee consists of 
seven other members who bring a diverse background in law, justice 
and civic administration.
The specific areas the Committee will focus on include:
• Civil Law: how can the trial process be shortened and simplified and 
the cost reduced?
® Criminal Law: how can criminal trial procedure be streamlined?
® Court Structure: how can overlaps be eliminated and a more 
integrated structure be achieved?
• Alternate Dispute Resolution: how can processes such as arbitration 
and mediation be effectively used?
The Committee wants to hear your concerns and suggestions about 
our justice system. You can provide your ideas by:
• submitting them in writing before May 15, 1988.
» presenting them orally or in writing at one of the public hearings 
'which will be held behveen February 19 and May 15, 1988 in Nelson,
; Prince George, Terrace, Kelowna, Victoria, Campbell River, Vancouver 
1 and Neyy Westminster {specific.dates, location and appearance, . 
j instructions will be published at a later date). ' '
Inquiries and written submissions should be made to:
Justice Reform Committee 
c/o Mrs. Joanne Palmer 
Office of the Deputy Attorney General 
5lh Floor









A man has been fin­
ed $300 for sideswiping a car 
and leaving the scene of the ac­
cident at the corner of Mount 
Newton Crossroad and Pat Bay 
Highway, last June.
Douglas Thomson swung his 
mustard-colored Datsun wide as 
it sped around the corner, pro­
secutor Derek Lister told pro­
vincial court Thursday.
About $2,500 was needed to 
repair damage done to the Ford 
Thunderbird Thomson hit in 
the intersection. It was stopped, 
waiting for the light to change.
The driver of the damaged 
car turned around, trying to 
chase the Datsun. However, it 
took off at a high speed, said 
Lister.
Four months later, police 
caught up to Thomson. At first 
he said the accident was caused 
by a friend who is now back 
east. Then he admitted to driv­
ing that afternoon.
Collins fined him $150 for 
each charge of driving without 
due care and attention and of 
leaving the scene of an accident.
SIDNEY AND NORTH SAANICH
SERVICE
B e Transit is planning improvements to local bus services in Sidney and North Saanich. 
VVeTe holding information exchanges at:
DEEP COVE ELEMENTARY 
SCHOOL GYM
10975 West Saanich Rnad 
Tuesday, Febniary 9, 1988 
3:00 — 4:30 p.m.
7:00 -. 8:00 p.m.
SILVER THREADS SERVICE 
AUDITORIUM
10030 Resthaven Drive 
Thursday, February I I, 1988
2:30 -- 4:00 p.m,
7:00 ... 8:00 p.m.
BC Transit planners will hi? tin liand In talk to vnu abmit vnnr 
transit needs, ITie results of tliis study will be presented to the 
Victoria Repd'ea'ial Tran:4l CTimvnitx/ion for their considevalion,
For further information, call the BC Transit Planning Department 
af385r2551, ■"
:T3xop iH. "Waoe O'cohfyM. TaCfe liiaioii
MORE FROM THE MAILBOX
North Saanich boaters also 
have an access problem
Editor:
I would like to commiserate 
with Bruce Obee in his difficulty 
in finding a suitable launching 
site for his canoe in Central 
Saanich. No doubt the wearing of 
logger’s caulked boots and the 
use of piton and crampon would 
undoubtedly be of help, but this 
equipment is not usually associa­
ted with the sport of canoeing.
Even so, Obee’s plight must be 
contrasted with the wretched lot 
of the small boat owner of North 
Saanich. In this municipality 
there is not a single ramp avail­
able for the use of small boat 
owners, despite the fact that there 
arc several rights of way to the 
beaches clearly marked on the
map.
It is high time that the North 
Saanich council gave some con­
sideration to those in the 
municipality who dearly love to 
“mess around in boats.’’ I would 
like to hear from any of your 
readers who may be like-minded.
John Davies 
North Saanich
Taking arms against Crofton
Editor:
Members of the Peninsula Dis­
armament Group consider the 
view expressed by Patrick 
Crofton, M.P., (The Review, Dec. 
30) to be both misleading and 
dangerous.
The validity of this view, one 
that attempts to justify tlic con­
tinuance of cruise missile testing 
in Canada, rests in large part on
the acceptance of a perceived in- will, 
crease in “the Soviet threat’’ and 
therefore the need for yet further 
arms production.
The PDG chooses not to follow 
blindly where the arms race and 
iLs terrible game of numbers arc 
leading us; there is another road 
to peace - based not on fear and Peninsula 
threat but on the growth of 










Zantvoort supported in opposition
Editor:
I read with interest the letter 
written by F. Zantvoort that was 
published in The Review on Jan. 
27,1988.
The letter dealt with the addi­
tions and renovations to the 
municipal offices and chamber at 
an estimated cost of $400,000. I 
fully support the concern ex­
pressed by Mr. Zantvoort.
Unfortunately, $400,000 is not 
the total cost which the taxpayers 
will have to support. In addition 
to the estimated cost there has to 
be added the fees for the ar­
chitects, engineers, soils consul­
tant and testing agencies, the time 
spent by current employees on 
the proposed scheme and addi­
tional furniture.
Added to all these amounts is 
the cost of financing. The longer 
it is financed the more expensive 
it will be for each taxpayer.
L work for the largest developer
in British Columbia and we have 
approved space standards for 
each and every level of employee 
function.
Has a study been made of the 
actual space required by employ­
ee functions plus a markup of 
space to cover circulation, filing, 
washrooms and r«ffce room? Is 
the planned spac3 reasonable? If 
the space is planned to allow for 
expansion, how long will it be be­
fore staff is added so that the 
space will not be left unoccupied?
Editor:
The Supreme Court ruling of 
Jan. 28 on the abortion law is a 
day to be remembered as much 
more uagic than tlic day of Uie 
slock market crash.
Dr. Henry Morgentaler labels 
those of us who oppose his prin­
ciples and practices as “fanati­
cal.’’
Me, and those who would sup­
port liim, sliould know that the 
shedding of innocent blood of our 
unixim children will not go un­
noticed by our Almighty God.




with plans for 
the firtiire.
I When you're 
J planning for the 
w future, Metropolitan 
a Life can guarantee 
ir your interest. On 
RRSPs, that Is.
We guarantee the 
annual interest rate 
your money will 
earn. Plus w© 
guarantee all the 
money you pay into 
the funrj for the fuil 
life of your RRSP.
Thar.')'on top of our 
variety of retirement 
payrneni plans.
So call your 
Metropolitan Life 
sales representative 
today, V/o'vo yol 
great plans for your 
future.
.. EVE LEEMHOiVjPSON 
1007 FORT ST, 
VICTORIA. B.C. VflV 4T7




mi t..Nl Coft.ini,CiftMII ■
How v.'as the figure of $400,000 
arrived at? Was it prepared by a 
quantity surveyor / cost consul­
tant or was it prepared by the ar­
chitect — who may be an expert 
in design by not in cost control?
I request that Mayor Michaluk 
and the other elected representa­
tives put this to a vote of the elec­
tors before we are burdened with 




The world according 
to Vander Zalm
Editor:
Our flamboyant premier is 
changing many things, and this 
includes the meaning of some 
well known words. It is not so 
much by what he says as by what 
he does. We believe that these 
changes are eroding the demo­
cratic process in B.C.
Here arc .some changed mean­
ings. If you want to make a game 
out of it, match the new meanings 
wiili what has been happening. 
*dcmocratic - doing it my way 
*consultaiion - disregarding 
what others tliink 
*confrontaiion - if you don’t 
agree with me you arc confront­
ing me
♦planning - what can I dream
up today
♦research - getting the opinions 
of those who will say what I want 
IdheaT",,, un
I'hard facts - opinions, fantasies 
♦privatization - selling to some 
individuals \vhal already belongs 
toallofus
♦decentralization - controlling 
from the top
Wc are a coalition of some 
church denominations, labor 







I'm not anti-fire 
rtment
Editor:
In reply to the letter by Joy 
Scott (“Fireman's wife rcjtcis to 
Uiwis’s commenLs, Readers’ 
Mailbox, Jan. 27), My point i.s 
that wc .should not approve tin ex­
penditure of $1,2(K) after the fact 
(after (he party is over). I was not 
running down the fire depart- 
ment.
The total council agreed with 
me however. 1 was the only one
to vote against approving this ex­
penditure. If you a.s.sa,ssinaic an 
alderman’s character because he 
votes in accordance to his con­
science, then you could end up 
with a mealy mouthed council.
Again 1 would like lb say 1 sup­
port our volunteer firemen - thc 









LET US INSURE YOUR VEHICLES WITH 
OUR RRIVa I b INSUHANCb COVERAGE 
THROUGH THE PRUDENTIAL 
ASSURANCE COMPANY. YOU Will 
SEE THE DIFFERENCE.
MON..FR). B;30 AM ■5;3liPH OPEN SATURDAYS
Wednesday, Febniary 3, 1988 THE REVIEW 9781-2ndSt., Sidney B.C. Page A9
Dorman’s 
Carpet Cleaners
• CARPET CLEANING 
• UPHOLSTERY CLEANING
Owner Will Dorman gives personal attention to all orders 
9570 Northlawn Terrace, Sidney, B.C.





The Latch Restaurant >
syHDOWSl liEmy
• ~WllllT~ ■   ' "







PETITE FILET oi BEEF, Sauce Bernaise 
Ikm CHOPS, Hint Demi-Glace 




SOUP, SALAD, DESSERT, COFFEE or TEA 
All Entrees Served With 
VEGETABLES and POTATO or RICE.
Regular Nenu Also Available — Reservations Please
THE SUNDOWN MENU IS SERVED 
TUES. THROUGH FRI. AND SUN. FROM 4:30 UNTIL 6:30
ISLAND VIEW BEACH is visited by members of the capital 
Regional District parks committee, botanists from the pro­
vincial museum, naturalists and equestrian use supporters. 
Above, comittee chairman Norma Sealey consults plans for
development of the park from a master plan prepared by the 
Lombard-North Group. The committee meets again at 9:30 
a.m. Feb. 17.
THE mm
2328 HARBOUR RD. (In Sidnay)
eS6-S822"“Reaervat)on&
Paper deodline extended Ptowisionai
Central Saanich council has 
bowed to public pressure and 
extended the deadline for writ­
ten submissions to its proposed 
economic development strategy 
and profile.
The deadline for submissions 
has been extended to Feb. 16 at 
4 p.m. from Feb. 12 at 12 noon.
“People who have not 
previously had the opportunity 
for input can also make com­
ments at a workshop,” said 
economic development commit­
tee chairman Aid. Wayne 
Watkins. Comments can be 
made Feb. 18 at 7:30 p.m. in the 
municipal hall.
Copies of the rough draft will 
be available for public reveiw at 
the'Central Saanich municipal 
hall after 10 a.m. next Monday.
' Economic Opportunities in 
the Next Decade will be “very 
encompassing, within the 
framework of the budget,” 
Watkins said Monday.
“It basically just says the 
community needs an identity,” 
Watkins said. “We don’t have 
an address of Central Saanich, 
B.C.”
Some residents feel some
things were not addre.ssed by 
those present during public 
workshops in November.
They wish to make further 
suggestions to include in the 
plan.
Resident Karen Harris wants 
information about horse owners 
and hobby farms in the area to 
be included in the economic 
strategy. She is also working on 
a census of the horse population 
on the Saanich Peninsula in an 
attempt to estimate the impact 
of equestrian activities on local 
business.
Questionnaires have been put 
in local feed and tack stores for 
people to list their name, ad­
dress and how many horses they 
own. So far, about 10 days into 
the project, almost 1,200 honses 
have been registered on the 
Peninsula. More than .500 of 
them reside in Central Saanich.
“We have identified 27 
businesses in Central Saanich 
that directly benefit from 
horses,” Harris said.
Many private landowmers 
have three or more horses on 
their property and boarding 
stables care for about 25 each.
Harris cstimaies about one-
third of the horse population 
has been registered so far and 
says as many as 3,600 horses ac­
tually live on the Saanich Penin­
sula. Her figures show 63,250 
horses in B.C.
Hobby farms also play an im­
portant role in the community, 
she says. “All these small pro­
perties have some kind of life on 
them,” she said.
Other residents at the council 
meeting expressed their wish for 
more public input. “We’ve got 
exciting , constructive ideas,” 
said one resident, citing bad 
timing with elections last 
November when workshops 
were held.
He asked for a public 
meeting, or questionnaires be 
extended to all the citizens of 
Central Saanich.
“You will have eight days to 
consider the proposal,’’ 
Watkins replied, encouraging 
submissions to the committee.
“Even hand written submis­
sions would be appropriate,” he 
said.
The economic development 
committee is aiming to have the 
finished document ready to pre­




North Saanich council has 
adopted its $6 million provi­
sional budget with no discus­
sion. “This is a formal pro­
cedure,” said Mayor Linda 
Michaluk as she introduced the 
item on last week’s agenda.
The budget calls for a ten­
tative tax increase of 2.98 per 
cent. It expects to raise more 
than last year by collecting a 
great deal more on sales of ser­
vices, licences and permits.
FORESHORE LEASES
.Seven ,North Saanich 
residents have cleared one more 
hurdle towards foreshore leases. 
North Saanich council has given 
its stamp of approval to the per­
mits of waterfront property 
owners.
A foreshore lease, granted by 
the provincial government, 
allows property owners to build 
a dock or wharf on the \vater 
adjacent to their land.
INVITATION TO TENDER
SEALED TENDERS for the projects or services listed 
below, addressed to the Regional Manager, Contract 
Policy and Administration, Pacific Region, Department 
of Public Works, Canada, Room 601, 1166 Alberni 
Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3W5 will be received until 
the specific closing time and date. Tender documents 
can be obtained through the above noted Department 
of Public Works, Vancouver office.
SERVICES
PR 522760 — Building Cleaning & Grounds Maintenance — 
Agriculture Canada, Building No. 61 Canso Drive, Sidney,, 
B.C.
Tender documents can also be obtained from D.F; 
McLeilan, 1230 Government Street, Room 409, Victoria,
B.C..'" LV'''-v'':-''.■■■"'-
Closing Date: 11:00 AM PST—- February 24,1988
The lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted.




(Public Inquiries Act, ITS,B.C. i960, Chapter 315)
Barry M. Sullivan, Q.C.
has been appointed ns Commissioner with a general mandate to reviow education in Ihe 
province ol British Columbia, kindergarten to grade 1S.
Public hearings will bo hold at:
Victoria, Tuesday Fobruary 16,— 7 p.rn.
Victoria Secondary School, 1260 Grant St,
Victoria, Wednesday February 17, — 11 a,m.
St. Andrews High School, 860 McKenzie St.
The Commissioner will recoiva written briefs and verbal submissions from individuals and 
organizations, "
All representations to the Commission must bo nTade either ,ai a hearing, or by a written 
brief, or by leltor, addresi^nd to tim Somefarv
Tclophone (24 Hours) 
Coll called 
(0) G6(:)-4010
On bc'hnif of the Commiocion:
Mr. John Walsh, Secretary 
Rnval CommlBsion On Fdiicallon 
T/350 - 900 Howo St,,
VoncoLivor, D,C. V6Z 2M4
# I Ik




“A NEW CONCEPT FOR SIDNEY”
Llmltod lime only. 
Good on all rail Sale or 
Holiday Sale llcims 
FREE selection must be 
of equal or |oF.sr)r price 
than the lowotif priced Item 
purchased
ri56-5252
r V....  ,, ^ LADIES WEAR
W--*' -WHEN ONLY THE BEST WILL DO” 
. MON.SAT9;30"8;30.
2411 BEACON AVE
Page AW 'THE RE VJE W 9781 -2nd St., Sidney B. C. Wednesday, February 3, 1988
INDEPENDENT LIVING FOR SENIORS
ATTHEGLENSHIEL
I • PRIVATE ROOM WITH MAID SERVICE 
® 24 HOUR SWITCHBOARD
• EXCELLENT HOME STYLE MEALS
• ACTIVITIES • CLOSE TO BEACON HILL PARK
• HANDY DOWNTOWN VICTORIA
» ONE BLOCK TO PROVINCIAL MUSEUM 
ENQUIRIES: THE GLENSHIEL - 606 DOUGLAS ST. 383-4164











or Robert Birley 
479-7908
WIN
10 K GOLD 
SAPPHIRE RIfSIG 
&




IT’S EASY TO ENTER
Just keep your receipt after your meal. Simply 
fill in your name, address and phone on the 
back of receipt and put in ballot box. Enter as 
often as you wish, winners will be announced 
every second Friday Lunch Hour.
652-0212FAMILY RESTAURANT
7810 East Saanich Rd. Saanichton
SPECIAL 2Sausat 
7 am-11 am ZBaeon
Hashbrowns 




7820 Central Saanich Road 








792 Sea Dr. 
Brentwood Bay
10:30 a.m. Family Service










OUR LADY OF 
ASSUMPTION 
Roman Catholic Church
7726 W. Saanich Road 
652-1909
Sunday Mass ..........8:30 a.m.
Sunday Mass................. 12:30 p.m.
THE PARISH OF ST. MARY’S
8:15 a.m.........................Holy Communion
10:00 a.m,.............. Mornino Prayer
Sunday School & Nursery 




Meeting at the 
Seventh-Day Aclvontlst 
Church (or Wornhip at 9:30 AM 
10469 Resthaven Drive In Sidney 
Come Join our Growing Followship 
Rev. Polor Coulls - 6755-3540
ST. STEPHEN’S 
ANGLICAN CHURCH
(Ml. Newton *1 SI. fitophon’a n<t) 
652-4J11' .......
8:30 nm Holy Eucharist
10:00 am Sung Eucharlol








Ron A Eunloo Froeman Wolcomo you to
PENINSULA ALLIANCE CHURCH 
4th A Ml. Baker, Sidney 066-0957
SUNDAY 10:30 am Family Worahip 
and Sunday School





Sunday Stirvlco 0:30 a.m.,11 lOO a.m. 
flEV. Q.n. r^AUl. DAVIS 
668-3213 (Homo 655-3n84)
Central Saanich public 
complains about development
Residents of a townhouse 
complex crowded Central 
Saanich council chambers Mon­
day night to complain about 
two separate developments on 
adjoining lots just northwest of 
Trafalgar Square in Brentwood 
Bay.
Phil Hardy and Dale Hum- 
pherys each vvant to construct 
buildings and share parking on 
two lots on West Saanich Road. 
Hardy owns a triangular lot 
which has no back yard proper­
ty line.
The side yard property line 
runs adjacent to the west boun­
dary of the Quail Ridge con­
dominium complex on Verdier 
Avenue.
“We are not prepared to have 
a building go right down our 
property line,’’ townhouse 
owners told council.
“They will face fumes, noise 
and an added security pro- 
plem,” said Quail Ridge strata 
council chairman B.H. 
Funston.
“We don’t want a solid view 
of a concrete wall,’’ townhouse 
owners echoed.
“The zoning in place permits 
the construction of a two-storey 
building on a zero lot line,” said 
Central Saanich municipal 
engineer A1 Mackey, about the 
Hardy property.
Architects plans for the 
building on the Hardy property 
show the building tapering off
to the lot line, with six-foot 
trees planted along two-thirds 
the distance. A development 
variance permit has been issued 
to Hardy to eliminate a setback 
between the first and second 
storey of the building.
“We’ve got to make the best 
of the worst,” commented Aid. 
Eric Lewis. Attention turned 
towards variance permits re­
quested for the Humpherys pro­
perty.
Variance permits before 
council for approval requested 
that a buffer zone separating 
the two properties be removed, 
and that a requirement 
eliminating parking closer thati 
1.2 metres (almost four feet) be 
dropped. Also, a reduction of 
the required rear yard setback 
from 7.5 metres (24.6 ft.) on the 
Humpherys property was re­
quested.
Removal of the buffer zone 
would allow parking lot traffic 
to go in the Hardy property and 
exit the Humpherys property. 
Parking is proposed against the 
fence bordering the townhouse 
complex and the third variance 
would allow the end of a four 
section, one-storey retail mall to 
stand on the townhouse com­
plex’s lot line.
Funston requested trees be 
planted along the edge of both 
commercial properties, along 
the full length of the border 






MEL. COUVELIER SIDNEY, B.C. TERRY HUBEF^TS
SIDNEY SLGWPITCH
ANNUAL GENERAL METING 
will be held
Taank;htSn bible fellowship
Koating Eloinontary School 
6843 C. Saanich Rd. 
Communion Sorvlnoa:v10 a.m.
Family Sorvico..................... 11:00 a.m.
Nuroary, Sunday .School, 
Voulh OrouRB, Diblo Studios 
pMBtoiT! Mick Stinlon 
asr~83ii
SIdnoy Ponlocoslal Aufiombly 
10364 McDonald Faik Road 
SIdnoy, n.C. Vni 320 
Pantor; Pavo Mtumor
9'4H am ... .......  , Hiimlav Hohool
ll'.OO am 8 6',1)0 pm ■. Svmd.iy Smvicoa 
for mid woflU amvloasi 
, ''Call 656.371? / . •
HOLY TRINITY 
ANGLICAN CHURCH
W, Saanich and Mills Rd, 
Sunday SiirvIccM 8 a.rn, and 10 a.m, 
Sunday School 10 a m.
REV, D.L. MALING • 658-3223
Both Hardy and Humpherys 
took the opportunity to address 
council. “This happens to be a 
beautiful building,” Hardy 
said. “The aesthetics are good 
... in my opinion it will be the 
nicest building in Brentwood 
Bay.”
Humpherys offered to of­
fered to share the cost of a fence 
between the two properties.
“1 think we could reach an 
agreement, be it cedar, steel or 
whatever,” Humpherys said.
Council voted unanimously 
in favor of a motion eliminating 
the buffer zone between the 
properties and directing the 
developers to plant trees on the 
rear lot line to act as a buffer 
zone for the townhouse owners.
Hardy will be able to con­
struct the building on his land 
without further resolutions of 
council and plans to build a 
screen of pyramidal cedars 





... . ........ ............ out
Mornirtu WatiliifitOi30 »m 
HAtFMOAI.y--lM»it(u (4*1944
. SW-tOM
IN SIDNEY bethel 
FEULLOWSHIF RARriST CHURCH 
2260 Mill* Rd, Phoria 896-6012
Rav (laralrt W. Mrtllni'
#;49 A.m, Sunday Snhool
11:00 a.m. Morning Wotshlp
6i30 p.m. Evanlng FollowBhIp
4 CfHirati for tho Wholo Family
ST. ANDPEW'S ANGLICAN CHUHCH
9M8.3rdm,, aidiifty 
SUNDAY SEHViCIfi 
8 am, 0 «m and 11 am 












Call for Written Submissions
Camosun College has received a grant from the Ministry of Ari- 
vancod Education and Job Training to tixplore tho most otfoctivo 
and efficient means by which the College can play a coordinating 
role with the four school districts in tho Collogo rogion (School 
District 61, Victoria; School District 62, Sooko; «School District 63, 
Saanich; School District 64, Gulf Islands) and those statutory and 
voluntary agencies providing educational sorvice.s to disabled 
adults, We need your help.
Major Objoctivos of tho Study
1, To develop a detailed Inventary of services that now exist in this 
region for this client group.
2, To recommend ways of Improving the tmnsliiori of cIlGabled 
students from tho secondary school system lo the College or to 
the most approprifito source ot turlhoi training or assistance.
3, To recommend a model by which these services could bo bet­
ter coordinated at the community level,
4, To develop a network of Individuals In tho region commit led to 
making regional coordination work,
How can you help?
Agencies and individuals vzho represent or serve tho noedn of 
disabled people are invited to submit brief rnaiorlal on tho typos of 
rjorvlcos thoy now provide wltfi an Indication of their plann lor 
future development,
Please cent your sohmisnlon to:
V Mr John Meaghof
Director of Liberal and Applied Arts 
Camosun CarnosunCc4lcoc, 3100 reul Day nqad V'
College Vlctrjria, B.C., VOIMXa.
It you would like more Information about litis request , pleane riiiil 
502-1201, local 542, y
A community advisory comniltiee. chaired by Ms .fanet Baitd, 
will bo fovlowlny ail tiubmi,3siono and will bo working witti 
Camooun’a Special Education Department to prepare a surnrnnry 
report.
GOLD RING FOUND
A gold ring inlayed with 
diamonds has been turned into 
the Central Saanich police 
department.
The ring was found by a 
Brentwood Bay resident 
sometime in mid-January out­
side of a local business.
“Anyone who wants to claim 
it can do so by describing the 
ring to us,” police said. A 
phone call is preferred.
REARENDER
A 1975 Chev operated by 
Bradley Alexander of Victoria 
received $1,500 damage follow­
ing a rear-end accident in the 
7300-block Tomlinson Road, 
Saturday evening.
A 1977 Jeep; Wagoneer, 
driven northbound on Tomlin­
son Road by Aaron Rodd, 
struck the back of the Alex­
ander vehicle.
Rodd has been charged with 
following too close. There was 
about S500 damage done to the 
front of the Jeep.
RUN OFF ROAD
A vehicle driven by Richard 
Johnson of Victoria suffered 
about $1,000 damage to the 
right front corner after piling 
into the ditch in the 7500-block 
area of East Saanich Road at 
about 8 a.m. last Saturday.
The driver indicated a vehicle 
was coming towards him at a 
high rate of speed. Johnson’s 
1976 Buick caught its right 
wheel on the shoulder and pull­
ed into the ciiich.
There was no indication of 
who the operator of the other 
car was.
A wild race home from S 
Durrance Lake ended § 
abruptly for three j;: 
teenagers, one night last A 
summer.
Their car didn’t make it 
around a corner, an acci- q 
dent which left one girl un- v 
conscious for several days, 
court heard Thursday, y:
Another girl cut her eye and i;; 
the driver’s face was cut. ij:
Almost six months later, 
the teenage driver had his g 
licence revoked for six mon- S 
ths and was fined $200 for Y:
; drunk driving. Under the
: Young Offenders Act, his ij':;
; name cannot be published. S 
: The accident was %
discovered by a policeman S 
; driving home around 1 a.m.
: last July 5. Two cars sped 
passed him in the opposite i;:;
; direction on Durrance Lake S 
i Road.
:: Around the next corner, S
i; the officer discovered a ?:
> small Datsun against a fir S 
tree, partially over an em- 
i; bankment. Crown counsel li;: 
j: Derek Lister told the court, x; 
i; The driver was trying to g 
i; climb out of window. yi
The police officer asked y: 
i; the driver of the next pass- i- 
i; ing car to call an am- y; 
x bulance. When Sidney xj 
RCMP tested the youth, he g 
blew .11 and .10 on the T: 
i;: breathalyzer. The legal limit i;:; 
li; is .08. 1:;:
The 17-year-old drank 
i;- about six beer throughout S 
|;| the evening, said defence ii;;
lawyer Jennifer Power- 
x Dixon. “He was an inex- i;!;
perienced drinker and felt 'i;; 
li;': capable of driving,” she ad- |:;i 
iii; ded. i;!;
“You are lucky the li;; 
lx Crown did not proceed with ;|;| 
;|;| the more serious charges” i;!; 
S of criminal negligence caus- |;|; 
|;|; ing bodily harm, said pro- ;|;| 
■;|:| vincial court judge Darrell x; 
i;!; Collins. He fined the Vic- ji;: 
|;|: toria High School Grade 12 ;:;| 
;|;| student $200 and suspended i;!; 
i;!; his driver’s licence Tor/six. |;|; 
|;|:,months, ' / ;|;|
SPEEDING DRUNK 
Cameron Crowhurst has |:|: 
been fined $350 after :|:| 
;|;| pleading guilty to drunk i;:; 
S driving. The 19-year-old 
|;|; Sidney resident was arrested v| 
;i;| after traveling more than |;|; 
|;|; 100 km/h along Wain |:|: 
||;; Road, Nov. 21. ;|;|
;|:| Police passed Crowhurst S 
|;|; as they were on their way to i:; 
;|;: investigate a citizen’s com- S 
:|;| plaint of a suspicious truck |;:; 
|;i: in the Deep Cove area. ;:|:
They turned around and 
:;;| caught up to him near |;i; 
S Amelia Ave. He was taken ;:|;
to the police station iincl :|:| 
||i asked to perform sobriety I;;: 
tests......................................



















(ho District of North Saanich has rotninnd tho ‘torviebs nl Goldcr 
Aftsoclatos, an onginaoring cohsullant, to conduct a fitudy In tho 
Doop Covo and South East Ouodranl firoas ol North Saanich (sof.) 
nlrv/c plan), in order tr* identify Ihn nmr;,uc, of j.npiit. fiukJ tuiluius 
and 10 dotarrnino the loasibllily of utilizing convonllonni or allor- 
nato on-f'illo t'lnwago dispo.$al syotornt) lo corrocl Iho falling sowor 
'sysforna. .
Tho DistrlrT’s conaultant will bo making Hold inapocliona and digg­
ing lost hoioa during Fobruary, March and April 100B in ordor lo 
obtain Iho nocosnary information lor tho sliiriy Tho anr.lr.iancb 
and cooperaflon of rosidonln rludnq tliu llr*ld insportionn would be 
groaliy apputclahtd.
Torms qI noloroncu for Ihin study can be obtained in fioifion at tfio 
Municipal tittil, iGi'O Mill?* Hoad(lrjln|al'ir,»na iiumbor, G&O-D/Ol), 
Fohruary 3.190B
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The Toronto-Dominion bank 
will not be allowed to distribute 
material on its First Account 
program in Saanich schools.
“We turned down a similar 
request from a credit union,” 
noted school board Chairman 
Joe Lott.
The school board does not 
endorse commercial enterprises 
in schools, said Trustee John 
Betts. He urged trustees to veto 
the bank’s request to introduce 
its new account to school 
students during classroom 
hours.
“The outstanding feature of
r$To'
the account is that there are no 
service charges for 
withdrawn,” said Pat Hall, 
Sidney branch personal loans 
manager, in a letter to the 
school board.
“We would like to visit 
elementary schools to introduce 
the product and an introduction 
to banking and the importance 
of savings in today’s world,” 
Hall added.
If the major banks in Canada 
got together to present an 
education package, “I would 
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HEY MAC, WHY SO &LUM? 
...DID YOUR MEDICATION
I DUNNO... I’M PALE. 






NUTRITION 1ST AROUND 
WHEN YOU REALLY 
NEED ONE.
....  ............ ..... ....... __ TTIF
NORRIE THE Leap Year Frog (Alexander Holmes) poses with his likeness on the wall 
of North Saanich Middle School. The Sidney community is invited to the Dutch 
Auction at the school tonight, from 5:30 to 8:30 p.m.
By GEOFF ARMSTRONG 
Special to The Review
When teachers Thom Probst 
and Wayne Coulson announced 
toThe .students of North Saanich 
School the opening of auditions 
for the upcoming musical produc­
tion Sing a Song of Broadw'ay, 
they never expected to get such a 
massive response; i "
According to Probst, more than* 
50 audition forms were run off. 
“They were gone within five 
minutes,” he said. Nor was this 
the end of it.
The teachers ran another 50 
copies and these were snapped up 
even faster. Once again, they put 
together a batch and these loo 
were grabbed by eager students.
By Uic lime the deadline for 
submissions arrived, close to one 
150 students from Grade 6, 7 and 
8, had volunteered to get in­
volved.
The show itself, which is a 
revue of exempts from several 
popular Broadway musicals, in­
cluding Annie, South Pacific, Ok­
lahoma, and several others, is 
tailor made to handle a large cast. 
To the lettchcrs running the show, 
it has lo be.
As far as they are concerned, 
any student who auditions will 
get a part.
This sets up a major problem 
for the directors but the problem 
is considered to be a pleasant one. 
“There are so many incredibly 
talented people here and they all 
seem to want to be on stage.
“It’s going to take us weeks, to 
find the right way for them to dis­
play and develop their talents,” 
Coulson said. “The exciting 
thing for all of us,” he added, “is 
that witli all this talent available, 
our audiences will be treated lo a 
wonderful theatrical experience.”
There were many delightful sur­
prises during the auditions which 
were completed earlier this week. 
Both Probst and Coulson had the 
same reaction.
Probst noted that there were not 
only more Grade 6 students 
auditioning than ever before, but 
the quality of the auditions was 
far greater tlian expected.
“Wc had liny Grade 6 students 
with powerful voices that would 
lx: outstanding in an adult.”
The production is scheduled to 






the right to 
limit quantities
2531 BEACON AVE. 


















LIMIT 4 PER ORDER
lb.
GOV’T. INSP. FRESH
OX TAIL....... . ................. .2.18kg lb.
GAINER’S FINE PRODUCTS "
•SLICED LUNCHEON MEATS^
BOLO, CHICKEN LOAF ROO
MAC. & CHEESE, & P. PIMENTO.... 175g y %ilpk
• SWIFT SUGAR PLUM Jj QQSLICED SIDE BACON .sooqT/k
• GAINER’S ASST'D. -I tlQPARTYSTICKS.,............soogl pk
• GAINER’S SLICED
BOLOGNA Largo............. .375gSjilV
GR. ‘A’ BEEF Fr. Rump, Bottom Round
BARON OF









...............3.28 kg i lb.
WHY PAY MORE
948
. 5.47 kg t» lb.
9591
,5,71 kg Su lb.







FRESH BY THE PIECE 4 9QSIDE PORK......  ... . ...... .2.84kg1 Ib^
FRESH COUNTRY STYLE ,4 cq
P0RKSH0ULDERSPARERIBS,......3.5ikgl lb.
FRESH BREADED ,41 70PORK CUTLETS ... .3.95 kg Im.
FRESH SAUSAGE 410PORK OR DINNER... . 3.06kg lib^
FRESH PACKED & SLICED 4C7
LAYER BACON .. ... 3.68kg rm.
FRESH BONELESS ^00




CHRISTIES McQAVINS „ _ KRAFT
TRISCUITS 138 CRACKED WHEAT flftO SPIRALS
KjSp 1









CASCADE POWDERED 077AUT0«DISH DETERGENT .,..., 1.4 kg o''
BARKER'S DRY ilQ7DOG FOOD.................. .Dkg^""





BEITY CROCKER SUPER MOIST aCAKE MIXES As8l'd....,.,.,.5l0gar
GLOBE BRAND Jcy
CORNED BEEF ...., ......3400









LOCATED IN THE SIDNEY CENTRE
* #7-0764
5lh Slroot




SAVE MORE ON FROZEN
• OLD SOUTH CONC. 4 91
ORANGE JUICE.......... .155mi




FRENCH CUT BEANS... ikq
BEST FOOD 4 771FLAVORED MAYONNAISE....'5oomLl
NESCAFEINST. iSR7
VIVA COFFEE .
PLANTER’S DRY ROASTED A07
PEANUTS............... . .4500 Jar
OCEAN FLAKEDLIGHT TUNA ,...................... i84g 9 r
KRAFT SINGLE &VELVEETA
sliced
w it Imi CO Cl ). I > t < I f * * t««t • 1500(J
MOflTlCELLO
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PICK OUT THAT NEW SOFA, 
CHAIR, WALL UNIT, TABLE, 
DINETTE, MATTRESS, 
SECTIONAL RECLINER,
LAMP OR SOFA BED AND 
JUST WALK OUT WITHOUT 
PAYING! NO MONEY DOWN - 
NO INTEREST, NO PAYMENTS 


















SERTA — Discover the firm support and comfort of 
a Sleepmaker Supreme ultra firm luxury mattress 







2- pce. 60” 
Queen set








Hand-rubbed to rich oiled finish. Adjustable shelves, oak, maple, fruitwood, 
walnut finishes.
teBSSHi?
48” wide 12” deep 
30” high Reg. 239.00 
65” wide 12” deep 
30” high Reg. 259.00 
48” wide 12” deep 
48” high Reg. 249.00 
36” wide 12” deep 













7 pee. DINING ROOM SUITE
French Provincial dining room suite — so 
marvellously adaptable to city 
apartment, town house or your suburban 
home. Hutch with curio sides and 
display light, buffet oval dining table 
38”x 56” extending to 74”, 3 side 
chairs and one arm chair.
Reg. $2,549.00







Relaxing in this chair is like sitting on a 
cloud. Come in and try it! Assorted colours.
Reg. 549.00
r'‘ fT !?" F™







.1x3, IliMAYM sa>»u>aM«>i<Whl» llaNNIWll«>.<!.■k-T
SOUTH HAMPTON GLASS 
& OAK OCCASIONAL 
TABLES
Charming traditional , , . crafted by Riverside in a 
rich, warm brown oak finish.
Rectangular coffee table & end table,
EACH ^ SAfiJ;
JUST ARRIVED FROM ITALY!
Nicoletti leather sofa/loveseat. 100% 












Contemporary 3 pco, sectional. 
Plush, comfortable back and seat 
cushions added to a choice of In 





aa B®, i! i?s>aw' gift 
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Elegant French Provincial style ■■ i
curio cabinet In decorator fruit*
wood. ■/ f ■ ^.
Reg. 1055.00 ' 0
•: -
c> ■ '■ ■■■













FREE DELIVERY INCLUDING 
SAANICH & GULF ISLANDS
CK 
10. \
A{, 1 f ■' i I ; Utt fii < 7 r ti* ’ . , V k , . ■ k I*- , ■'T'k k
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Editor’s Note: Ed Brown, a 
blind Sidney resident, submitted 
the following story on braille 
for publication in recognition of 
White Cane Week, Feb. 7 to 13. 
Brown, 67, lost his sight 
because of a perforation injury 
involving broken glass when he 
was five. The past chief 
librarian for the Canadian In­
stitute for the Blind, Brown
t':
grew up in Vancouver but has 
lived in Sidney for the past four 
years.
White Cane Week is an 
educational week sponsored by 
the CNIB and the Canadian 
Council of the Blind. “Come 
see with me’’ is this year’s 
theme.
by E.G. BROWN 
Special to The Review 
The system has endured for 
over 100 years though woefully 
mixed up. Even the W is out of 
place
Monsieur Braille was a saddle- 
maker in the small town of 
Coupvray, some 50 miles north of 
Paris. In 1809 he and his wife had 
a son, Louis.
One day when Louis was three 
he got into his father’s workshop 
and, as three-year-olds will, 
checked out the intriguing gad­
gets on the work-bench.
The accident happened. An awl 
pierced his right eye.
The loss of vision in one eye 
often results from such an acci­
dent. Occasionally, however, a 
condition known as sympathetic 
ophthalmia causes the optic nerve 
to atrophy, resulting in total 
blindness within a few months to 
six years.
Louis became totally blind. 
When he reached the age of 10 
Louis began attendance at the Na­
tional Institute for the Blind, a 
residential school for the blind.
A few books were available to 
the students. These presented the 
printed word in raised line — em­
bossed ” letters. The letters were 
necessarily big: three quarters of 
an inch in height and width. 
Reading was slow: 30 words a 
minute at best.
Louis found that the finger 
could detect and interpret a raised 
dot on a page more readily than a
raised line. At the age of 16 he 
evolved a six-dot code to 
represent letters of the alphabet.
Symbols arc formed in “cells,’’ 
having the potential of being two 
doLs across and three high. There 




dots in isolation and
to recognize the
symbols they form"
Louis, or possibly his succes­
sors, arranged the 63 symbols in a 
logical order in what came to be 
known as “the seven lines of 
braille.’’ Using the seven lines’ 
approach, it is possible to become 
familiar with the braille alphabet 
within a few minutes.
It docs not follow, however, 
that a person can learn to read 
braille quickly. Fingers must be 
educated to detect dots in isola­
tion and to recognize the symbols 
they form.
The problem does not end here. 
Braille is not as bulky as were the 
books using raised line letters. It 
is, however, space consuming so 
that when braille was adapted to 
English short forms called 
“contractions’’ were introduced 
as well as abbreviations.
The first 25 symbols of the 
braille system are reserved for the 
alphabet A through Z, omitting 
W. The 40ih symbol is selected to 
represent W.
The remainder are used either 
singly or in combination for 
punctuation, numerals, short 
forms or other usage depending 
on context.
. Many of the contractions are 
one-symbol characters represent­
ing two letters such as “ch,’’ 
“cd,” “er’’ etc. They arc the vil­
lains of the piece requiring 
numerous rules governing their 
use.
Some symbols arc little usctl. 
Others overworked. They arc 
symbols which standing alone or 
at the beginning of a word mean 
one thing, in the middle of the 
word mean something else, and to 
the end of a word .serve as 
punctuation.
If one uikcs a dispassionate 
look at the system, he may con­
clude iliat it was dcsigncxl by 
someone’s elderly aunt who 
wa.sn’t feeling well at tlic time.
But tliat is doing a disservice to 
elderly aunts. The truth is that the 
system was concocted by not one 
but several committees.
Their labors succeeded in a 
space saving of 26 per cent. An 
issue of the Reader’s Digest ap­
pears in four volumes. It ollicr- 
wisc would be five.
Braille, when applied to many 
other languages, suffered a 
similar, if not worse, fate.
In Russia it escaped scot-free.
"If one takes a 
dispassionate look at 
the system, one may 




The Muscovites adapted braille to 
their usage before Lenin did his 
tiling. In doing so tlicy decided 
against contractions.
They agreed tliat the short 
forms saved book-shelves and cut 
printing costs, but doing so
simplified tilings to the extent 
that more people would read 
more books.
Some researchers in Great 
Britain have come to a similar 
conclusion going .so far as to sug­
gest tliat reading speeds arc not 
affected by dropping the short 
forms.
Reading speeds for braille tend 
to be low. One hundred and twen­
ty w’ords per minute is usually 
thought to be excellent.
The reason for this is tliat, while 
the braille .system is taught, 
educators of the blind do not 
teach braille reading techniques. I 
know of only one teacher in Can­
ada capable of giving the instruc­
tion — Doris Goetz of Edmonton.
Using appropriate techniques, 
speeds of up to tlirec hundred 
words per minute can be attained.
Braille is by no means limited 
to literary uses.
Louis in later life was a 
musician — a church organist and 
a teacher. It is probable that his 
interest in his system of writing 
was in its application to music 
notation rather than anything else.
Many blind people have fol­
lowed in his footsteps. Today 
braille music is available to all in­
struments and choral music. 
There are blind choir leaders.
As far as I am aware there has 
never been a blind orchestra 
leader though blind people do or­
chestrations. Orchestral scores are 
available.
Braille has been adapted for 
mathematics and scientific nota­
tion. But again there is a problem 
with committees.
The Nemeth Code, so. called for 
its originator, is in use in the
Unital States and most of Cana­
da. A different system of noation 
exists in Great Britain.
The French have their own. 
There are two systems in use in 
Germany and the Russians have 
still another.
During the mid 1970s the 
Soviets suggested that there be an 
international meeting to standard­
ize die codes so that a book 
printed in any one country could 
be usal universally.
The Soviets offered to host the 
meeting tusking only dial delega­
tions from foreign countries pay 
their traveling expenses. From 
there on the hosts would pick up 
the tab.
I was offered the opportunity of 
representing Canada, but I felt I 
could not make a contribution to 
the proceedings as I’m not a 
maihemadcian. 1 have since heard 
that the hospitality was lavish 
with caviar and other viands 
readily available.
There were limits. Apparendy 
there was never a vodka break be­
fore 10:15 a.m.
All participants felt that the 
Soviets were onto a good thing. 
Each committee affirmed that 
there should be standardization.
There was one problem. Each 
committee was emphatic in stat­
ing that the universal code should 
be theirs.
With all of its problems and 
vagaries, braille is probably used 
to a greater extent t^ay than ever 
before. Blind computer program­
mers and others who work with 
computers can gel braille print­
outs either on a type of screen or 
as hard copy.
This makes is possible for blind 
people to carry out not only the 
“joe jobs” where a computer 
print-out is used, but also to par- 



















BIX PAINT, VARNISH 
& STAIN STRIPPER
- UNIQUE DISSOLVING ACTION
■ WATER CLEAN-UP
■ REUSABLE - ECONOMICAL 
-CONTAINS NO
METHYLENE CHORIDE
- SEMI-PASTE AND 
LOW ODOUR







BRING IN ANY SMALL REFINISHING PROJECT & Vi/E’LL 















WITH ACRYLIC LENS SALE
i!f ''v'' iU,„ '
m 4’ COOL WHITE 
TUBES
30 OZ. WIDE MOUTH 











ALL AUGER BITS 
















































ALL BRUSHES AND ">£% 












i IDEAL FOR MOULDINGS & 1% 
f TRIM, PICTURE FRAMING & V,’ j I ^
? HOME SHOP PROJECTS. qai k
INCLUDES BLADE BRAKE, DUST 
I BAG a CARBIDE BLADE. CUTS 
;; 5-1/8" at 00" and3'/<"at 45»









SAFETY TESTED TO 
U.L.C. STANDARDS
0,ONLY,AT THISffcf 
LOW PRICE ' ■
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The next session of probationary training will com­
mence in early February, 1988. North Saanich 
residents who are 19 years or older who wish to serve 
their community as a volunteer fireman are invited to 
apply. Applications will be available until February 3, 
1988.




ED BANAS TERRY TOWLE
FIRE INSPECTOR FIRE CHIEF
656-0781 656-1495
OR DROP BY WAIN RD. FIREHALL
Ricinc
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The second half of the Hob­
bits’ regular season of ladies’ 
field hockey began with a game 
Saturday between the first divi­
sion Hobbits of Sidney and the 
Sanderlings from Victoria.
The game ended in a 1-0 vic­
tory for the Hobbits after 
Shelley Collis scored the single 
on a penalty flick.
The first division squad 
played a good game despite 
fielding a team of just 10 
players, short one player.
The Hobbits are looking for
more players to organize a 
junior team for play in the se­
cond division.
“We’re trying to get high 
school girls to play,’’ said 
Frances Cowley, one of the 
Hobbits’ organizers. The game 
is not restricted to teenagers 
though.
A broad scope of age groups 
is involved in the game and 
organizers are enlisting players 
from their mid-teens “all the 
way up to 50.’’
A second division game had
been set up for a Saturday game 
against a team from Central in 
Victoria — but the game was 
cancelled due to lack of interest.
“At the moment it looks like 
the juniors may have to fold for 
this half of the season,’’ Cowley 
said.
The field hockey season starts 
in September and runs until 
May, with a two-month break 
for December and January.
The senior Hobbits are cur­
rently at the top of their league, 
clinching first place with the win
7Ti»* Pacific Omi/miitf ixidetf ujt (y ti»r rmiilc/i
imfilrurliini mattuni in ileni^acd fat the auwr. Iiiiilt/cr, 
IMiiiifl nvn/ Pacific Jiaine ilinc h itlaff exjvrliac to cih 
mm a ijuiility praducl.
✓ rtVN*' „.^Vt''l
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Di'rtlicr km/wiru'S im'iini .1'’'
Saturday.
“We would like to encourage 
more people on the Peninsula to 
come out and play field 
hockey,’’ Cowley commented.
“We’re looking for oldtimers 
and newcomers.’’
Field hockey teams have been 
playing on the Saanich Penin­
sula for the last 14 years, 
Cowley said.
Currently there are the 
women’s Hobbits, sponsored by 
the Hotel Sidney, and the 
Brigidiers men’s team, spon­
sored by the Brentwood Inn.
The Hobbits are members of 
the Vancouver Island Ladies 
Field Hockey Association. 
There are 20 teams in the league 
with eight first divsion teams 
and eight second division teams.
Indoor practices are held at 
the Brentwood Elementary 
School gymnasium Wednesdays 
for the junior team.
All those interested in playing 
field hockey are encouraged to 
show up for a practice They 
begin at 5 p.m. and go on until 
about 6:30 p.m.
Society's
The Memorial Park society is 
almost ready to ask for public 
approval of its plans for its pro­
perty near Parkland School.
“We’ve given approval in 
principle to plans frorri our con­
sultant,” said spokesman Jim 
Cumming. These plans expand 
on proposals presented to the 
Saanich school board last Oc- 
^ tober. ^
The society and the school ^ 
board have worked out the best
SWINGING AT THE BALL is a member of the Hobbits ladies fieid hockey team as one 
of the Sanderlings attempts to hook the ball away during the first game of the se­
cond half of their season Saturday at Parkland School.
place for the track and soccer 
fields, said Cumming. “Soon 
we’ll be ready to ask the general 
public what it thinks of our 
plan.”
The Memorial Park society 
will hold a public meeting soon 
to unveil its plans.
4th & Beacon
“ABOOKSTOUE&MORE”










B.C. Summer Games 
organizers are looking for 
voluntcer.s willing to help out 
during the late July athletic 
events.
DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH
PUBLIC NOTICE
-^IrOAD closure by-law no. 570 (1988)
North Saanich Intonds to adopt “Road Closure By*Law No, 570 
(1008)“. This By-law will convey or cause to bo convoyed that pro- 
tlon of land In Plan 43422 shown as “ROAD TO BE CLOSED" and 
shaded bolow to Konrad Karl Busch and Gorirudo Elisabeth 
Busch, tho owners ol Lot A, Plan 42422, Immediately north o( tho 




Some of the events at this 
year’s Games will be held in 
Peninsula municipaltic.s.
Bach year the Gainc.s give 
thousands of amateur athletes, 
aged 13 to 80, an opportunity lo 
participate in a wide range of 
sporting events.
English cc|iicsirian competi­
tions will be staged at 
Saanichton fairgroniuls. Row­
ing, canoeing, kayaking and
other surface water sports will 
be held at Elk Lake.
Organizers hope to attract 
more than 4,000 volunteers. 
Those working the days of the 
Games — July 28 to 31 — will 
be asked to work four to eight 
hour shifts.
Others arc being asked to 
billet or guide athletes, help 
prepare or serve meals or paint 
signs. There arc a ho.st of other 
jobs organizers hope volunteers 
will fill.
Interested parties may get 
more information from the 
games office, 2631 Douglas 
Street or by calling 383-1988.
^Wardair
OFFERS YOU
VANCOUVER TO LONDON 
MANCHESTER & PRESTWICK
DEPART "
05 APRIL - 12 MAY .......... . . .......... “5fl8.00
13 MAY-16 JUNE ............................. . “690.00
17 JUNE - 03 SEPTEMBER .......................... “098.00
(RECiniCTIONG APPLY)
BOOK NOW & DON’T BE DISAPPOINTED
A copy of the obovci proposed by law mny Ka m'rpnrn'dm Hu» 
Municipal Hall, 1620 Mills Road, North Saanich, B.C., botwoon Iho 
hours ol 8:00 A,M. and 4:00 P.M. on any day tho Municipal Hall Is 
open for bu.9lnoos, Objectlona to tho proposiod closure and con­
veyance must be delivered In writing to the Municipal Clerk, i6:>n 
Mills Road, P,0. Box 2630. SIdnoy, B.C., VOL 1H7, prior to Ihe 
close of business on Wednesday, February 24,1088,
This Is tho first of two consecutive publications ot this Notice. 
Dated tho 3rd day of Fobrurtry, 1988.
Joan E, Schlll
, iMiuiUWitJkni wiuiK
SIDf^EY TIUVEL SEFIVICF. ^
'"At tit» tmnnlil lnl»"
;-'''_/65<5-D905: ''I':'
#2 - 2371) BflACON AVB., &IONf;Y, llC. \/t3L 1X2
Cuslomor Parktnn at Roar
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Replocement goalie earns soccer win
Old Country Rentals picked 
up their second win in a row in 
Lower Island soccer action last 
Sunday as Lee “Twinkle” Rob­
son stoned the Juan De Fuca 
forwards time after time in his 
first game in goal.
Robson was brilliant in the 
first half when most of the play 
was in Old Country’s end.
Peter Buitendyk gave the 
Renters the early lead but Juan 
De Fuca came back quickly to 
score their only goal of the 
game. It was a hard, high shot 
that Robson got his hand on but 
could not stop.
The Renters regular goalie 
Mike Soohochoff could only 
play out on the field, because he 
is recovering from a broken
finger. He showed he knows 
how to put the ball through the 
net as well as stop it, scoring the 
next two goals in the 4-1 win 
quite handily.
Rounding out the scoring for 
Old Country was Wesley 
Nelson, who also assisted on the 
first three goals.
Darryl Simon also played a 
strong game as he picked up two 
assists. Also putting in a strong 
performance was Rob McNee. 
The defence was again led by 
full backs Chau Hayes and 
Kevin Law, who both played a 
great game.
Referee Ray Hitchen was in­
terested in the local team, 
because he has long been 
associated with Peninsula soc­
cer and was one of the team’s
founding fathers 10 years ago. 
DIVISION FOUR GIRLS 
In Division 4 girls soccer ac­
tion Sunday, the Peninsula 
Mary’s Coffee Bar team fought 
to a 3-2 victory over Lakehill.
The local team picked up an 
underage player to field a team, 
because many girls couldn’t 
make it due to sickness.
Lea Braithwaite did not look 
out of place on the team and 
assisted on the second goal of 
the game.
win after two goals were scored 
by Lakehill late in the match.
The Peninsula team held an 
early 3-0 lead only to see it all 
but disappear in the second 
half.
The defense was keyed by 
standout fullback Dana Keller 
and halfbacks Penny Jestico 
and Heidi Redding.
Doing all the scoring for the 
Coffee girls were Jenny 
Milligan and Cheryl Lack, with 
two.
The forward line worked 
well, passing and moving the 
ball up the field, but they had 
no finish.
Dances
Thursday, Friday and 
Saturday night 
Waddling Dog Inn
First year goalie Christine 
Parker played a strong game in 
goal and had to hang on for the
Many chances were wasted, 
which made the score much 
closer than it should have been. 
The girls have had trouble scor­
ing all year but a strong defence 
has kept them competitive.
Books take minds off hoops
The Parkland Panthers senior 
boys basketball team has made 
a slow recovery from a one- 
week layoff for exams.
During the Totem tourna­
ment last weekend in Port 
Alberni, the Panthers lost the 
first two games they played and 
won the third game for a disap­
pointing fifth place finish in the 
six-team tournament.
In the first game against 
Nanaimo the Panthers dropped 
a close decision 68-62.
“We were winning most of 
the game and blew it at the 
end,” commented coach Joe 
Milligan.
In their second game of the 
tournament much the same 
thing happened. “We had a 10- 
point lead and frittered it 
away,” Milligan said.
That game was played against 
Courtenay with the final score 
76-71 for the opposition.
In the third game of the tour­
nament against Lambrick Park,
the Panthers finally hit their 
stride, recording a 80-57 win.
Before the tournament, 
Milligan thought his team 
would be in the final.
“We did nothing for eight 
days,” he said. “That first 
game back was terrible.
“We put a lot of emphasis on 
thinking while playing,” 
Milligan said.
“I’m afraid it’s a natural 
result of the pressures of exam 
week.”
The Panthers will have the 
chance to get back on track this 
weekend as they travel to the 
mainland for an exhibition 
tournament. They fly to Prince 
Rupert Thursday, then drive to 
Kitimat for a Thursday evening 
game.
Friday they will be back in 
Prince Rupert for the start of 
the two-day tournament there.
“These are serious exhibition 
contests,” Milligan said. “They 
have some very good teams.”
Opfimism af ree eommlsslen Twlrlers
Two new committee chair­
man are optimistic about the 
coming year of work by the 
Peninsula Recreation Commis­
sion, a news release says.
At the commission’s regular 
meeting Jan. 28, commissioners 
were appointed to the various 
working committees.
Penny South will head the 
program committee. She is the 
member at large for Sidney.
And the facilities and 
grounds committee will be 
chaired by Sidney Aid. Tim 
Chad.
“Both expressed optimism at 
the prospect of working with 
their 'committees and staff of 
the recreation centre,” says the 
commission release.
Rita Estock, representing the 
Capital Regional District, pro­
vided financial information on 
the Panorama Leisure Centre 
from her organziation’s 
prespective and answered com­
missioners’ questions.
Estock showed graphs outlin­
ing spending trends over the 
past few years, which show the 
deficit years of 1983 to 1985 
have been turned around. 
Surpluses were recored in 1986 
and 1987.
The commission also heard of 
some projects on hold from 
1987. These included installa­
tion of dividers at the rec centre 
lobby and lights in the car park. 
Completion is expected during 
February and March, respec- 
tively.'.^^ ' ::
Vernon - bound
The Sidney Twirlers and 
Drum Corps is on its way to the 
Vernon Winter Carnival to 
show off the members’ abilities 
in a parade and bandorama, 
Saturday.
The Sidney Twirlers and 
Drum Corps is an independent, 
non-sponsored group that raises 
all of its own funds.
Thirty local young people will 
be making their first major trip 
off-Island for the carnival.
To make the trip the Twirlers 
have had to raise money 
through bottle drives.
The Corps has been active on 
the Peninsula for more than 15 
years and have made numerous 
appearance.s in local parades 
; and competitions.
Work p^s off for skaters
The Peninsula Figure Skating 
Club has been training diligent­
ly to prepare for competition — 
and now they have the op­
portunity.
The club will be sending 10 
skaters to the Lynn Hether- 
ington Memorial Competition 
at Fuller Lake Feb. 13 and 14.
The local contingent has been 
hard at work with coaches Lor­
raine Hyne and Patrick 
O’Brien.
They include Tiffany Pettett, 
Mark Kosick, Valerie Foster, 
Jennifer P i m 1 o 11, Keltic 
Lazaruk, Megan Lazaruk,
Arwen Williams, Neala Gill­
ingham, Kiomi Bellegay and 
Corinna Gunster.
They have done well in the 
past, winning trophies in 
parades in Nanaimo, Langley 
and the Lower Island, so hopes 
are high that the local organiza­




LET THE DIRTAWAY GALS 
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The theatrical antics of UWA 
All Sliir Wrestling comes to 
Sansclin Mall, Friday.
The all-mtile line-up starts 
fighting at 8 p.m.
Tickets -- at $7 for adults 
and $5 for students under 16 — 
are avjiilablc at Ty’s Cards and 
Gifts.
The league would like to take this opportunity to thank 



















Miracle Bowling Lanes 
Sidney Hotel 
Harvey's Sporting Goods
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Letterheads - Envelopes - Business Cards 
Flyers - Brochures - Carbonless Business Forms





CDP creative design printing inc. 










ALL YOUR GLASS NEEDS
#5-10025 GALARAN RD. 656-1313
HAIRPORT








$000 « COLOUR .....
^23°° •SHAMPOO, CUT 
S^noo BLOWDRYAND 20 CONDITIONER....
$1000
$1000
TUES., WED. & SAT. 9:00-5:30 
THURSDAYS & FRIDAYS 9:00-9:00 
SUMDAYS 11:00-5:00
#4-2310 BEACON (Next to Smitty’s) 656-6113
WEEKEND BUFFET BR UNCH
Each Saturday and Sunday 
from 9:30 am to J pm
Hot breakfast and lunch entrees, 
cold salads and fruit, and 
a selection of desserts 
of many persuasions
Reservations 652-4422
1988 Resident Tickets available
Parks are larger part of North Saanich vision
North Saanich is one step 
closer to having parks included 
in its official community plan, a 
document that outlines how the 




who have been 
proposed parks
plan since last fall, have ac­
cepted consultant Kees van 
Westen’s recommendations — 
but not without a few notable 
exceptions.
North Saanich will try to have 
20 acres of parks for every 1,000 
residents. Municipal parks and 
school grounds will be used in
GclviMiNiTY galendar:
The Review provides this com­
munity calendar free of charge, 
space i>erniitting. Preference will be 
given to local nonprofit clubs and 
organizations. Deadline for adver­
tising upcoming events is Friday at 
5 p.m.
SEAGULLS
Naturalist Bruce Wittington speaks 
on continuing problem of seagulls 
at Prospect Lake, community hall, 
5358 Sparton Rd. 7:30 pm Feb. 3.
PAINFUL CHILDHOOD? 
Overcoming a painful childhood is 
fifth in six-week film series at St. 
Stephen’s Anglican Church. 7:30 
Feb. 4.
NEWCOMERS COLUB 
Peninsula newcomers club 
welcomes new members residents. 
Ladies luncheon Columbo’s Feb. 3. 
652-0146
LEGACY IN LAND 
Maeve Lydon speaks on our legacy 
in land at interdenominational 
meeting. St. Elizabeth’s Church. 
8:30 pm, Feb. 4
VALENTINE CHOCOLATE 
Peninsula Figure Skating Club 
chocolate bar drive 11 am-2 pm, 
Feb. 6.
HEARTFELT GIFTS 
Personalized gifts from the heart at 
Peninsula Christian women’s after 
5 club, Columbo’s Banquet Hall, 7-
9 pm, Feb. 9.
HOSPITAL AUXILIARY 
Saanich Peninsula Hospital annual 
general meeting and election of of­
ficers, Masonic Hall, Saanichton.
10 am, Feb. 9.
TUNING YOUR RIG 
Phil Leitch and Tim Knight lead 
seminar on tuning your rig and 
sails, Sidney and North Saanich 
Yacht Club. 7 pm, Feb. 12, 
EMERGENCY FIRST AID 
Course at Panorama Leisure Cen­
tre, 8 am-4 pm, Feb. 14.
ROCK DANCE CLASSES 
Beginners workshop for dances of 
the 50s to 80s. Panorama Leisure 
Centre, 11:30-2:30 pm, Feb. 14.
PRO JECT BRAI NPO’WER 
Peninsula volunteers needed to 
work with people with brain 
damage, immune system dif­
ficulties, strokes.- Ariadne Sawyer 
656-3144,537-2125,537-4556.
TOASTMASTERS 
Sidney club meets 7:30 pm 
Tuesdays at Senior Citizens’ Centre 
on Resthaven. acrossi, from the 
library. Everyone welcome.
ROWING CLUB
Parklands Rowing Club will be set­
ting up tables at Sanscha Flea 
Market on Feb. 7 to raise funds for 
spring season. 656-7416. 
CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS 
Adult children of alcoholics sup­
port group meets 7:30 pm Mon­
days, Saanich Penimsula Hospital 
day care centre. 655-3595, 656-8791 
PRE-SCHOOL STORYTIME 
Stories, action rhymes and songs at 
library. 1:30 pm Wednesdays, 
Brentwood branch; 10:30 am 
Tuesdays or Thursdays, Sidney 
branch.
LEAP YEAR FAIR 
Dutch auction, food, midway, 
bingo, cabaret at North Saanich 
Middle School fair. 5:30-8:30 pm, 
Feb. 5.
MAY QUEEN
Girls 15-18 interested in Greater 
Victoria Festival Society May 
Queen contest must apply before 
Feb. 12. 382-3111.
SINGLE BEDS NEEDED 
St. Vincent de Paul Society urgently 
needs single beds. 382-3213.
NURSING EXPERT 
Dr. Marian McGee delivers free lec­
ture on Professional .Accountabili­
ty: the implications of the Grange 
Inquiry. 159 Begbie Bldg, UVic, 
7:30 pm Feb. 4.
FARAWAY FALKLANDS 
Richard Kern narrates wildlife film 
on sub-antarctic islands, 
Newcombe, 8 pm, Feb. 6.
FROZEN OCEAN 
BBC video series on large screen at 
Newcombe starts 2 pm Feb. 2.
ADOPTION SUPPORTERS 
Support group meets at Cridge 
Centre, 7:30 pm Feb. 10. 384-8058.
SCOTTISH DANCE 
Vancouver Island Scottish Country 
Dance society annual dinner and 
ball. Crystal Gardens, 6 pm, Feb. 
27.
EMILY MURPHY 
UVic law professor John McLaren 
delivers Lansdowne Lecture on ear­
ly police magistrate Emily Murphy, 
UVic Begbie 158, 12:30 pm Feb. 2 
ENGLISH CLASSES 
Beginners and intermediate English 
as a second language classes offered 
at Victoria Y beginning Feb. 2. 386- 
7511.
BETWEEN THE LINES 
Four study sessions on press 
coverage of the third world. Vic­
toria Y, 7:30-9:30 pm beginning 
Feb. 3.
VALENTINE’S DANCE 
Islands Big Band Society dance at 
Crystal Gardens ballroom. 9 pm-1 
am. Feb. 12. 727-3908.
SOFTWORLD
IBM Corporate Technical Institute 
staffer Baird Smith speaks on 
changes to the world because of in­
novations in computing. UVic 
Commons Block, 7 pm, Feb. 2.
the calculation.
Permanent local parks, trails, 
beach accesses and other out­
door recreation opportunites 
will be provided throughout 
North Saanich. Wherever possi­
ble, parks will be accessible to 
all segments of the population, 
regardless of lifestyle, age, state 
of health and mobility.
With the adoption of the new 
parks plan, council goes on 
record as encouraging the pro­
vincial government to enlarge 
John Dean Park. It also sup­
ports construction of trails 
when property is sub-divided, 
rather than after an area has 
been developed.
Council has agreed to im­
prove one park a year, and to 
encourage neighborhoods to 
“adopt a park.’’
The municipality will erect 
uniform signs at all local parks, 
beach accesses and trail entry 
points. The municipal engineer 
will be asked to oversee all trail 
projects, where volunteers build 
paths and beach accesses.
Council rejected a proposal
to keep a seven-metre strip of 
land along a creek or beach for 
the purpose of providing public 
access. However, it decided to 
keep building waterfront access 
trails.
Active and passive recreation 
functions — playgrounds and 
wilderness walkways — will be 
located in the same park 
wherever desirable. Van Westen 
suggested they be combined 
wherever possible.
A highway rest stop at Bazan 
Bay maintained by the 
municipality has been rejected 
by North Saanich council.
Council did, however, follow 
the consultant’s advice on 
developing a five-year plan for 
parks development. Council 
will create a park zone for its 
community plan, and designate 
land under this zone periodical­
ly-
Council must still sort out 
which lands it would like to call 
parks. Then it will take its plans 
to the public. A hearing will be 






Single group for women recently 
.separated or divorced begins Feb. 
2, 7-9 pm. Semi-structured pro­
gram. Phone Judy Monday, 
Wedne.sday or Thursday. .
DRIVERS NEEDED 
Volunteer Services of PCA urgently 
requires volunteer drivers.
BIRTH CONTROL CLINIC 
Sidney Birth Control Clinic now 
open Thiir.sday evenings, 7-9 pm, 
lower parking lot entrance of 
Sidney Health Unit. Appoinimenis 
656-1188.
WEIGHT PROBLEM?
For young people only. Confiden­
tial. Sidney Library side onirance, 
Tuc.sdays 4-5:30 pm, starting Feb. 







VERTICAL FILE CABINET LEGAL







YOUR NEIGHBOURHOOD PUB 
7006 East SaanicIvRd. Saanichton
by popular request
NOW OPEN FOR 
DINNER!
MONDAY - THURSDAY 4:30 - 8:00 
FRIDAY. SATURDAY, SUNDAY 4:30 - 9:00
..




SHE’S RECORDING the moments. Peggy McLennan 
plays the recorder as she wails for the bus after school 













CHECK OUR LATEST FLYER
IKHMUNMINniM^^
the office supply people
0775.5th SI. SALE ENDS FiEB. 12.19fl8 655-3888
W0!||
If you currently have an RF3SR
or are thinking about opening one, 
do you know what the limitations 
and benefits are for income tax 
purposes?
Find out from the income tax spe­
cialists at H&R Block. We could 
save you time and money on your 
tax return. Lei us show you how 
the RRSP could benefit you in your 
tax situation.





THE INCOME TAX SPECIALISTS 
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CHOC. CHIP IT&LIAN,CH£ESE HAMBURCEH 










lb. BREAST 7.69 kg
CUT FROM CAN. GR. “A" BEEFl;u 1 t-Huivi \.. ri (J49 SHELLBONE
lb. BOAST 5.93 kg
3
FRESH
98 CHICKEN 3^ 
DRUMSTICKS kg’".lb. 1
CUT FROM CAN. GR. “A” BEEF39 BONELESS TOP.,3 
lb. ROUND ROAST kf ..: . 249
lb.
S X-EXCEPT
STORE FRESH I I cenw
” FROM ^ XSIORE
QUADRA 
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FROM fi^THFC. ... ..--OP . f :fTMt
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BREADNEIR VETERINARY SERVICE
DR. SHI-LLEY BREADNER D.V.M. 
i We care for small animals and birds and provide 
a mobile service for horses.
2144A Keating X Rd. 652-9700 Saanichton
THE MEN’S SHOP
“in the Marina Court” on 2ND ST. ' 
Tues.-Sat. 8:30-5:30 656-4443
o RACK OF LAMB 
•VEAL CORDON BLEU 
•SEAFOOD CREPE
WITH A SAVORY CUtRRY SAUCE
INCLUDESSOUP, SALAD, '^11
DESSERT, COFFEE OR TEA B B
ONLY ATTHECLIPPER INN 
WHERE QUALITY COMES
Signs of of spring already peeking through
Early as il is, spring is a-comin’.
Yesterday 1 discovered a little bouquet of yellow crocus in bud 
in a pot by the greenhouse door. There is a small collection of 
snowdrops in another pot, and bright mounds of anemone foli­
age about four inches tall that seem to be flourishing. The rose 
bushes are making new foliage, the silly things, and the spar­
rows seem to be making eyes at one another. The males sort of 
sidle up to their favorite girl, but the females, knowing all tlie 
work that lies in store, seem pretty evasive.
Talking for a minute about birds, a caller who did not wish lo 
be identified phoned to say that she buys broken sunflower seed 
in bulk at a reasonable price from Buckcrfields at Keating, or 
from Borden’s just off Quadra. This she uses to feed the finches, 
and though “himself’ might like to add it to his bird food, 
which she referred to as “glop” (lovely word, that!)
Hazel, from over-ihe-fcnce, has presented us wiili a very 
stylish bird feeder. She had had nothing but starling trouble 
since putting it up, and w'hcn she had to go out and scrub off the 
deck with hot soap and water, she took the feeder down and 
gave up.
It is a pla.stic tube about two inches in diameter, which when 
you fill with food that drops out on the aiutchcd tray. You fasten 
it to the window widi suction cups, so if the birds like your of­
fering they will be so close you could touch them (if die window 
weren’t in the way). Hope it works!
Pruning of fruit and ornamental trees and shrubs should be 
done very soon. Don’t try to do it all in one day, especially if 
you have a number of them to attend to. 1 find dial as I dre. I’m 
more and more inclined to take a devil-may-care attitude, and 
snip off branches without giving each cut the attention il 
deserves.
There is an old proverb that says, “When in doubt... don’t.” 
Once you’ve cut it off there isn’t a hope of re-attaching it!
I won’t bore you by going into a long tedious session of trying 
to explain pnining ... you’d be asleep long before I was through! 
Just a couple of hints should get you started.
Stand back and take a long look at the tree you are going to 
prune. Does it have branches growing in toward the centre of 
the tree? Cut them off as close to their origin as possible.
Are there branches that cross, that will rub when the weight of 
their leaves forces them downward? Take off the least strong 
one, making your cut just beyond an outward-facing leaf-node. 
This node will now become a branch (amazing w’nat nature can 
do, isn’t it?)
Is the centre of your tree open, so that sunlight can penetrate, 




might be in order.
Best of all, before you start, try to get one of the tree pruning 
booklets from the Department of Agriculture on East Saanich 
Road.
One thing I really should have mentioned: make sure your 
secateurs and long-handled loppers are razor sharp. It is a sick­
ening business to cut a branch and have the bark tear away 
above or below.
Wc arc faced this year with a horrible blight on our precious 
apricot tree. I’m pretty sure it is that dread disease “bacterial 
canker,” which, if not removed, will in the end destroy the 
whole tree. This ugly stuff starts off as a gash in the bark, which 
rolls back revealing the wood. The surrounding bark looks dif­
ferent .somehow, and the damaged bark is almost black.
The only treatment is pretty drastic. In our case we will have 
to remove two large lateral limbs, plus the end of another 
branch. This has to be done sterilizing the saw (or pruners) after 
each cut, using a solution of one part Lysol and 10 parts water, 
or a suong solution of bleach. If you use bleach make sure to 
wash your tools off after use, and dry them so they won’t cor­
rode.
Back to Arizona briefly; Something that struck me as very 
strange ... no one walks. Sidewalks are completely deserted. I 
used to walk to the post office, a distance of about a half-mile. I 
began to feel vaguely nervous, wondering if it was actually fool­
hardy of me. Maybe there was a mugger lurking, and I just 
hadn’t heard about it, but when it went on day after day, I real­
ized everyone drove everywhere ... and at SUCH a pace.
Road signs state firmly 40 m.p.h. Ignore them, the going rate 
is 60, and you belter keep up!
I had thought that at that speed one should leave six car 
lengilis between your car and the one ahead. Forget it! If you 
leave a gap that size six cars immediately fill up the space. I 
prayed more fervently than I have for years!
Exchaitge students sought for program
Foreign students are looking 
for a second home in Canada 
for one year so they can learn 
about the country’s culture and 
country.
An international student ex­
change organization is co­
ordinating the program with 
students from various foreign 
countries.
Boys and girls between the 
ages of 15 and 18 years of age




• CHICKEN FRIED RICE: T
•BEEF CHOPSUEY '






- FULLY LICENSED- 
Open 11:00 am Tues.-Sun. (Except Holidays)
812 Verdier, Brentwood Bay 652-3622
zz=a] a (£=n3 eszczse
TOWN OF SIDNEY
STANNOUNGEIViENT.
Effective February 15th,1988, the 
TOWN OFFICE hours at the 
Sidney Town Hall will be:
8:30 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.
EchoEburn^
THE HARROWSMITH PERENN lAL GARDEN
Patrick Lima
One of tho most rocont roleasos lo bo found on tho sholvos is 
“The Harrowsmith Peronnial Garden" by Patrick Lima, Har- 
rowsmlth Is a trusted name to Canadian gardonors, Woll-known for 
thoir magazine as well as numerous other (gardening resource 
books, thoy have become a dependable source of inlormallon.
Tho book is sen.sibly soft-covered and lavishly i.llustralod with high 
quality photographos and detailed drawings, Gardonrirs will find 
this book a handy t(X)l,
Patrick Lima is an o-xporloncod writer, having other successful 
gardening books accredited to his name, ThO' author also ir, a 
gardener which glv(5S "The Harrowsmith Perennial Garden" oven 
further merit.
Readers will first be given tho considerations th.at must bo takon 
before o perennial garden Is oven started, A veriiablo wealth ot In­
formation Is given on soil preparation and garden routines. Other 
chapters include spring, sumiTier and fall flowors plus tho all- 
important winter maintenance that Is nocoasary.
An oxcollont footuro of "Tho Harrowsmith Perennial Garden" is Its 
seed source listings. LInna has prepared a lengthy lust ol seed 
houses and nurseries In Canada as well ns U,S, eourcos that will 
ship Into our country,
Sidney residents enjoy a mild winter and wo can aPord to be entic­
ed by a fine gardening book In Fobruoty. "The Harrowsmith f^oron- 
nial Garden" Is sure to please its readers,
Avalloblo at: Kcho Lburno
ABOOKSTOBE& MOttE
4th » Boncon Opoii 0 am-10 pm LV EHY DAY
from Scandinavia, Frame, 
Spain, New Zealand, Japm, 
Germany, Holland, Great B:i- 
tian, Switzerland and Au.strala 
are involved.
The students are fluent in 
English and are sponsored by 
.ASSE, a non-profit, public 
benefit organization affiliated 
with the Swedish and Finnish 
departments of education.
Exchange students are 
scheduled to arrive in Canada 
shortly before the school year 
begins in September and return 
to their homeland after it ends 
in June.
Each student is fully insured, 
brings his or her own spending 
money and expects to bear his 
or her sliare of household 
responsibilities, as well as being 
included in normal family ac­
tivities and lifestyle.
The students are well screen­
ed and qualified by ASSE, 
formerly American Scandina­
vian Student Exchange.
Families who arc interested in 
providing a second home for 
iliese suidents have the op­
portunity to select the youngster 
of thoir choice from extensive 
siudem applications, family 
photos and biographical essays.
The organization encourages 
students and families arc en­
couraged to begin correspon­
ding before the stndent arrive,s 
in Canada,
Fatnilies who particiiiate iti
the exchange are not paid for 
their involvement. It is all done 
on a volunteer basis and host 
families are visited by a 
representative of the program 
before a student is placed in 
their home.
Currently there are three 
students from foreign countries 
Lying with families on Van­
couver Island. One is in Vic­
toria, and Duncan and 
Naraimo each have a student as 
well ;■ ;
■ Tie ASSE program is in its 
first year on Vancouver Island 
and organizer Mike Keleher is 
hoping to place students in each 
of theahree Greater Victoria 
school districts for the 1988 
school >ear.
Studeits from the Peninsula 
who are'nterested in becoming 
exchange students abroad are 
also sough.
They sliould be interested in 
living vviiha host family, atten­
ding schoolin a foreign country 
and learniig about the land.s 
and people of Scandinavian, 
European os Australian coun­
tries.
“Students , should have a 
good acadenic record and 
desire to e.\:icrience another 
culture and Imguagc through 
living with a vcluntecr family,” 
Kclclicr said.
For more inbrmation about 
becoming a ho;t family or an 






Say you saw it 
in the Review
It your Busino.'is Phono Number Is now or has boon recently cha nfl- 
od, ploaso call us and we’ll run it (roo of charQo (or a period of Ihyoo 
months. This sorvico llmltod to Iho Review's Tradinq area,
Company Nartio Phono Numbor
(14) Annomnrios Eloctrotysio
a Cosrnoflc Studio..............655-3044
( 7| Bortus Lnndscnpirtg ...............655-7065
)M) Breadner Veterinary
Servicos.................   652-9700
(14) Capital Electric...,..............652-2200
( 0 Dove’e Steak & Prime Rib .. 655-4114
n.Eloctric..,...........
((1) Monk Otflciar Supply .... 
(If.) PonlnaulflTVfi.
Electronics..............
114) Sidney Vficuum t>utvicu 
( nSincerelyYourn .......







i\ Strulianneu Jewallery..... 652-5400
)) Saanlchtoiii Town Roataur ant. 
( i) Tricifl Dawn'e Fncinl Massage 
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Thursday, Friday and 
Saturday night 
Waddling Dog Inn
TOBY POSES with several of his friends at the extend­
ed care unit. Left to right are Helen Whyte, Emma
If there’s a doggie heaven, it can’t be much better than this. 
Toby has not one or two adoring human friends, but 150 of 
them.
By GEORGE LEE 
Review Staff Writer
m
“I’m very fond of Toby,’’ says 100-year-old Ruby Moreton 
of the Saanich Peninusula General Hospital’s extended care 
unit. The word “very” comes up often when the residents 
describe Toby.
“He looks after us if any strange people come in,” says 
Ellen Miles. “Sometimes he barks at them.
“But he’s really very well behaved,” Ellen assures.
A handsome, middle-sized dog of mixed blood, Toby has 
become more than a bit of a celebrity around the unit, his 
full-time home since April 1986.
Born Dec. 29, 1985, his baby pictures are up on one of the 
walls.
There’s also a list of some of the caring people in his life. 
An average dog is looked after by a few people.
Not Toby. His vet is Dr. Geoffrey Gaunt, who offers ser­
vices free. Registered nurse Connie Barr is his “mother,” in 
charge such things as arranging doctor’s appointments.
He has his own medical officer. Dr. Edmund Ford. Toby 
has a nutritionist, Marlyn Davis, the hospital’s dietician, and 
a food purchaser, Ray Saxon. He even has a hygienist, H. 
Widenmaier.
Then there’s Helen Lavallee, who recently became the 
volunteer co-ordinator for the unit. There are about 70 
volunteers she uses to keep the unit running at high standards 
— but her first job turned out to be co-ordinating a dog. And 
sure enough, her name’s on the list as Toby’s co-ordinator.
“My predecessor, Jan James, brought him in,” Lavallee 
says. James deserves credit for her “fantastic job” choosing 
and training the dog, Lavallee says.
Toby is obedience trained; his certificate is on the wall, 
near the baby pictures.
Despite his status, he has limits. For health reasons, Toby 
can’t go in the dining room when the people are eating. He 
can’t go into the cafeteria or any area of the hospital beyond 
extended care.
But other than that, Toby basically has a free run. He lets 
himself in and out through the automatic doors and visits his 
friends at will.
■ The room of his choice belongs to Ellen, where Toby sleeps 
each night on a mat.’
And Ellen feels privileged. “1 look forward to Toby com-
Herbert, Ellen Miles, Ruby Moreton and Dorothy 
Fielding.
ing in and curling up to go to sleep.”
She also notes, “He’s very caring for us. And he’s very, 
very wise. Everything 1 say to him, and when 1 tell him not to 
do something, he just looks at me as if he knows.”
Emma Herbert is another friend of Toby’s. “He comes to 
my room. 1 keep cookies for him. He’s a nice little dog.
“I enjoy having him come in; yes. I’m always quite pleased 
when I see him.”
“It’s amazing to see him adjust to 150 residents,” says 
Lavallee, “and it’s amazing how well known he’s become in 
the community.”
But there’s a purpose to all this affection. Toby is a form of 
therapy.
He keeps the residents happy and often reminds them of 
the pets they owned before they were institutionalized. That 
helps make the extended unit home a real home, Lavallee 
says.
The dog’s effect on his friends is gradual, she says. The 
changes in the emotional health of the residents are subtle.
“You see it on a daily basis: in the change of expre.ssions 
when he comes down the hallways.”
Toby is part of a new trend in therapy. Cats are often used, 
and the Saanich Peninsula Hosptial extended care unit also 
has a fish and a bird for its residents.
Watching a fluttering bird or a swimming fish keeps the 
eyes moving, an important exercise for the aging.
But it’s Toby who commands the most attention at the ex­
tended care unit.
He may not be outwardly spoiled, but Toby knows he has a 
special place beyond the traditional dog society.
Toby has no papers attesting confirmation to a particular 
breed, but he’s good looking. Black speckles his narrow, 
collie-like nose. Several colors of brown and beige cover his 
lean body.
For a recent photo session, he’s been groomed and wears a 
blue ribbon around his collar.
And he does have some exotic blood. He was conceived in 
Nigeria, it should be remembered.
His tail — which Lavallee calls his flag — curls up proudly. 
“He has a beautiful flag. I think that indicates his self 
worth.”
During an interview with Lavallee, Toby is confined lo a 
small office for a few minutes; This is not entirely to his lik­
ing; he has people to visit.
In a talkative, friendly bark he explains his impatience.
Then there’s the photo session with four residents. After 




Join us for a special EXPO 88 video and slide 
presentation . . . Tuesday, FEB. 9, 1988 - 7:30 p.m. 
at the Sidney Library.
This is your opportunity to join Sidney’s Mayor 
Norma Sealey and her husband Mike on their 22 day 
sightseeing tour of Australia's world renowned east 
coast.
Learn about the Twin City Conference in Cairns, and 
be a part of EXPO 88 in Brisbane.
Tour departs August 11 to September 1.
Please call to reserve your seat for the presentation 
. . . and the tour.
SAANICH TRAVEL • 479-7191or 383-3355 
Intra Alladin • 656-5561 REFRESHMENTS
Sidney Travel ® 656-0905 WILL BE SERVED
YOUR BUCK STOPS HERE
Put your R.R.S.P. funds to work 
where they do the most good — 
right here at home.
WE'RE FLEXIBLE! Stop in and 
see us today about a Regis­
tered Retirement Savings 
Plan that suits your needs.
OUR R.R.S.P. BENEFITS
ea Local Trustees
Instant Tax Receipts No Fee Transfer
Cashable Same Day
Fully Guaranteed






All dcposits and non-oquity shaa'S aa’ fully guaranteed, without limit, by the 
Credit Union Deposit Insurance Corporation of British Columbia.
m
North Saanich superboxes
Canada Post’s superboxes 
will soon reappear on the Penin­
sula.
“The post office says they are 
going in in February,” Aid. Bill 
Gordon told North Saanich 
council last Monday night.
“There will be one every 600
feet in Dean Park Estates,” 
Gordon said. “’With one or two 
exceptions, they will be installed 
in the locations which were 
originally announced.”
The communal mail boxes arc 
set in concrete on substantial 
iron legs, said Gordon.
“Presumably Canada Post has 
the locking problem fixed.”
Superboxes were pulled off 
the lawns when first introduced 
last year because residents com­
plained they were not secure. 
Some units would not lock, ex­
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ho-ME^; IS PLEASED TO WELCOME JOSEF AND EDITH KIMLA OF THE NEW
OLD VENNIA INN 2470 BEACON AVE. TO THE SIDNEY BUSINESS COMMUNITY.
A NEW CONCEPT IN DINING ON THE PENINSULA A BUFFET STYLE RESTAURANT 
OFFERING SPECIALTY VIENNIESE CUISINE IN COLD AND HOT DISHES. THE HOT 
DISHES ARE PRESENTED AT’YOUR TABLE.
U
(FORMERLY CARL'S)
2470 Beacon Ave 
655-4113
M Hi
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Spinach
Colorado Grown.
i 10 Pkg. ® 90ea.
Green Bell Peppers |
Mexican grown. Large size. ||





Mexican grown. Canada #1. P
1.52/kg @ lb. il
j Hawaiian Papayas
$j. . ' .■■ ^ ■ ■ ■ ■■
f 11 ► I e %r ea.
Celery Hearts
California grown. Canada H S
99m Is# ea. b
1.10
Sole Fillets





aeon 3 tbsp. butter
3 tbsp. flour 
% c. fine bread crumbs 



















At this Low Price, Limit 3. n 1# %# ea.■
Fruit Drinks
Tang. Assorted F tM tfll 1
Flavours. _®% 0 I ilii I
250mL Carton %# R i iffl %0 |
Sliced Side Bacon




Cereal. 675g Box. i n Wl?
Laundry Detergentj
Sunlight. Powdered. £1 T
6 L Box. nr m i %# ea.
Boneless Rump Roast
or Outside Round Roast.
Cut from Canada ^
Grade ‘A’ Beef. jjl ijP
. 6,57kg fc) n lb.
Fruit Yogourt
Yoplalt, Assorted F miJ ii
or Plain, i«r ^
175g Tub. iSiii R I M ”
Listermint Mouthwash
Regular or #% lf2? CS 1
Peppermint. 750mL "% i’"|| r




Lucerne. Grade uni iTl 111
‘A* White. Family |
Carton of 18. i M %# %# ea.
Motor Oil 1
Generic, | Jpl ^*C I :





j Lucerne. Assorted Im1 Flavours. 2 L Carton. il %# ea.
. >1 . , . , (I , ,n ' , ,
Peanut Butter |
Golden Boy £1. ' 1 ^
1.5 kg %# p Tr%# 00. j
Pure Pork Sausage
or Maple Pork.
4,39kg "J iffl 99ib.^
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Talking trumpeters, parsnips and cabbage
Mary and I were on our way up to Vem Michell’s farm near 
the east end of Island View Road to get a supply of their super- 
fresh, delicious vegetables which they grow. A goodly number 
Cl waterfowl were feeding on the flats below the farmstead, 
busily harvesting some of the recently flooded fields.
We were particularly taken by the large number of trumpeter 
swans on the ground this year and spent some time observing 
their feeding habits. Numbers of grey immature birds were 
grubbing along with the adults.
The swans were taking great advantage of a crop of carrots 
which had been left, probably bccau.se of the sudden wet 
weather which had swamped much of the field. It was interest­
ing to watch the swans probing deep in the mud for die juicy 
items which were not always easily broken loose below.
The birds often had to probe all around the submerged carrots 
to free them a bit before seizing them firmly in their bills and 
then rocking upwards and downwards in order to tease them 
forth. Grey young and white adults alike were often over die 
eyes in mud in their sustained efforts to gain a meal.
“They’re uiking in quite a bit of real csuitc with the carrots!’’ 
Mary observed. “Like kids pulling taffy while making mud pics 
at the same time!’’
Wc counted 66 of these superb trumpeters, widi a single 
tundra swan among them. The latter was a full plumagcd adult, 
nodccably smaller than the others, and carried out the character­
istic small yellow spot in front of the eye.
“You have a fine complement of swans here this year,’’ I said 
to Vern Michcll when wc had reached the hum.
“Yes, we do,’’ he replied enthusiastically. “They definitely 
seem to be on the increase.’’
“They’re having a great time with your ctirrots down there,” I 
oflcrcd, crooking my thumb in the direction of the flooded 
fields.
“They’re always fond of carrots all right. But we’ve got lots 
of them. And the ones that they arc feeding on right now aren’t 
particularly good. They’ve started to rot a bit.”
‘‘Carrots their favorite food here, then?’ ’
“Noway!”
“Cabbage?”
“No, but the widgeons — the baldpatcs -- sure go for cabbage!
I wouldn’t be surprised if they got a couple of acres of cabbage 
a year, here. But that’s all right. It’s nice to have the birds 
around. The trumpeters really prefer parsnips.”
“Parsnips?”
“Yes sirce! I had a couple of acres of fine parsnips down there 
a year or so ago. But the swans found them before we were 
ready to harvest them. When I first noticed them in the patch, 
they were pulling them up like kids loading up in their first 
strawberry patch! So I got an idea.”
“An idea?”
“You bet! We had a pretty good supply of parsnips on hand 
from another field and along with them a few sacks of small and 
broken ones. So I took these down and arranged them in nice at­
tractive rows around the two acres that I wanted to save.”
“That was ingenious! You’d bait the swans AWAY from the 
parsnips that you were waiting to htirvest?”














“The dang swans wouldn’t touch my nice bait! They just 
moved in, day after day, bent on cleaning up the whole two 
acres. Slick as taking candy from a kid. This kid!”
“So you lost all those valuable parsnips?”
“No, we switched our timetable around and brought in what 
was left. There wasn’t anything else wc could do, you know. 
You’ve probably been in situations in which your hand was 
forced and you had little choice?”
“I’m in one now.”
“You arc?”
“Yeah, I have to vote in tire next federal election!”
* * *
P.S. A gentleman from Sidney telephoned about two finches 
which have turned up at his feeding station with scaly lumps on 
their heads. One had lost an eye apptu-cntly as a result.
I know nothing of the condition. However, Mary Mackic, 
Moxon Terr., informs me that some of her birds have die same 
problem which she has been told is caused by an ectoparasite, 
cnemidocoptcsc, which causes both “scaly feet” and “.scaly
The wise choice for aii 
your eye wear needs
BRENTWOOD OPTICAL
652-6222 
7103 W. Saanich Rd. Trafalgar Square
Funeral Chapels 
656-2932 or 388-5155








Services from your church or 
with either of our chapiels at





TRUMPETER SWANS, MARTINDALE Cy Hampson photo
ALPIME DISPOSAL
474^5145
35“ 6 iONTHS-WEEKLY PICKUP
23“ 6 MONTHS BI-WEEKLY PICKUP
☆ ☆ ☆ 3 CAN LIMIT ☆ ☆ 
NOW THAT THE COMPETITION 
HAS ARRIVED IN SAANICH YOU 
WILL NO LONGER HAVE TO PAY 
INFLATED PRICES FOR 
GARBAGE PICK-UP 




Parents call for computer equity in district
Parents are worried not all 
schools in the Saanich district 
have *equal access to computers. 
The confederation of parents’ 
associations of Saanich wrote to 
g the school board about an ap-
i parent disparity.
Every school within the 
Saanich district has at least 
three computers. The secondary 
M schools have labs, but only 
Sidney, Keating and Cordova 
Bay elementary schools have the 
labs, which are designated com­
puter classrooms.
“I understand the concern of 
parents sending their children to 
Mount Newton School, for ex­
ample,” said newly elected 
trustee Dave Christian. He 
resigned his post as principal of 
Keating Elementary to run for 
school board.
Students from Keating might 
receive more training prior to 
enrolling in Mount Newton, he 
said, giving them an advantage 
gj over students from other feeder 
schools.
“It’s a very delicate matter,” 
said Trustee Graham Hill.
Computers are distributed to increase their complement 
schools according to a formula. through parent initiative, he ad- 
However, some schools may ded.
EXCLUSIVE
CAPE COD STYLE
DELUXE CUSTOM BUILT 
HOME
This ‘Builders own’ residence has been built 
with that extra care and luxury. Five bed­
rooms, (3 up, 2 down) three bathrooms, double 
garage, vacu-flow system, elec, heat, two fire­
places. Two many extras to list here.
PLUS . . .
Designed to accommodate that extra in-law, 
see listing agent for full details.
Asking $137,500. Viewing by appointment only. 
Call John Tate, N.R.S. Block Bros. Sidney for 
full details. 656-5584 or 656*6466.
lOHN TATI:
IniN If, Il 1 V ivl (III |ii\i'iI.U'MiH ’ I1 •
III.. illll'l.Il ll, il lllh
ntOCK ItKOSiHIAl fV I ID.





QUESTION; Whnt Incomo ro- 
qiihomonts nro considorod 
In ordor to qualify for nn NHA 
loan? Would my wife’s in- 
como bo counted?
AN.SWER: Tho NHA slipuintes 
that a 30% gross debt ration 
must not bo oxcoodod in older 
lb quality for an NHA loan. This 
mn.ans fhnt you must bo ablo lo 
moot the inlorosl, principal and 
laxo.s on Iho propeity with a 
sum of money Ihnl cannot ox- 
(,,wuU,,30yu of you! Ti 
como.
In o.stDbli9hing tho qrosc in­
come liguio, from 2C% lo 50% 
o( yuu( wi(ij'.s income may be 
adclod to youra doponding on 
Iftoiors such nrs: the source and 
duration of her incorno, hrw 
mucli of it will bo noodod to 
toduco tho ratio lo 30%, and






T n Y 0 U R H 0 M E M A P E 
CHOWDLIt & SOUPS TAKti OUT OnUKIUi AVAILAHir; 
OPEN DAIIY 7:30-4 PM 65M11.V
^Baysljpre
CHINESE & WESTERN 
FEBRUARY SPECIAL 
Fob. 3rd to 20th





TEA on COFFCE ONLY




THE AMOUNT OF YOUR 
INCOME Will hovo a 
doflnlto boarlng on whothor 
you qiiHlify tor an NHA 
loan.
...THINKINOOFmiYINQ 
OR SFH INO 
Don't Delay “Phona TotIny 
JW Starke or 6SM747 
Ca8l!£iPro|M»itlo8(19ft2) Utl, 











(Just North ol riwacon Avti.)
656-6722
WINTER HOURS:
MON.TRI. 11:3n.1;30 A 4-6PM 
SATURDAY 11:30.8 PM






OPEN 7 AM - 7 PM DAILY 










TAKE OUTS 6S6-5596-7 









































































































































Moving & Storage 
Music 
Obituaries 




Pets a Livestock 
Plumbing a Heating 
Real Estate for Rent 
Real Estate for Sale 


















THURSDAY 3 PM 
WORD ADS 
FRIDAY 5 PM
Ads are accepted Monday 
through Friday, from 9 a.m. to 5 
p.m.
656-1151
NOTICE OF COPYRIGHT 
Full complete and sole copyrlghl 
in any advertisement produced 
by Island Publishers Ltd. Is 
vested in and belongs to Island 
Publishers Ltd,, provided, 
however, that copyright in that 
part and that part only of any 
such advertisement consisting of 
Illustrations, borders, signatures 
or similar components which is or 
are, supplied in finished form to 
Island Publishers Ltd. operating 
as tho Reviow by the advertiser 
and Incorporated in said advor 
tisomont shall remain in and 
belong to tho advertiser, 
WARNING 
No material covered under the 
copyright outlined above may br3 
used without tho written permis­





i m BUSINESS ^ f p A.J1 5 BABYSITTING SERVICES «0 CONTRACTORS 3 GARDENING !
L'lL SPROUTS Daycare. 
Licensed. Semi-structured day in warm 
family environment. Non-smoking. 
652-6177. 04/05
MASONRY
MOTHER OF TWO will give quality care 
to children oges 3-5 in my home Sidney 
area. 655-1390. 05/06
BABYSITTER REQUIRED for occasional 
after-school care and some daytime 





Auto - Residential - Commercial 
(Bonded, Licenced, Locksmith) 
#5-10025 Galaran Rd. 655-3535
DEEP COVE 
RESTORATIONS
Specializing in waterproofing 










A PRODUCT YOU CAN BELIEVE IN. 
Comelion Hosiery is seeking indepen­
dent sales representatives to market 
our luxurious run resistent pantyhose 
directly to the consumer. Great 
business. Call 478-0701 anytime. If no 
answer please leave name and phone 
number. 33/tf
RELIABLE HOUSECLEANERS required 
for part-time work on Peninsula. 
Mothers — earn money while children 








Highest Daily Deposit Rates (7.95% 
this week), full brokerage service at 




- INVESTMENT BROKER -
388-6401
747 Fort St., Suite 510, Victoria
HCME RENCVATICNS 
AND ADDITICNS











ARE YOU RETIRED with some spare 
time and looking for an interesting 
way to increase your income. Call 
Elaine Francis, 652-6163. 02/05
TUTORING all academic subjects. 
Senior, Middle and Elementary levels. 
Varying rates. Some remedial pro- 
groms. 652-0749. 37/tf
PERSONS INTERESTED in harvesting 
daffodils, approx. 1st week in March, 
are asked to register at the 
Agricultural Employment Services of­
fice, 2661 Douglas St. between 8 a.m. 
and 4 p.m., Mon.-Fri. Early registrants 
will be called to work first. Harvest to 
lost 3-4 wks. 05/06
HOUSECLEANING. FAST, efficient, 
friendly teams dedicated to the busy 
home. Dirtowoy — 652-0644. Com- 
plimentory flowers. 42/tf
WITH AAARY KAY Cosmetics, skin core 
isn't just something you buy. It’s 
something you learn. For appointment 
call. Heather, 652-5836. 02/05
Renovations Unlimited
- Household Improvmenls 
- Business Lease Improvements 
-Specializing in 
Bathroom Renovations 

















• We Load pickups & trailers 
MON-SAT 8 am-5 pm
2070 KEATING X RD. 
652-2614 652-3684
(yard) (eves)
AVON. EARN $. Territories and non­
territorial representatives needed in 
Sidney, Deep Cove, Brentwood ond 
Saanichton. Invest $10.00. No inven­
tories to purchase. 600 exciting pro­
ducts. Call 477-1393. 05/05
WANT TO TAKE a carefree vacation. 
Professional lady yvill house-sit, walk 
dog, etc. References available. 656- 
7637. 02/05
RO-IN CONSTRUCTION. New construc­
tion, renovations, repairs, and addi­
tions. No job too small. Free 
estimates. 656-8911. 46/tf
HOUSEKEEPER WANTED from 2-5:30 
p.m. Monday to Friday — after school 
care for two children, 7 and 10 years 
old, plus housecleaning. Own car 
necessary. Cali between 7-8 p.m. 652- 
9034. 05/05
EFFECTIVE PROGRAMS FOR: quitting 
smoking, weight maintenance, anxie­
ty. Adriadne Sawyer, M.A. Psych. 






TOWN OF SIDNEY — PAYROLL CLERK. 
The Town of Sidney invites applica­
tions for the position of payroll clerk. 
This is a temporary position of up to 8 
months: in duration. Applicants must 
have a sound knowledge of payroll 
processing and administration as well 
as experience in computer-based 
payroll systems. Applications should 
be submitted no later than 4:00 p.m., 
February 9th, 1988, to: Town of Sidney, 
2440 Sidney Avenue, Sidney, B.C. V8L 
1Y7. 05/05
DEEP COVE/LANDS END residents. 
Looking tor Avon quality guaranteed 
products? Please call Barbara Cundift, 
655-3871 for brochures now available.
; 03/06
C.K, DRAPERY. We make it fast and 
right, free estimates, custom made 
drapery alterations, phone 655-1487 
evenings and Soturdoys. 02/26
a
RELIEVE YOUR STRESS with reflex- 
ology. 656-6792. 04/07 DRYWALL
Danger Tree Removal 
Topping forSatety 
' Pruning Trees/Shrubs/Hedges 
' Clean Up & Hauling 
' Landscape Renovations 
’ Brush Cutting & Lot Clearing.
MALCOLM RICHARDS
656-9312 45/TFN
SEAMSTRESS —652-1008 —no job too 
big or small. Mending to drapes. Over 
20 yrs. experience. ' / 04/22
SAWMILL OPERATORS. Trans-Pack 
Resources would like to purchase your 
WRC lumber, fair prices. Prompt pay­
ment. Phone 246-2381 or 662-7882. .
05^;
COMPLETE DRYWALL SERVICES. Poin­
ting and texture. Complete basement 
development. 652-0836. 46/05
ELECTRICAL
PART TIME SHIFT WORK. Suitable for 
student. Avail, at Sidney Answering 
Service, Ste. 204 - 2405 Beacon Ave., 
10-4 p.m. 656-4311. 05/07
MATURE PART TIME ASSISTANT in 
medical office. Some training 
available. Reply P.O. Box 6, 
Saanichton, B.C. VOS IMO 05/05
NANCY'S MOBILE HAIRDRESSING wfll 
do your hair in your home at your con­
venience. Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-5 p.m. 
Shelley is our Sidney hairdresser. For 
an appointment please call Nancy 384- 
6190 onytime. 05/05
PART TIME STABLE HELP wanted. Main­
ly stall cleaning weekends and maybe 
weekdays. Phone 656-8765. 05/05
NORTH SAAN./SIDNEY area now 
opening a quality bobcat service. 
Future developments call B'rad 
Crawford. 655-3099, 05/06
AVON — EARN EXTRA $. Top ter­
ritories available. Customer lists pro­
vided. No inventory to purchase. Car 





IF WITH GARDENING you've hod your 
(ill — Call Bill. 656-2774 mornings, 
Mon.-Fri. Wooding, garden cloan-ups 












9813 Third St., Sidney
656-2945
LECOTEAU FARMS
“Buy direct from a grower”
> FRUITTREES





304 Walton Pi. 658-5888
FRUIT TREE PRUNING 
HAULAWAYS, ETC. 
FREE ESTIMATES. 
SERVING SIDNEY 10 YEARS.
JOHN KAISER, 
656-6693 652-5320
CItissKlod Rato: Isl insortiori 
15c n word, minimum chargo 
$2.50, 2nd and subsoquoni in- 
sorllons •” 10c n word par insrir- 
tion, minimum charge $1.05. 
Chargo ordoro by phono — add 
$1,50 por od Boy numbnr 
$2.00 par ad, .
BA VC TIME AND MONC Y . Plion,»« yrrnr (Mi atirt 














HOME REPAIRS, largo or small, Quolity 
workmanship. Lots ol local roloroncos. 
Best price around. Brian Nash, 652- 
0509. 02/05
EXPERT PRUNING - TRIMMING and 
general gordonirig. Roasonoblo rates. 
Colj 656-5302 after 6 p.m. 33/TF
NEED YOUR WINDOVVS WASHED? For 
a quality job coll Blaine at 656-1475. 
Most houses $17,00, Outside or insichr 
windows, .'JO/TF
MORRIS THE CAT LANDSCAPING AND 
GARDENING SERVICE. Ceriliied 
Pesticide appllcalor. Free eslimciles, 
652;46«a. Sa/TF
HA il LING i C LEAN -UPS, YARDS, 
bosomenfs, navosIrauQhs, etc, tlodgns 
Irlnitnod, windows cleaned Inside or 
out, Painting or any job you don't find,, 
liine lo do, 652.0722, 32rTF
HOUSCCLEANING getting you down? 
Let us look cilloi your Individuol tunKls. 
Call pirlowny, 652.0644, 42/TF
'MASON ■..for" HIlic,"" siono' ^ brick,
ceramic lllo. Roosonoble rales. Call 
Gary, 695.3652. 03/06
MR^ C't..TRUCKING Houllng gravoL
rock, lopsall, etc. 656-4191 tjr 652-
2601............ ........................ ; ...........0lr13
YOLING MAN wili cfo gordenlng, lion. 
dymcin work, and olhor odd jobs, 656‘ 
i6H7, phono 6-9 p.rn. 02/06
CARPETS INSTALLED, REFiTTED. 
recirofehed, reprtlrod. Free estlmotos. 
Coll Brion, 655.14011, 04/07
is HOUSECLEANING GETTING you 
down? No (rrre llrnw? Let rno hel() you, 
Experlericed in oil mpecis of homo 
core. Re-jocmeblo roles, Rdercn'iccs, 
652.0244. 04,. 06
KXTKING FOR A JOB? Moil job* osk 
for 0 resume. Colt 655-1571 lor help, 
lypln(j S phoKJCopylng, 04/07
QUALITY SEAMSTRESS. Hesonable 
prices. Custom and paltern work 
allorollons, Personal conlacl only. 10 
a.m, - 6 p.m, apt. 303 • 9901 Fourth St.. 
SnJriey, US. ui.i
PAINTER EXPERIENCEO, Grooi 
work, Itoosonoble redes. 665'70'29.
05.on
COMPIITF 'pRUNIMd' sprnying’ of fruit 
freei, roses, demn-ups, tmulirrg. 
O.A.P, dlsrmmt, Phorm Mike 656- 
fl730. 05, on
NOT TOO HANDY'? Cod normtone who 
oojoys seltiirg ihifrgs sitfiighi. rrem-
Ing, tiUi work, whrdever... v^e'll work
If out legether Popeyo CortsinJtfion, 




Income Tax and All Phases ol Accoun­





25 years experience 
Residential, Industrial 
Commercial
Rewiring, Electric Healing Repairs 
Appliance (kanncictions












PERSONAL INCOME TAX $15, Book. 
korjping, payroll, T.l's, A, R, A, P. Smell 
business returns my specialty, 2409 




RESIDENTIAL NEW WIRING 
REWIRING • EXTENSIONS 
e. PLUS ELECTRIC HEATING 




Ropaiia to most major 






















and exlorlors. roofing (hot for and 
shingles), renovolloo*. Skyliohrs 
soiorlumK and sunderks, Complelci 
ftomw maltdenorKtf, Fttm estimoles 
ond guoronlood workmanship. Call 




•* BACKHOLc SERVICE 
• TRACTOR SERVICE 
6S6-1671
5J HEALTH a NUTRITION
FERNANDO 
MASONRY LTD. 
Specializing in all types 









AAASON FOR HIRE. Stone, brick, 
ceramic tile. Reasonable rates. Call 
Gary, 595-3652. 03/06
MORRIS THE CAT LANDSCAPE 
MAINTENANCE. Lown core. Complete 
Sorvico. Corllfied Poslicido opplicalor. 
Free ottlimotos, 65?, 4608. 39, if
PRUNING, BOOK NOW free 
ostimules. General cloon-up, year 
rouitd grounds kuoplnq, 652-4776.
03,06
MAN WITH TRUCK WILL HAUL
whatever: odd lobu: gutters cleoned; 
yord woi k. 655-3694. 04 07
PRUNING, SPRAYING, cloan-ups, houl- 
ing, new Iciwn:., True work, gioss luI. 
Contracts. Book for power raking, 
O.A.P, discount. 656 8730, 05, 011
CREATIVE LANDSCAPE DESIGNS. 
Speciollios; ferrctced rock gardtins, 
rock reloining wolls, pctllos ponds, 
soo walls, other landscaped rcdalod 
work. Guiaronieed, Call Russ, 555-1104 
or 656-2376. 05/05
EARLY nilRD LANDSCAPE Molntrmcmce. 
Quality rrtsldonlial, commercial, lt.iwn 
core, FruK trnes and ornomenlols 
pruned ex partly, 65'2-4H79. 05-00
HORSE MANURE, $.35/pickMp load, 






• Slumps * Sower Storm Drains 
• Septic Fields • Waterlinos 
t» Drivoways 
I-EWIOSEVIGNY 





H(>/t Qimliiv Miisamy Work 
lireplaces, facings tteposed aggrcN^ato 
tiilfkpatiosi
All H'twi PivmJiIlyClmrmm\l By:
i
UMi } 1 1^ * A
^USiC
PROFESSIONAL MUSIC INSTRUCTION
All ages and levels, piano, organ & 







' ■ ■ .......
Individual music instruction 
in all instruments 
Lloyd & Diana English
9705 Eastview Dr., Sidney 
656-1315 T
PIANO LESSONS. Register now for spr­
ing. Highly skilled experienced 
teacher has a few openings. Classical 
and/or popular. All methods including 
R.C.M. or Suzuki. Mrs. Doney, 656- 
4060. 02/05
PIANO LESSONS from qualified per­
former / teacher for all levels. 
Register now for winter / spring term. 
Introductory session free. Sidney 
studio. Contact Megumi Otoni, 655- 
3175. 03/06
PRIVATE ORGAN LESSONS in your 
home at your convenience on your 
own instrument. Music supplied. Call 
Bob Turner, 652-9470. 04/07
WANTED —. PIANO TEACHER in Sidney 





10% O.A.P. DISCOUNT 
New Construction, Color Changes
FREE ESTIMATE — RESIDENTIAL 





Wall Coverings Commercial 
Spraying Offices
656-5646
RO-IN PAINTING. 656-8911, 48 TF
PROFESSIONAL LADY PAINTER, solv­
ing Sidney and districts. No job too big 
or small. Call now! No obllqotion 
ostimate, 727-0527, 03/05
RESibENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL pain- 
ting. 656-4264 oltnr 5 p.m. 04/TF
INTERIOR • EXTERIOR, rosidontial or 
commorcial. Now construction or 
ranovotlon, coilings roioxturad, nic, 
No job too small, For frno ostimate 
phone Tom, 6.55-1790, 656-7951, 05, 00
1 PLUMBINGCHEATING
BERTMORREY 
PLUMBING a HJEATINQ 
New Construction and Repairs 
10410 All Bay Rd.. Sidney 
Phono 656-1580
I ROOFING
SUN MOUNTAIN RCXIPING, All typut,
of rotldoniial roofing, Fmu usliinulus,. 




PypING SERVICES. Typing, lypa»»tll|ng 
A word firortHxIno Ro^umm! Initnrt 
to manuicflpt* A Imrtki, lUtoKonoble 
roloi, Big or tmoll, we do them all 
6.56;_6466,^ _ j ■ OJ/TF
DtPiCNDABLl IYPING SERVICt.’^ 10 yr
expftrif-nc.?, Ici(c.-rj, LoniiucU, i«(hh1(.,
roiurnos, guoranteed 34 hour turn 
oround time Pkk-up and dulivory (or 
Soanich Penlmulri rnsldont*,, Coll 655-
................... ..........__ ^ ■: 02/13
PROrBSIONAL TYPING SlRvicES, let'- 
lor», fwporti, foKurntM, Tast, oc- 
curat», nsosotiahh. rnt»<i Pnt A*'.?. 
U4/6. ^ 05/20
Wednesday, February 3, 1988 THE RE VIE W 9781-2nd St., Sidney D. C. Page Bl 1
MiiSiDJs
A BOOK STORE & MORE
presents
Word Search
i II (1 11 MISCELLANEOUS <19







I) you are a Review paid subscriber you will be awarded a 
bonus $20.00 gift certificate, making your prize a total of 
S30.00 in gift certificates.
Unscramble the seven words below in the boxes on the right. All 
seven words are linked to the same theme + take the letters 
that appear in the bold boxes to find the seven letter theme 
word.
GOOD USED BOATS and rebuilt out­
boards!! 3-6 month warranty!! 18' 
Olympia hardtop, 130 h.p. BMVV stern- 
drive and trailer, $6995; 16' Surfer- 
craft, 65 h.p. Mercury, new upholstery 
and trailer, $4295; 14' Hurston, new 
sleeper seats, 40 h.p. Johnson and 
galv. trailer, $2795; 14' Sangster, 40 
h.p. Johnson and trailer, $1550; 22' 
clinker built, Volvo inboard, radios, 
depth sounder, $3995; 65 h.p. Mercury 
ELL, $2495; 50 h.p. Mercury ELL, $1895; 
35 h.p. Mercury std., $895; 20 h.p. Mer­
cury, long shaft, $995; 20 h.p. Johnson 
std., $1195; 4.5 h.p. Mercury, long 
shaft, $425; 20 h.p. Mercury ELL, $1195; 
7.5 h.p. Mercury long shaft, $625. Har­
bour Marine. 10114 McDonald Park 
Rd., Sidney, B.C. 656-8022 . 05/05
LAZERWORLD COMPACT DISC and 
Nintendo video game rentals and 
sales. Landmark Bldg., 656-1215. 03/TF 
WASHING AAACHINE for sole, runs 
well, $225. or offer. 655-1430 oftor 6 
p.m. 03/06
DINING ROOM SUITE, $800.00; ping 
pong table, $100.00; queen bed, 
$100.00; two single beds, $50.00 each; 
misc. chairs, tables, baby items. 656- 
9812. 05/05
GOOD QUALITY CHILDRENS clothing 
for sale, newborn to size 2, very 
reasonable prices. Call 655-1617.
03/06
LUMBER, ASSORTMENT, usable pieces, 
approx, pick-up load, $25.00; two 
power poles cut to 5 ft. lengths, 
$25.00; steel 16 ft. farm gate, $25.00. 
656-7841. 05/05
CURVED CEDAR BAY WINDOW. Glass 
to floor. Approx 2'x8'. $4000.00 value 
for $2300.00. 652-9221. 04/05














LITTON MOFFAT MICROWAVE oven. 
$175.00; Viking washing machine, 
$250.00.656-8878. 04/tf
solid
ROOF RACK FOR SKIS, $15.00; ranger 
bar type roof rack, $25.00; mens skis 
Rossignol 190 with bindings, $45.00; 
Indies skis Rossignol 185 with bin­
dings, $35.00; snow choins for 14” 
wheels, $10.00; electric motor 1/3 











«4-6809 KIRKPATRICK CRES. 





OLD COUNTRY RENTALS 
9773-5th St. 656-5541
1
SOLID WOODEN DESK, $90.00; 
maple table and four chairs. $200.00; 
white single canopy bed, c/w canopy 
cover and spreod, $200.00. 655-3501. 
Coll after 5 p.m. 04/05
hats.
HIDE-A-BED LOVESEAT. Good condi­
tion, $195,00. 652-4248 or 652-9801.
05/05




APPLES — REFRIGERATED large Spar­
tan, Goldens Gala. Fresh juice. Open 
doily. Bear Hill Orchard, cor. Bear Hill 
and Oldfield nds. 652-3097. 04/05
PANDORA'S CLOSET WINTER SALE con­
tinues through February. Excellent 
values. Bargain rack up to $10.00. 
Clients please pick up unsold winter 
garments by Feb. 15. Spring con­
signments accepted soon. Must be up 
to dote, immaculate, on hangers. 




FRESH CUT FIR. $100/cord. 656-5203.
05/05
OVER 100 UNCLEANED BRICKS. $40.00. 
656-5243. 05/05
Good
Drop your entry off at Tanner's. The first correct entry drawn at 
noon the following Monday will win a $10.00 Tanner's Gift Cer­
tificate. If the winner is a Review paid subscriber a bonus $20.00 
gift certificate wili be awarded.
WANT TO INCREASE YOUR AAARKET? 
For $129. per week we con place your 
Classified Ad in more than 70 popular, 
well-read community newspapers 
which are delivered each week to 
more then one million homes 
throughout B.C. and the Yukon. Simply 
call our Classified Department at 656- 
1151 for details. 11/tf
DOUBLE AAATTRESS and base, 
condition. $100 O.B.O. '.Crockery 





THE GREAT EXCHANGE. Will trade you 
12 pr's. new pantyhose for 100 pr's. old 
hose. Comelion Hosiery. No runs, soft, 
sheer, perfect fit, basic 8. fashion col­
ors, personal friendly service. Phone 
Shoron. 655-1250 ofter 5 p.m. 05/05
WANTED — IF YOU HAVE a tea wagon 
or on exercise bike that you are no 
longer using, our Seniors could use 
them. Pleose phone 655-3475. 02/05
WANTED TO BUY: Royal Doulton 
figurines, jugs, animals, etc. Will pay
DO YOU HAVE trouble getting in and 
out of the bath, or off the toilet? Let us 
install a grab rail. Free estimate. 
Phone 656-6656. 15/tf
HIDE-A-BED, fireplace screen, piano, 
$900.00. Ping pong table. 656-5659.
05/05





ADVENTURE ON HORSEBACK. Guided 
trail rides. Open year round. 
Rockhaven Ranch. Reservations, 478- 
3023. 15/tf
HOUSE PLANTS, large and small. 
Reasonable. 656-3579. 2353 James
White Blvd. 05/09
RELIABLE SIX CYLINDER, 4 dr. car 
wanted. No Rust. Reasonable priced. 
"Low miles". 652-1509. 04/05
AMERICAN COCKER SPANIEL puppies, 
registered, excellent temperment. 
652-2645. 02/05
Please check one:
□ lam a Review paid subscriber.
□ I am not a Review subscriber.
□ I wish to become a Review 
paid subscriber.
Please drop your entry off at:
A BOOK STORE & MOKE
SIGNS
NEED TO AAAKE A STATEMENT? Give 
directions? Advertise? Add artwork to 
your decorating ideas? . . . Itty Bitty 
Sign Shop can help you. All hand let­








• Husqvarna • Pioneer • Toro 
• Shindaiwa • Jocabsen • Partner 
OPEN MON. TO SAT.





” • LICENSED MECHANICS
* . 5 BAYS TO SERVE YOU
• • TUNE UPS • BRAKES • LUBRICATION
O • TIRES • BATTERIES
• SECURITY MUFFLER 
a . PROPANE CONVERSIONS
• PROPANE SALES 
» rnnsrnviCF CALI
^ 656-2921 or 656-0434
01/0 Cftnorn, Sitinay 
« CYRIL PR'MLAU ~ OVVNl. ri




•4 Liconsod Mochnnics 
'Coinplolo Ovoihftula 
l.ilotlmo Wiirrmitya 
BhAKFS, MUFTLCn.? & 
SHOCKS




Ht'Vitn Avfi , SirldBy
DANSCOT 
“Tho Engino Profosslonals”
Complete Ctigine Sni vicw, 
Qnti & DIecmI. 
IrXRtNingeCyl. Hntidn 
Aulornolivo, Marine, Induatrlal 
tier,'3 7^7





. AUTO MOTIVE . INDUSTRIAL. 
♦ MARINE







GLASS FRONT 4-drawer black walnut 
buffet; two 3-foot block speakers, $75 
pr.; obo. Phone 478-1056 evenings and 
weekends. 50/05
HIDE A BED COUCH, 
$20.00. 656-0527.
Jan. 20 winner of a $30 gift 
certificate was A.M. 
Cranstown of Northbrook in 
Sidney.
ANSWERS: VIOLA, PRIEST, 




SHINE BACK. Auto detailing. Bring that 
showroom shine bock to your car's 
finish. Phone 652-0490 Mobile unit.
05/06
BRITISH EUROPEAN MOTORS. Parts 
and service for all imports. 10124C 
McDonald Park Rd. 655-1151. 49/TF
1985 OLDSMOBILE 98 Regency 
Broughom. Immaculate, fully equip­
ped, 40,000 km. Extended warranty 
until 1989. $17,000.00 firm. 656-4542.
02/05
1978 FORD PU F150. Red, 351 
Cleveland, near new RV rodiols, dual 
batteries, dual tanks, halogen 
headlights, AM/FM cassette, excep- 
tionolly low mileoge, limited use, best 
offer on $4900. 652-4991 after 4:30 
p.m, 03/06
1983 RENAULT LE CAR 





SI ERR A CLASsTc 3 p I us 3.
05/08
'77 G.M.C
Mint, $7000 O.B^q, 479^5965^, 
626'".............1982 AAAZDA 626. Aulomotic, P.S., 
P.B., low miles, oxcollont shopo. Many 
extras. $6400 OBO, 652-9992, 05/05
T974 DODGE SPORTSMAN 
P.B., 318 V8. Could bo camporized. 
Good trodosman vehicle. Open to of­
fers. 656-7752, 05/05
i 976 " CHEV IMPAlA? P P , tilt 
wheel, 350 V8. One owner - well rnain-









ALL BAY MARINE LTD.
?3fJ4 Hnrhour Rd 
656 01S3
1977 TOYOTA COROLLA SR.$ Ufibock 
■- 5it|)d. Good, tlean. fhtpendablp i,or. 
ui- obc.'i IG/l/y
1974 FORD TORINO llito, Puwet 
everythlnfl, tun* good, rodials, $325,
TOW YOUR BOAT OR trnilor. 69 Dodge 
Poldi'i'i with htirtvy duty ttaftiiroission, 





SIMMONS CRIB AND mattress, 
$150.00; Coscoe Peterson highchair, 
$40.00; Coscoe Peterson car seat, 
$35.00; Dorel playpen, $40.00; Bar- 
recrafter ski rack, $30.00; ping pong 
table & deluxe paddles, $100.00; 





JOHN DEERE rider 
with grass catcher. 655- 
05/05
LAB CROSS PUPPIES, 
home. 656-1858.






PART TIME STABLE HELP wanted. Main­
ly stall cleaning, weekends and maybe 
weekdays. Phone 656-8765. 05/05
BASEMENT SALE. Moving must sell! 
656-5659. Feb. 6 & 7. 9:00-2:00. 05/05
LOST^
FOUND
NEARLY NEW SOFA & CHAIR, coffee 
table, remote 26" stereo T.V. table 
lamps and shades, birdcage, fireplace 
insert with glass door. Moving 656- 
6218. 02/05
ALL LESS THAN ONE YEAR OLD. Super 
single waterbed, dresser and mat­
ching night table, sofa & chair, coffee 
and end table, rollaway, Panasonic 
microwave, stereo cabinet. 656-1463.
05/06
MOVING — FURNITURE, patio and' 
household, dishes, cutlery, cooking 
utensils, ornaments, plants, BBQ, 
musical instruments, speokers, hand 
and garden tools. Saturday, February 
6, 9 - 2 p.m. 2007 Melville Drive. 05/05
FOUND ON CANORA RD. Thurs. night: 
a black kitte.n with white paws, white 
throat, patch of white on chin. 656- 
4768. 04/05
SOLID ROUND PINE TABLE, 38", 
$150.00 firm. Humidifier, drum type, 
$50.00; Mustang floater jacket, 
medium (new), $60.00; Danforth an­
chor and chain, 7 lb,, $30.00 firm; flex- 
steel chair, $100.00: custom mode 
pleated sheers, two panels, 6' wide, 
39;: deep (off white), $60.00/pr. 656- 
9953. 03/06
RALEIGH STOWAWAY BIKE, $150.00; 
Bausch & Lomb 15x-60x zoom 
telescope, Manfrotto tripod, $200.00; 
buffet butch wall unit, glass doors, 81" 
wide, $750.00. 656-7462. 05/05
FOUND: LADIES' GLASSES on the ease­
ment of Calvin and Bowerbank. Phone 
the Review to claim. 656-1151. 05/06
BUILDING
MATERIALS
LOST: NURSE'S WATCH (with inscrip­
tion Leanne) Fri. Jan. 22/88 Ebor - Ami­
ty - Aldous area. Phone 656-3256.
05/05
TIRES: SP-MAX Trak - grip HR78/15, 
Duniop. Like new, good for import 4x4. 
$145.00/pr. 655-1563 after 6 p.m.
MEN'S SKI BOOTS, Kastinger, size 8Vj. 
Good condition. 652-0188. 03/06
QUEEN SIZE BED. Nearly new oir mat­
tress and box, teak frame, $650.00. 
656-4308. 05/08
TEAKWOOD TABLES, 4 chairs ond buf- 
fet. Asking $450.00. 383-1369. 03/05
INGLIS DRYER, very good 









LOST: GOLD LADIES SEIKO watch, 
black face. Swimming area, Ponorama 







Ads from all over B.C. 
and the Yukon. TODAY!
25 words for $129 will reach 
more than 690,000 homes 
through more than 70 
community newspapers in 
B.C. and the Yukon.
AUTOMOTIVE
Buy/Lease any gas, diesel 
car or truck, new or used. 
Direct from volume factory 
dealer. Call for pre-approved 
credit. Call collect 464-0271. 
D5231.______ ____ __ ___
Lease/Buy direct from fac­
tory beet broker, Speciali­
sing Ford Trucks. Low Pay­
ments, Easy Terms OAC. 
Cash back for trades. Call 




EDUCATIONAL FOR SALE MISC. PETS AND LIVESTOCK
Well established weight 
training and Martial Arts 
Centre, Prashap Century 
gyrn equipment, 10,000 lbs. 
free weights, 7,000 sq. ft. 
Call John or Deanne at 
J.R.'s Studio 398-7757.
Victoria Hairdressing 
School, 738 Fort Street, Vic­
toria, B.C. V8W 1H2. Now 
accepting applications for 
February and March classes. 
Also offering refresher 
courses in hairdressing. 
Phone (604)388-6222.
Lease/Buy. New/Used Ford 
trucks direct from lactory 
fleet broker. Easy terms 
immediate delivery O.A.C. 
Cash (or your trade. Call 
colicci now. 872-7412, 
DG102,
Boating Capital of B.C. Two 
commorcial waterfront 
bldgs, for rent - 900 Sq. Ft. 
and 300 sq. ft. on Harbour 
Rd, Sidney, B.C, A rapidly 
expanding area with great 
potential (or restaurant, 
store, laundromat, sales o(- 
lico, etc, Call Bosun's Char- 
' (604)656-6644,
Culture Of Salmon And 
Trout: Throe week course on 
technical and practical as­
pects, starling February 15. 
Contact Registration, Malas- 
plna College, Now for full 
details. (1)753-3245.
Lighting Fixtures. Western 
Canada's largest display. 
Wholesale and retail. Free 
Catalogues available, Nor- 
burn Lighting Centre, 4600 
East Hastings Street, Bur­
naby, B.C. V5C 2K5. Phone 
1-299-0666.
Akitas - Matsutake Kennels 
Akitas are Foundation of 
many other kennels. Puppies 
available from Champion 
Lines, registered vaccinated, 
from $400. Can be shipped. 




YOU CAN'T LOSE, Lots got logothor lo 
soil your R.V. unit. If wo can't soil It 
wo'll buy It. Froo opproisol and pickup 
onywhoto. Lantzvillo Rocroation Cott- 
Iro Ltd, Toll FroB 1.800-663-4234. 49/00 
1983 AIRS'!REAM SOVEREIGN, approx, 
5000 mllm. Air, furnar.o, 3 ploco bath, 
roar bdrm., storoo, sink, slavo, Iridgir 
• 3 way, lots of cupboard spoco, lood 
Ictvor hitch, 2 ■ 30 lb. propone tanks, 
wrop oround windows, rlppor owning, 
(ubbor llko now, Top condition, asking 
$26.9.50.30311.369 03/05
1987 5TH WHEEL — 100 miles, cost 
$37,000, Asking $34,000. 36' of luxury.
479.5965,;......... ^ ........ • .......OS/00.
YOU CAN'T LOSE. Lot's got logBlhctr to 
soli your R.V, unit, If wo corr't soil It 
we ll buy it, Froo opproisol ond pickup 
onywhoro, lontzviliB Rocroolion Com 
tro Ltd. Toll Froo 1800 663*4234, 05/00
Engines Rebuill for Cars and 
Tiucks from $02.5 Five year 
100,000 km. Warranty, Bond 
Mechanical 872-1523; loll- 
(ree 1-800-663-2521; ovon- 
inQK 534.5113_______
$1 Down leases a new car or 
truck. Seven Year warranty, 
Payments from $139/mo. 
O.A.C, Call lease manager 
at (604)465*8931. DL5584.' 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES
For Sale: Four-Bay Service 
Station, one of two In north­
ern community, Good Loca­
tion, well stocked, low truck, 
propane, carwash. Call Gur- 
rneot 242-4291, evenings 
242-4192.
Cash In - Cash Oul. Coke, 
Pepsi, Libby'll, Hein? ■ 
world , lamous drinks. You 
will njllll in youi new, uni­
que cold pop/juico vendors 
with Koparalo price selling, 
Mini m u p'l investment 
$11,980 secured aa we sup­
ply Iteifjhl, erjuipment in- 
slallinod in lacations, pro­
duct fills, .supplies, etc. Own 
your own business, your 
choice, part or fullllmo. 
Call/Write (24 hours) (or 
btochuie. Solar Buainofis 
Centres, 100 Easl Drive, 
Suite 200, Rramalea, Onl. 
LOT 1B3. Mr, Halbol 1(416) 
761*5705.
Mobile food concession cus­
tomized interior with tho 
latest technology completely 
sell-contalnod, For informa­
tion package write; The Cac­
tus Cantina, Box 655, Hous­
ton, B.C VOJ 120 or phone; 
845-2075,
For Sale: Established Weld­
ing Business In Nerthwenl- 
orn U.C, Phone after C p m, 
847-6059.
Lawnmower/Chainsaw Hard­
ware Store lor sale Pori 
Albotnl' Includes bulldingo 
and lot $75,000, in stock plus 
equipmoni now operating 
$100,000, Gross Plus Price 
^ 724.6363.$XF5jP0.0.
Ovijrweloht'7 Ground Floor 
opportunity all Canadian 
products. Opert House sem­
inars in ma|or centres across 
Canada during January, Call 
Calorad Business Oppor- 
lunily 1 (416)332-5000 lor 
'ilRP®es ,and places. 
Incredible Business Oppor- 
lunityl Dynamic diistrlbulors 
wanted Irjr subliminal self- 
improvement videos.
Power Equipmoni Outiinosu - 
Gontral Vancouver Island, 
Selling Honda, Evinrudo, 
Husqvarna power producis 
oic, Annual sales $330,000, 
Showinfj good return. Bual- 
rieari, slock, equipmoni 
$89,000, Properly For Sale 
or Lease. I.c64.248-3621.
Diploma corrr/spondonce. 
Free calendar, High School 
upgrading, accounting, man­
age m o n t, , a d m i n i r> I r a t i 0 n, 
secretarial, crjivipulors, Es- 
tahlishod 1964. National Col­
lege, 444 Robson, Vancou­
ver, 688-4913 toll Irou 1-BOO- 
3§Z:1281,..24: hpiirs,
ECU I PM EN'f AN D 
MACHINERY
"Carbldo Impreg^nalod Saw 
Chain, Carbide Tipped Cir­
cular Saws, Groovers, Cul­
lers & Router Bits. Send (or 
Price List". Norihsiar, P.O, 
Box 46526, Vancouver, B.C. 
Ven 4GB
FOR "S A LE"MIS'c7""~~"~’...... .
Soltwaro for PC's, 'fandy 
.1000'ji and other Compat­
ibles, Only pennies per pio* 
gram. Send lor Iren rniol- 
oalaloQuo. Maunlain Aire 
Systems, Box 1030, Car-
dlliciaL Olympic Souveniifi. 
Ofdcinl pln.'i, posters, calen­
dars, etc. '88 Sprjtts Calon- 
dar $7.95, Write lor Caia- 
loqurr, enclose $1,95 to Pin 
Pals, Box 6090, Stn, A, 
Calgary, Alta. TI'H 2L3.
(403)234-0434. ! . ..
Baieillio Cienranco. U'i’ 
P(3cknoo complete $12.99, 10' 
nzjckago complete $999, 
Tracker,s from $299 and do- 
coders. Ealellite World, 430- 
4040, 5320 Imporial Street, 
B.C V5J 1E6,
Greenhouse & Hydroponic 
equipment, supplies. Every­
thing you need. Best quality, 
super low prices. Green­
house $175., Halides $115. 
Over 3,000 products In 
stocki Send $2 lor info pack 
& Free magazine to Western 
Water Farms, 1244 Seymour 
St., Vancouver, B.C, V6B 
3N9, 1-604-682-6636.
B.C, Pub and Revenue Prop­
erty, $602,000 gross income. 
A-1 building, fixtures and 
location. Some 15'4% (inan- 
cing. F.P. $580,000. No bet­
ter buy, Conlacl Henry Des- 
noyer, Tradeland Realty Ltd., 
3410 Coldstream Ave., Ver­
non, B.C. V1T 1Y2, .545*5325 
Eves, 542-8712.
HELP WANTED
Semi*Retired 30 years Pub­
lisher Werrkly Newspaper 
wants reiiul work (or Editor, 
Publishers on Holidays. 
Write No. 212 - 810 West 
Broadway, Vancouver, B.C. 
V5Z 4C9.
Journeyman Ford Parts 
Counlerrrtan and Journey­
man Ford Technician, You 
must Be A Dynamic, Ener­
getic Wlnnufl 'yVo olfor 
abovrr Average Opporlunltj 
Join our Winning Team 
("ain and grow In (3rand 
Now Facilliios, Groat Com­
munity with Exciting Future, 
|( you aie above Averaue, 
apply to Lake City Ford, n5 
Olivor SI., Williams Lake, 
D.G, V2G1M9,
•7o
On Canim Lake one throe 
bedroom cabin fully furnish- 
(?d on 1-1/16 leased acres 
with 166 (eel ot Lake Front­
age, Will take moiorhomo in 
Irado, $15,000, Cash, (604) 
534..3746.
SERVICES.. ...
ICBC owe you money for 
personal injury'/ Vancouver 
lawyer Carey Linde (since 
1972) has Froo Inlormalion, 
Phono 1-604-779B. Sr-cond 
Q.P.II.'JJ-))''s GladIy Givjn_._____
ICBC Injury Claims? Call 
Dale Garr-l-tairls • 20 years a 
Inal lawyer wilh five years 
mndical school bolorrj law, 0- 
669-4922 (Vancouver), E,x- 
porienced in head iniury and
athof major claims, Percent-
agrr (errs available,
Overseas Pnsilions. Hun- 
(Iruda ol top payiriq posl- 
tiohs. Atlractivo Uifnoflls. 
All occupations. Free drj- 
lalls, OvutiiLias Employment 
Sruvlcefi, Deip, CA, Box 
460, Mount lioyr^l, Quebec, 
H3P aC7.
Slop Inventory Loss. Check­
point Systems, Loader In 
untl-shoplihing IS now rep- 
rosoniod In your area; Prov­
en to dramatically reduce 
shoplifilng losses. Infoima- 
tlon call or write L, fSvans, 
Checkpoint Sysioms, 1400 « 
1500 W. Georgia, Vancou­
ver, B,C, V6G 276. (604)683- 
0030,
13 FOOT BOAT, TRAILER, 20 H P. Volvo 
motor, go» look and ipora wlwol lor 
trollmr. Info call. 656-9620, 07/05
TWO GOOD WINTER MOORING tpoH
in 5idii<iy Moiinu. V'riy luu.sanable. 
656..IIW2 Of.‘Oft
S.A,G,E. plus $2.00 for (nfo- 
pac. Gariddollar Enlefprl,s(;s, 
KICK) - 6888 NO. 3 Rd., Rich- 
tnond, B C, V6Y 2C4. 
P,»tentnfl .Si'curity Prorlucis 
$600. Week/Parltimo, $500. 
investment required. No 
Competition, Dlairibulor- 
ships available throughoul 
Cnruel,^ Grnimn finer nppnr.
..Wowr’it Works'! Hniain’kl
Method By Images, Ouaran- 
lef’d Hair reyrowtri prooram 
r>r yrnir mrvnev back. E-nsy ml 
home application, CinaiJian 
Distributors Welcome, (604)
Si.ift Today '0 irinovtiiive 
ways 1CI earn money «l home 
that iinyono can do. S A.S.E, 
to firnerald Ltd.. 7200 
Bfidoe Sr , Richmond, h:C.
Dickie Deo, the Ice Cream 
Oicyclfs People, are now sel­
ecting disirlbutors (or iho 
1988 .season. Employ stud­
ents as ice cream vendors. 
Small (nvosimont. Dickie 
Deo Ice Croarn, 298,3 West 
2H,l Ave Vancouver, V61. 
1K7. 1-6Q4-734-.3370,
BUSIN E S S 1» E R SO N A L.s" 
hi there atf impori'anT'Aliril- 
vorsary coming up In your 
FoiTiily or Cr.iTimuriitv'l' 
Would you like lo Record 
this Once In Your Lifetime 
Occasion with Cuslom made 
Family or Community Caicn-
f'ui Titu Siiuiplu iiiid
information write lo: Plus 
Five Ventures limited, P,0. 
Box at 0, Alder grove, R,C,
Burrinby,
Erotic Ciiocolaleii, X-Baled 
deBigns, Fun Gilt Idea, To 
order send chequn, rnoney- 
order, Vina or Masloicnnl 
(Of $9,99 plus $3,00 Poalage 
nnd Hfiiulllng lo: Erotic 
Chocolate, P.O, .Box 559B, 
Station 'B', Victoria, B.C. 
V8H t<S4, Adullu only. Allow 
2-3 wrmkfi lor delivery. Mnn-
A ITft'O Huntiru:), Fuihiii!;, 
Cfirnpiog (■'.aialriq ($6.00 
value). Send ytiur expired 
hunting nr fishing lir;cnf,e
R((.‘it)on!!i|)l« llnancially sec- 
uro gentleman desirous of 
cni'iTisponding with Indies ol 
all ages, AM replies answer- 
oil No obi I out ion, Canadian 
Co(Tiiianir,n Club, Box 940, 
Vernon, B.C. VIT 6M8.
So akin a 
(ilend-
VJornen World wide' 
Cjin(i(.han men for 
f.hip/fTuurlage, Free color 
hiochure. Cherry Blo8»orns, 
Box I9(jB(.,, t\aio.uJu, Hawaii 
96755 USA,
(Phniocopy accopUiblo) and 
tlLR. will mail a tree 410
VOX 1A0
Ovei'wmyhf? Tired of Irying 
without tetiuirs? The light Is 
Over, You can henolit from 
lius Lti.>iy Way to tritici 
weight Berid cheque or 
money ordor (or $,'»4, plus 
$3 05 for poMflfle. P,0 Box 
80561, G Ournaby, V5H
pane (over 6,500 ilerr^f.) An- 
hual SpoHamari Catalug. 
S.I.R, Mall Order, Depi, 
194, 1063 Burrowa Avenufj. 
Winnipeg. Mnnilotia, R2X 
2V6. Oiler (ixpirer; f ehruuiy
, __ _ ^ ^................................................. .
Inlolhviriloiv and Nintendo 
Systems and Cariridgei., All 
Iho Inie;;.! ijrimitfi. Uaed Culo 
(■,rK,Jarneti. Repair® and paita 
lur all tiyaienis. Academy 
Video, 1CM1B Ridgeway, 
coquillam, V3K 156' 93m
Pfegnsini; A Irjvlng couple Is
/'r'lgr-r Oi n-lnpi nnn prnviri||ii, h
homo for your unborn chi'i'd. 
Working wllh Government 
'.iconsed Agency. Call col- 
nnl noon
Laminators, lummaiing sup- 
plies. Screen, foil, offset 
printing: Lcigo'a on shirts, 
hats, pins, puns,, lighten!, 
stickers, matches, buttons, 
glassware; anything Heat 
tianslor machmeB, customer 
decals, Pormlcote, 2016 
Onugl.is ,'5i., Victoria, O.C. 
VBT 4L1 l-(004] 3B4-B119.
TRAVEL ..................
tree (oi 'tli'e a.skino'7 Super 
Winter Specilal, Second per- 
son stiiyit free at Blue Boy 
Hotel Vimcouvur $39 95 * 
lax, bBt)0*663-6715 Of ;J21- 
6611 Airport Transporialion 
not Includod.
mm 1416)925 (122*
heinii'iirs at liumel Self irn- 
fiioweinei'', Chari your (m- 
uie hKenqtnnn commurMca- 
finn Invfifnwe cnntiderice 
find l-e m coniral. Program 
listing V(/illy Training Coii- 
lailt.u'vt lid:, G306. 108,
rlHI, 100 Mile, House, B,C.
- ‘■n,;, .I/-/:... ',
Sklwrrii I siVa | nulsa,' r,iiin»
adti's Fsvorllo, has 6 nights/ 
5 day ski holidays from $182, 
per bftftion, quad, occupan­
cy f^liher vBfirtbes of pack- 
agwi available Call i-8(X)» 
f>t» 1 1 'I hr).
wanted".........................
ui(,i abint),-* used or unuswd 
espfxciaiiv whole enveiope* 
with tiemps iiJflxecl King 
Geo-rge V or earliW, Wellri 
„)ac,k. 576 Arbutus.
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"1
STRATA TITLED OFFICE 
OR RETAIL SPACE
Vacant, ready for you, over 1,000 square feet, air conditioned, 
electric heatpump — Well landscaped, extensive common pro­
perty — Lots of parking — Close to busy shopping mali, corner 
Mount Newton and East Saanich Road — Asking $135,000.00
GEORGE SHEFFIELD 
MRS BLOCK BROS. REALTY LTD. 
656-5584
SPECTACULAR VIEWS FOR ONLY $94,500
Wake up to the pastoral views of Mt. Newton valiey. This 3-4 
bedroom home offers a super spacious layout with living room 
overlooking the ever changing views of the valley below. There 
is a dining room, lovely sundeck (duradeck) and double carport. 
A super buy on, today’s market at only $94,.500. New MLS. 
Please call for more details.
R4ARY MERCER or PENNY BAKER
652-3511 656-8147
NRS BLOCK BROS. REALTY LTD. 
656-5584 Anytime
UNRIVALED CALIFORNIA RANCHER
Breathtaking VIP residence. Cedar skylights, 3 BR/2'/2 baths, 
custom blinds, shake roof. PLUS ’•Electronic door opener *2- 
car garage *Woodburnlng stove ‘Sunken kitchen ‘Great family 
area ‘Near recreation ‘One year old. LOCATED IN 
PRESTIGIOUS DEAN APRK.This is a Real Buy MLS. $154,900.
REWARDING VALUES
Sizable kitchen sets off this enticing Country rambler Cedar 
split level. Great family area, eloctonic door opener, electric 
heat, paddle fans, vaulted ceilings, skylights, study, thermal 
glass, woodburning alovo, wood windows, green house win­
dow, city water, 3 BR/3 baths, ALSO ‘Fruit trees ‘Garden ‘RV 
‘Family room *2-car garage ‘Near everyghing ‘Dock, 




NRS BLOCK BROS. REALTY LTD. ,. (i'i
ROOM FOR MOM & DAD
This home is porfoclly deslgnodl for those of you who need very 
separate, private occoinmodatlon for some member of your 
family. All you have to do Is install a kitchen and piostol You're 
done, Fantastic water view tool I Only $96,900, MLS.
FAMILY HOME AND OFFICE TOO!
You will find over 2300 sq. ft. of living space in this well- 
maintained 3-bedfOOin, 2Vir bath homo. Level entry is tastefully 
decorated with corornlc tile and grassclolh. There is an office 
(or don) Juct off tho main entrance and a family room on The 
same level. Backs onto a small park for privacy This is a nice 






Remember me? I work for 
Free until your house Is sold.
SUNNY NEW DUPLEX
Almost complete, this spacious new 2 BR. duplex is ready to 
view. Lots of cupboard space, fireplace, sunny location and 
close to store, marina, and restaurants. Priced at $94,900.00 .
CURTEIS POINT 
Sometimes You Just Feel It 
Walking up the drive to this home gives you a warm country 
feeling. Brick, wood, tile, thermo windows, ocean view, trees, 
fireplace, are some features of this earthy home. There is also a 
cottage or studio to the left and a path to the right leading down 
to the beach. Call now and get the feeling! Priced at 
$129,000.00
Call now for a new Market Evaluation on your property 
before the spring rush!
DEBBIE GRAY
NRS BLOCK BROS. REALTY LTD. 
656-0349 656-5584
STAKE YOUR CLAIM
Family home in Sidney with 4 bedrooms, spacious kitchen with 
eating area, built in dishwasher and lots of cupboards. 
Separate main floor laundry room, new airtight woodstove in liv­
ing room, 1 Vz baths and oodles of storage. Walking distance to 
shopping, elementary school and bus line in front. Freshly 
painted. Immediate possession possible. Great value at this 
price. Stove & fridge included $89,900.








Great 3 BR. rancher only 2 blocks from Beacon Ave. shops. 
Comfortable & solid, now roof & gutters, thermal windows, ex­
tra insulation, enclosed garage. Rock-faced heatilator 
fireplace, huge family kitchen, fenced yard & patio. Great retire­
ment or starter homo at only $86,900. For details on this or 
Ollier retirement homes call us now!
PAM OR BOB KING 
656-3257







Well kept family home, older but In good shape. Throe, plus 
bedfoonia, iwo bailiroonrs, tioutilaior liroplaco, diniiiy ufua, 
sundock, workshop area, Nice gordon. back lane entry -- and 
-- only two blocks to downtown SIdnoy, Ideal lor botli the 
voung family or mllfomont Prlnerl at $0.3,.*>00 Of>on fhls Sirn- 
day 2-4, Como & see
JOHN TATE






- there isn’t one!
A recent computer search revealed NOT ONE con­
dominium for sale in our area.
BUT » a
We have a PROPOSED
NEW CONDOIVIENiyM
scheduled for completion in 
four months, one and two 
bedroom units within walk- 
ind distance to Beacon.
Each suite approx. 1,000 sq. 
ft., firepiace, elevator, patio 
and much more.
Those Interested In
one ol these units, 
















Rancher in Sidney close to 
shopping, bus, etc. Vaulted 
ceilings, in excellent condi­
tion, spotless. Asking 
$79,900.
WANTED TO BUY; a 2-3 bdrm. home 
with an assumable mortgage. Phone 
655-7065. 52/03
WANTED TO RENT, 2 bedroom house 
for reliable working couple with 
mature son in the Soanichton/Sidney 
oreo, at reasonable rent. 652-5663.
02/09
WANTED TO RENT. For May 1st. Cen­
tral Saanich/Brontwood Bay. 3/4 
bedroom house with goroge. 652-1719.
02/05
WANTED TO RENT or rent to purchase: 
family wishes 1, 2 or 3 bdrm. house. 
Must be in North Saanich municipality. 
Handy with tools. Excellent 
references. 382-2789. 02/05
WANTED TO RENT: One bedroom apt., 




1/2 block to beach in subdivi­
sion of custom homes, 
underground services, ect, 





House and one acre of ocean 
view across from Yacht Club. 
Believe it or not! $66,000,
6 NEW RANCHERS
In different areas of Sidney 
from $97,900, 3 br., 2 baths. 
Skylites, etc. to$104,500, Im­
mediate possession, different 
floor plans. Super buysl
Don’t Forgot to Phono 
Block Bros. Roally Ltd.
mm




WANTED TO BUY; 2-3 bedroom house 
with high assumable mortgage. 655-
k7065.________ __ _______________03/06
WANTED ' TO RENT: “Furnished "one 
bedroom apartment or house to core 
for. Wonted by married couple, active 
seniors. Sidney. Can move in anytime. 
656-1788, 03/03
TO RENT: physician seeks to rent 2-3 
bedroom character homo in rural sot­
ting, preferably near Mt, Newton 
ciroo. 384-7942, 03/06
WANTED TO RENT: For April 1st in 
Sldnoy/North Soanich. Responsible 
local family. Ref. ovail. 656-1959,
TO RENT; Non-smoking coup' 
children or pots require a . 




WANTED TO RENT; furnished one or 
two bdrm. apartment from May 1,5 to 
Sept. 15, Would consider housesitting. 
Couple, no children, no pots. After 6 
fj,rn, call 479.6856 , 05,^07
IDiAl'TENAWfsrRetlre 
long-term newer 2 bdrm, house in
Sidney oreo by March 1, Fireplace
oiientiaf, garden, goroge or 
workshop, Excellent refttrencos. 
About $600 Phono collect anytime, 1- 
531-8103. 05 07
room/share house or will do house- 
koeplng/cobking In exchange for 
room. ^11 Jeon, 656-9812. 0.5/05
duiif ladyIm) seeks shored oc,. 
commodotlon (rosldoncet) wllh stable 
mobile elderly person as (’/T compa­
nion housekeeper, N/S, or self con- 
tolnod sto, For March, max. rent $250. 
Penlniulo areas on bus route. fMeonor, 
65.5-3912. 05/06
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KRENTWOOD, FIVE, poulblo six bdrm, 
■ reht/salw. Three upper, two bdrm., 




ADULTS ONlY^”Mdoii:RN one level, 3 
bdrm, liome In Sidney, Applloncei ond 
ground molntunanto Included. March. 
PWcriNO, 05/05
.ATTRAaiVE WATEUFWONlf home (un- 
lurn. or (orn.) locoled neor Sidney or>d 
lift bus route, Tv/w bdrm, elflrkml 
biingolmu, full Ivoiemitni ntlorhed 
garage, beoulilol views of oteon, 
wildlife ond A4I, Baker. A romfottable 
Home, tviltable for retired couple, 
1850,4';«.509,'». , 05,/05
FM lOOKIN FOR A ROOMMATE to 
•hrrre a spoclous hrsute In Sidney with 
me, STO per month Indodlng utilities.
U5,' Wtr
WEEKEND FRONT DESK CLERK (or 
Emerold Isle Motor Inn, Plooso apply In
00 0.'j
mNTEDruSED garden'SflEoVwood
or motol. Also one wheelbarrow. 
Phone 6;^-23fl1. ■ ' 1)5/05
R '£ L I A E L L ii' A M U W U M.K I N L» 
hooiecloaners will do all your 
household deorting jobs, (or spodal 
core ond SQtls(ai:tlon gunrnntnnd, 
please coll 652-2154 or 652.2612, 05 05 
KINMORE WASHER, 2 yr. old, like 
isew. $250.00, 652-5694. 05 05
FOUND: MALE CHIHUAHUA «t 
Je*?*®'* . 05/05
FOR RENT; throe berlruum 
suite,,, above service stblion, stove, 
(ridge, fenced yord, 1500,00 - month 
rnai ir i si, n, oistj - 6 > . 05, Oil
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GOT A PRODUCT YOU WANT TO SELL 
to the entire province? Through our in­
novative Blanket Classified Advertis­
ing program, we can place your 
classified ad in more than 70 popular, 
well-read community newspapers 
which are delivered each week to 
more than one million homes 
throughout B.C. and the Yukon. Simply 
coll our Classified Department at 656- 
1151 for details. We can even arrange 
to have your Classified Ad appear in 
more than 500 community newspapers 
across Canada. Your message will 
reach more than 3.2 million homes.
11 /tf
MR. AND MRS. J.S. FENTON, North 
Saanich are pleased to announce the 
engagement of their daughter 
Catherine Sherry to Douglas Barry 
Bickford, son of Mr. and Mrs. B. 
Bickford of Saanichton. Wedding date 
to be set for late summer. 05/05
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CARDS OF 
THANKS
EARN $10-$20/HR. in your own 
janitorial route. Full or part-time from 
$1600 down O.A.C. Call President at 
385-2555. 02/05
THE WIFE AND FAMILY of the late H.G. 
(Pat) Pattison wish to thank our 
relotives, friends and his customers for 
the many sympathy cords received 
since his passing. Thanks also for the 
donations to the Heart Fund in his 
name and to Rev. Ivan Futter for the 
memorial service. 05/05
PERSONALS
WOMEN'S SEXUAL ASSAULT CENTRE 
Crisis Line 383-3232. We offer informa­
tion, support and referrals. 24 hours o 
doy, 7 days a week. 33/tf
COUNSELLING for families and in­
dividuals of all ages - serving the 
Peninsula. Community Counselling 
Service, 9751 Third St., Sidney. 656- 
0134. 33/tf
OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS. Silver 
Threads Lounge. 10030 Resthaven Dr., 
Sidney. Mon.'s - 8 p.m. For further in­
fo. 656-9549 or 474-4353. 45/tf
SPECIAL, SPECIAL — your individual 
complete horoscope. Planets, ascen­
dant, houses plus your 12 month 
forecast, 18 computerized pages. In­
stead of $25 - now $15. Send birthdate, 
time, place and cheque or moneyorder 
to: ASTROCHART, Box 7452, Depot D.,, 
Victoria, B.C. V9B 5B8. 01 /08
RESPONSIBLE CANADIAN, Oriental, 
females desirous of housekeeping, in 
exchange for accommodation and 
companionship. Age, race, no factor. 
Call 547-2020, anytime (24 hr.), or 
write; Box 429, Lumby, B.C. VOE 2G0
04/07
PERRAS, Emile E. (Mel) died suddenly 
at his home in Ottawa 12 January. 
1988 age 53 years. Son of the late 
Albert Perros ond the lote .Morieonne 
Bernier of Edmonton, Alberta. Surviv­
ed by his wife Patricia of Brentwood 
Bay, sons Martin of Vancouver and 
David of Victoria, step-children An­
drew Daniels of Calgary, Alberta and 
Wendy of Comox, B.C., sister Lorroine 
of Sardis, B.C. and brother O'Neil of 
Edmonton, Alberta and four grand­
children. Mel joined the deportment of 
Externol Affairs, Communications Divi­
sion in Ottawa in 1961 and served 
abroad in The Hogue, Paris, Tel Aviv 
ond Belgrade. He had very recently 
retired and had intended to moke his 
home on the west coast. Cremation 
took ploce prior to the memorial ser­
vice on Monday, Jan. 18 at the Hulse 
and Playfair Chapel in Ottawa. In lieu 
of flowers donations to the Canadian 




FACIAL MASSAGE — relaxing, re­
juvenating. Availoble now at Master 
Scissors, Split Ends and Cameo Beauty 
Salons. Please book in advance. 
Reosonable prices.05/05
INCOME TAX PREPARED by experienc­





GiyE-A-WAY — 2nd night FREE 
Lodge accommodation. Sun. to 
Thurs! Coming weekends: ?»1urder 
mystery Feb. 26 & Mar. 25; Folk 
weekend,..M^’r,^ ,il’; &.o12;:
Grafts Tea Apr. 17; Raku workshop; 
Apr. 22 & 23; Frisbie Golf Todrney' 
May 15.
FREE Spring calendars available 
phone 1-748-7738.
STEELHEAD NOW!
on the Cowichan River
☆ PRIVATE 
HOME CARE
☆ Tailored to 
our needs
☆ By a Professional 
Caregiver
☆ Senior Discount
For assessment call: 
652-4873 after 5 p.m.
SAVE YOUR USED STAMPS. Western 
Square Donee Association collects all 
used stamps. Proceeds to Cancer 
Fund. Drop them oft at Tho Review.
50'tf
PENINSULA COMMUNITY ASSOCIAT- 
ION THRIFT SHOP. Now nomo - now 
look ■ same good service. Volunteer 
run. Funds generated stay on the 
Peninsula to provide services to local 
residents, The shop approcloles your 
donofions ol furniture, appliances, 
household items, clothing etc. Coll 
6S6-3SI1 to arrange convenient pick up 
or deliver to 9751 3rd St., Sidney, 
Thank you for your support! A pro­
gram supporting the Peninsula Com­
munity Assoclotian. 4'2'lf
ANTIQUES AND COLLECTABLES. I let) 
iTiOikul, Cobble HillHull, Cobble Hill,
9^ __
We invite your 
Bequests or Donations 
to the
Saanich Peninsula 
- - Hospital ,
* FeUMDATieN FU N D; 
P.O. Box 1000, 
Saanichton, B.C. 
VOS 1 MO.
Funds needed to fund costly, 
modern, medical equipment 
not financed by Governments.
THANK YOU.
20S LEGALNOTICES
B.C. Feb. ?0lh, 9 o.m. to 5 p.m, Ph, 
72'7 6299 for inftj, 03 07
GROUPS...now' FORMING:Personal
Growth, Effective Communication In 
Relotionships Stress Reduction. Pto- 
(essional guidance; confldontlollty 
protecled, Jock Thornburgh, M.A 656 
3837. 03/06
SANSCHA..hall"flea''aAARKET, 'Sun­
days, Tables and Info. 656-4523. 05/tf
THE REGULAR AAEETING of flw Penin­
sula Auxiliary of Iho Diobetes Associa­
tion will be held on Wednesday, Fob, 
lOlh of 7 p,m, ol the Soonith Peninsula 
Hospifol. Guest spooler will bo 
Heather Nunn of Iho Stress & Pain Cen­
tro. 05 05
ORiENTAl. ART PAINTING. Semi- 
privolo lessons at Patrick Chu s btudla, 
H9(l Downey Waart Sidney. Ihursday 
morrtlrigis, $'0 pnr hour. hrtfi-TT.TO
COMMUNITY SUPPORT WORKER.
fHer-nflfapped Sorvirei! Worker level 
II) This pfogram is being allMiod to 
studenifi who hove complotud level I or 
wqulvolftnl. Comosun i* the only col- 
In B.C. fo oiler ihis program with 
a focus on suppurting peopiu m q 
voriety of community seiting*. wbmo 
pctople wilh mulliplu honditaps oihmd 
Kichrml, live work nt^d plnv, ‘ilni t date 
April Sib. Spote limited, apply now! 
Camosun Collogo, 3100 Foul Boy Rood, 
Vicioflo, B-C. VOP 4X8,: 59'2-r556. 05-'05 
BRING YOUR VAlENTIWf to our 
Sweethentl tJonco, Satuiday, feb. 13, 
Knight's Pythins Hoil, 4th Stree-t, 
5iijn«y.. Oapd minic. good land il 
nsfre-shms'nts. All this for only $0.O<)
LAND ACT
NOTICE OF INTENTIONTO 
APPLY FOR A DISPOSITION 
OF CROWN LAND
In Land Recording District ol Victoiia 
and situated’ Pior.s Island Shute 
Passage,
Take notice that Mr. Mrs. A.G Van 
Dyke ol Longboach Calilomia, oc­
cupation Navy Physician, Inlonds lo 
appiv for a Llcnnre of occupation nl 
Iho following doscribocl lands: (a) 
Fronting Lot 9. Victoria District I'leis 
iBland Plan No 1630-1 containing ,055 
ha and (b) Commencing at a post 
planlodt 5 m Dofih wosl from south 
east corner ol Lot D I'lun 16304, 
tnonco 55 motors north t^.aEii, ihrmcu 
10 motors north wtriq, Ihutico !i5 
motors south wmit; thence U) nKrlnts 
southeast,
Tiro pur(:K.lSt,‘ lor vvlir(;'.|i llris dir.pusilion 
19 mquriod is.l |■’ettTlatlcrrrt Puvotn 
Moorago.
AlpK(U'ider r.-i Van Dyko 
Susan Wlilrarr IS 
AlltypiirConslfUClirJin 
Damn Dor; 30,-19(1 r 
CornmonlB concerning tins aprihcation 
may bo rp,«ide to Ifie Ministry nl I orr-sis 
S Lands, 851 Yates Slii.iet, Viclaii.!. 
B.C. VflW 3(17*501'I, Hit: NO, 
140440';,
LAND ACT
NOTICE OF INTENTION TO 
APPLY FOR A DISPOSITION 
OF CROWN LAND
In Land Rncording District ol Viir.toii.'t 
nnd filtuaied* Sateliiio Channel.
Taka notice that Mi, Harry C, Ferno r.i 
412 Landsend Road, occur>aiion 
Solicitor init'tndis to apply lor a Dispotii- 
llon ol Itio lolliawino describcid lairds 
(n) Lot A. Plan Section J’.'i,
Rnngo 3 West, Norlti Sfiiinii:,h Dif.iiiiM 
(.tontairilna .025 f»(t (biCrrffimencing at 
il post pl.'»nled+ 5 4 eip/flrf, v,-f,';l 
Nofih Last Corner of l.iM A, Piafi 
.38303, SocSlCin, S3, riiiingi; ,;IW,, fc 
Saanich Ihenco 25 muierts north, 
Ihfinco 10 mnims, wer.i. thnitci' I’S 
rneleiii soutlr; thence 10 metiniB ei«t, 
(inij fcoiilaniiiid L5h(iriM.irii>ui less 
Thu pui'iKJiio lt)f whtGh tho dispuailiDn 
ill reiduired isl Serniionnl Muaitiatt lor
prlvtiia uiiw ,
-Harry (-erniiii
buinnj Urn. -JU. iut>( ,
CofTimPhiu conceinina (hit. nppiiCaiioh 
may bo to tlw Minisory ol f'orestii 
A Land*, 05i Yates Street, Vicioiia,
oc. VOW a:;;., riit: no
1404464!
LAND ACT
NOTICE OF INTENTION TO 
APPLY FOR A DISPOSITION 
OF CROWN LAND 
In Land Recording District of Victoria 
and situated' Piers Island,
Take notice that Mr. Donald R. Gard­
ner of 20 Varsity Place, Calgary, Alber­
ta, occupation Businessman, intends 
to apply for a Licence ot occupation ol 
the following described lands: (a) 
Fronting Lot 4, Piers Island, Victoria 
District. Plan No. 37663, containing 
.044 ha and (b) Commencing at a post 
plantedt 4 meters from North West 
Corner ot Lot 4 Plan 37663; thence 55 
meters west; thence 8 meters south; 
thence 55 meters east: thence 8 
meters north.
The purpose for which the disposition 




Dated Dec. 30. 1987,
Comments concerning this application 
may be made to the Ministry ol Forests 
& Lands, 851 Yales Street, Victoria. 
B.C. V8W 3E7, 387-5011. FILE NO. 
1404465,
HOUSE IN DEAN PARK. Open Daily 
from 1-3 p.m. 8574 Kingcome Cres.
04/06
1080 SQ. FT. TOWNHOUSE with private 
fenced-in yard. Three bedrooms. 1 '/t 
baths, fridge, stove, washer, dryer in­
ch Children & pets welcome. $69,900. 
655-1975. 04/11
SIDNEY TOWNHOUSE FOR SALE. 3 
bdrm., 1 '/j boths, workshop, fenced 
yard, children OK, pets OK. No agents 
please. 656-4587. 02/05
SIDNEY, FURNISHED ROOM to rent, 
9601 - 7th St. at Ocean St, $185. p/m, 
includes utilities, and is across from 
pork. 49/08
SIDNEY, 2 BEDROOM RANCHER, six 
months old, 1 '/■> baths, huge kitchen, 
fireploce, fenced yard, on quiet cul-de- 
soc, $89,900. By owner, 655-3928. 
__ 04/05
FOR SALE BY OWNER, 2 bdrm. 
bungalow with upstairs studio. Op­
posite marinas. Excellent condition. 
Harbour Rd.. Sidney. $85,000. 656- 
6362. 05/08
DELUXE IN-LAW SUITE, 2 bedroom, 
fireplace, dishwasher, carport, 
storage area. $525., includes all 
utilities. Non-smoking. No children, no 
pets. Available Feb. 1st. 655-1068,
02/05
WATER S EDGE VILLAGE Townhouse. 2 
br, 2 full baths, goroge, one open 
porking spoce, many extras. $117,500. 
or nearest offer. Owner. 652-4259.
05/05
TWO
LOVELY ONE BDRM. condominium for 
sole in Blue Waters, Sidney. $63,900. 
Write P.O. Box 6061. Station C, Vic­
toria, B.C. V8P 5L4 or coll collect 642- 
3766. 05/08
DRIFTWOOD APARTMENTS — one 
bdrm. suite. Available Feb. 1/88. 
$400.00. Adults. No pets. E. Besser, 
656-5251. 04,-05
SxS Lots,ONE ACRE 
Soonich. 656-5916.
DEAN PAR^K'S ¥eST VALUE? 3 
roncher on cul-de-sac. SI 49,000. Phone 







open HOUSE, SUN. 2-  P.M. 1982, 
1150 sq. ft. 3 bdrm. rancher. 1 \'i boths, 
heotilotor F.P., lorge south focing 
sundeck, fully lenced yard. 
Greenglode areo Sidney. $87,000. 2109 
Brethquj; Porkwoy. 656-1714. 05, 05
SHARE LARGE HOUSE. Washer, dryer, 
bedroom with bathroom off side. 
Prefer female. $300 includes utilities. 
652-5320 ofter 8 p.m., John. 04/05
ECHO INN MOTEL, next to Butchorl 
Gardens. Furnished one bdrm. apart­
ments, $500.00; bachelor, $450.00. Ail 
utilities inch 652-2234. 04/07
Retire in Comfort at 
BRENTWOOD 
TOWER APARTMENTS




SIDNEY MODERN 2 BDRM. and den 
bungalow, 4 pee. bath, dbl. carpoiT, 
sea glimpses. Steps to tho beoch, 
minutes from oil amenities, quiet cul 
de sac in tip top neighbourhood by an- 
nex. $109,000. Phone 656-8861. 05/05
Rent includes heat, T«V..
parking, sauna, swirlpool, 
biiiards, and workshop.
10 min. to Sidney. ?0 min. to 
Victoria. 90 suite complex on 4 
acres. Extra parking available.
Mr. & Mrs. Reeves
CHILDREN WELCOME! 15 townhome 
housing co-operative, 10071/81 Fifth 
St.. Sidney. Occupancy Apr, 1. Only 
$1,000 to join. Two bedroom. 
$575/mo.; 3 bdrm., $620; 4 bdrm., 
$660. Utilities extro. Monthly 
household ncome required: 2 bdrm., 
$2250.00; 3 bdrm., $2400.00; 4 bdrm., 
$2533.00. Small pet allowed. For more 
information and application, phone 
Pacifica Housing Advisory Associotion, 
385-2131. 05/tf
CLASSIFIED
phone; Ralph Ripe-nburg, 6620836, 
Hntry !>r)nd«itf.tirt, 0‘.i-'05
.m. iw. .#% , «
oao-1 13 1
Some people take 
months to sell 
Their house...
To sell yours it 
takes just WEEKS 
caliJACK WEEKS 




ARE YOU SELLING YOUR 
HOME?
INSIST ON A SECOND
OPINION OF VALUE.
CALL GORDON TEWS 
477-5353 DAYS 652-5098 EVES,
REAL ESTATE 
* 11 FOR SALE
e I REAL ESTATE 
FOR SALE
iMmtrea/ Trust real estate







2489 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C. 
656-5511
REALTY WORLD SIDNEY REALTY
Beacon Avenue, Sidney
BUYING, SELLING, OFl JUST PLAIN 
TALKING REAL ESTATE
MAKE THE RIGHT CHOICE
make it
tm REsmTB people:
RETIREMENT AT IS BEST
Over 1300 sq. ft. of first class living space, all on one level. Great 
two bedroom, two bathroom Townhouse in quiet area of Sidney 
Bright spacious kitchen with skylight and breakfast room. Covered 
parking. Ready for occupancy. :$94,500. ?
BILL MOSHER 656-7117
MONTREAL TRUST CO LTD. 386-7355
Wi!dttm¥t(d Sidney!!
MT. BAKER FOR BREAKFAST!
Beautiful older, quality built home on 1 acre in N. Saanich. One owner and 
well maintaned. 2 bedrooms and a den with a full basement. The living room, 
dining room and family kitchen have an unobstructed view of the ocean and 
Mt. Baker. The home has, both oak and fir floors and 3 fireplaces, 2 up & one 
down. MLS New. Asking $124,900. ■
RETIRE IN STYLE
this home has quality built in 1968 
new carpets were Installed recently
this home is situated only one block from the beach and is close to the 
bus, the library and senior centre
you will enjoy the cozy living room with its fireplace and bay window 
the downstairs den provides extra space for TV, guests or hobbies 
split level with 2 bedrooms — 1 Vi baths 
Investment —$107,000
SUMMERGATE *iSPECIAL”
Village A large living 
ide comfortable living. The 
easterly view for maximum
$106,000 
IN SIDNEY
tSiighl new 3 Bdrrn, Ran­
cher in a newly developed I 
area of homes just coming! 
on ihomarket. Call mo nowl 
and bo the first lo| 
aapreciote this lovelyj 
home.
EAST IS EAST, 
WEST IS WEST 
BUT SIDNEY'S BEST!
I This custom finished hornej 
proves the point, including 
the very comfortable 2 
j bdrm, In-law sulio, Call mo 
I now to vtow tlie cuatoml 









3 Br. Saanichton rancher. 
Mature level lot wllh loads of 
fruit trees, Private yot close to 
shops & bus, Soparale 
workshop, A mufit golt, this 
voty aflordoble horrie, Call;
SHARE WITH N/S QUIET femole — fur­
nished 2 bdrm. tawnhause. Utilities. 
$250.00/man. Suitoble far shift 
warker. 656-4849. 05/05
WANTED
Subdividablo property with 
or without house anywhere 
on the peninsula. Quick 
decisions.






REAL ESTATE SERVICE 
ARBUTUS REALTY INC. 
B524488
FANTASTIC FAMILY HOUSE
This farge four bedroom (2 up S 2 down) F.amily homo in 
Sidney is in Imifuiuulalo conditirjn Itiroughouf and 
awaits your Inspecllon, Cathedfal enlrahce, Knotty pine 
Kltchon cabinets and eating area, Eniorlrjinmenl size L- 
•Shoped fjv'irtg/Dining room wilh F\r» Cony r-'amily mom 
with French doors and woodstove, covered sundack, 
fully fenced backyard with storage shod,
656-0747 or 6S6-87S1 
■ Ask tof',
JOE STARKE
THINKING or OUVING OR SELLING? 
Oon'i DoLiy phono today 










SENIORS MID handicapped ^ 
VOLUNTEER SHOPPING SERVICt
•WED. And THUaS. • 9 A.M.Jo j P.H.*
































NEW! HEW ZEALAND FROZEN
SHEPHERD’S
PIE.......... SXSgptg























MIKE EEZ.RESH, PORK or BEEF
HOMEMADI 
SAUSAGE








fe/yil ! FISH...........................  ........ 350g6 Varieties 
........  200mL ....


























7flC' PON KAN 
'0:ORANGES









........... 5.^7 kg Ib.
YOGURT Plain .......Flavoured ..
i s- c ;- ! ■
FINNISH _
EDAM CHEESE66
















BONED. SKINLESS. PREV. FROZEN
PACIFIC SALMON FILLETS
HIQHLINER FROZEN






















C@0i CHIPS and 
yP [ROUNDS
.. ™g98«i REFRIED BEANS .
28^: ^ . i TACO SHELLS... 











































i SOFTENER SHEETS........ 60’s
• .... - ....=51%*! TvORY LIQUID
,ACTIVE............3,ag78<'| detergent... ,,
98'DRY.... . . . . . . . . ii3,1®®ridSY
g-f gi.UC^m^or
ea. YEAST ..227g
-----  250mL pump






























1 TWICE AS FRESH 
} ROOM
1 DEODORIZER 5 Varieties.......... pkg
28? -■
I CATCH ALL 
!GARBAGE 
I BAGS........... .10’s 78'i
a © I CATCH ALL KITCHEN 
I GARBAGE 








TIDE or OXYDOL POWDER
DETERGENT
GOLDEN GRAIN
RICE-A-RONI
GOLDEN GRAIN
NOODLE RONI
SAFFLO
SUNFLOWER OIL
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